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PR FACE 

great deal has -been written about the Greater 

Alcibiades si 

gi_nn,in.g 

e its authenticity was first questioned at the 

e nineteenth century. A good deal of the 

criticism has been unfavourable, but recently some scholars 

have rallied to its defence with considerable vigour. The 

history of the Platonic corpus, while doubt in 

cas -& d cranes --f-e euY ;t, must neverthe- 
less make one wary of athetizing a d alogue through minor 

points of detail, and it is probably fair to say that a good 

deal of the adverse cri_tici t of the Alcibiades has be ery 

far from conclusive, and often based on misapprehension. 

For this reason, while I myself believe that Plato did not 

ave : t hought it worth while to discuss some of 

coming to what seems 

to me to be the crux of the question... The method will , I 

hope, serve to emphasize what many undisputed points suggest, 

that the writer was very well acquainted with the dialogues 

and doctrine of. 

Cf the setting which I give to :this work in my Conclusion 

correct, the Alcibiades i.s most interesting as reflecting 

the points that have been raised before 

Plato. 

the reaction of an intelligent member of the Academy to the 

abandonment .'...of Plato' e FOrms. ur writer wi l l have been a 

man of considerable perspicacity as well as.. considerable 

:Liter ary ability ,. and he deserves the compliment paid to 

work by Prcclus arid 0lyxápiodorus, who remarked " formed 



the best introduction to Platonic philosophy. If those 

critics fajaed to observe wheM he went beyond Plato, that 

be 1e because they had gone beyond Plato themselves.: it 

was a fault: of the Neoplatonists that they criticised, earlier 

works '. in terms of their own beliefs. 

A bibliography will be found at the end of the book. 

T have Cited these works by name of author, alone, except 

where otherwise indicated in the bibliography. I follow 

Burnet s text, except at 130d - Id 132e; th e reasons for .my 

departure there are indicated in the notes. 
.......s 

Fettes Collegp, 
dinburgh. 

Max'ch, 1949. 

"4. S. BLUCK. 



Introductory 

7 

Iwo dialogues in which Alcibiades converses with Socrates 

have come down to 11B. The Second or Lesser A1cibiades is 

proved spurious by its manifest dependence al, the Greater 

lacibiades and seems to contain indications of Stoic 

inf1uence;1 it is dismi,ssed as spurious by Athenaeus, 
2 
and 

disregarded by Albinus who simply speaks of the A1Ci1a 

when referring to the Greater. 

The e.uthenticity of th e greater Alcibiades, which we 

shall see good reason to deny, appears never to have been 

questioned in antiquity. This dialogue (like the Lesser) 

was included, according to Diosenes Leertius,4 in the 

i . 

Platonic canon of Thrasylas and Di ogene s s coins to imply 

that Aritophanes the grammarian, who was born 9 bout 260 B 

accepted all the dialogues in ThrasYlus' list. In any ease 

our dialofz.:ue must have been generally accepted as genuine by 

Of. e.g. A.E. Taylor4 pp. 526-9 ; J. Souilhi, Platon XIII 
Dialo -aes Sus ects 19)07 pp. 3 sq. - 
S oic.i uence (pp. 10-11). 

who, however, denies 

ico. 

S Iìmiodiately after listing 

- 

the works th,at. Thrasylus acceoted 
as enuine, he records that Aritophanes divided some of 

groups the dialogues into ol three, ariJ adds that in. 

Aristoph4nes'l..... otherS"::..:f6lIO.*..,one by on(,) 

(III, 52.) ,,. - 

159 Hermann; lb. . 146. 



the first century A.D., for Plutarch, vTino uses it freely as 

evidence for his Jlfe of Lcibiades, expressly refers to it 

as Plato's work. Friedlander has claimed that Polybius 

seems to have regarded it as genuine; and certainly Albinus8 

did, and later the Neo-Platonists Iamblichus, Proclus, and 

- le Olympiodoras. Zo doubts, in fact, were expressed about 

the authenticity of this work until the 'nineteenth century. 

alt; r n the ancients wee prepared to be critical» t 

their standards of critic sin were apparently very different 

from ours, and they accepted many works whose authenticity no 

one is now likely to defend.12 ae are therefore justified in 

judging each dialogue attributed to Plato separately, 

according to its merits. 

The writers of the early part of the nineteenth century 

7 

9 

Life of Alcibiades c. 2. (Thrasylus also tahl 
in 16E76-±'irst century 

Am. Journ. of Phil. LXVI. 4.- pp. 337 SQ. He compares 
-15757=711xi. 23-3o, nA cialmsothat the similarities with 
our dialogue cannot be due to mere. literary imitation, 
Since Polybius himself is there a participant in the 
conversation, but tust be due to the fact that Polybius 
'saw Scipio and himself asthe-more 'fortunate counterparts 
of Alcibiades-and, Socrates! 

See note 3. 

Cf. Prole °Ilene Plato's PILLL21.21214,E, 0. 26. 

1° Of. Procli diadochi et 01 iodori in. Platonis Alcibiadem 
commeatarii, ed. reuzer, ILLuru, 5; 
Olympiodorus' Life of Plato c. 2. 

11 Of Proleryomena c. 25. 

12 , 
the dfinos al Thear7es 0 « 



who atri ei thp dialeole based most, of their arguments for 

its rejection.. on _assumptions that would not be accepted 

today. 13. Mare recently a number of writers14 have attacked 

.varions aspects of our dialogue, or particular points that 

have ./....appeared to them un-Platonic, but it is very doubtful 
_ ' - 

vhothco the majority "of these arguments- even when added 

together - aporoacn conelusiveness. 

staunch supporterS. in CToiset, Vick, and IJriediander. Any 

dialogue ascribed to Plato is probably entitled to an a.2riori 

'Presumption.. in its favour; but we shall see presently that 

there are, in .fact very strong grounds for rejecting this 

paricula:o works, 

13 Ast (who rejected all the 'Socratic dialogues except the 
Prot ---)ras) and Schleiermacher, for example, made no alloy - 
anc,e Lor any kina of development in PlaLo's philosophy. 
Among those who accepted our work were Socher, Stallbaum, 
Hermann, rind later Steinhart, Grote/ jowett and R. Adam. 
Suseminl and Schaarschmidt rejected it (the latter attacked 
the authenticity of twenty-six of trie works attributed to 
Plato). 

1.4 

E.g. Hirzel, 3runs, diutosiawski, Arbs, Pavlu, Dittmar, 
Taylor, Bignone, de Strycker, Biakz, Miss Dorothy Tarrant 
and Jaeger (see Bibliography). Ritter and Raeder do not 
commit themselves to a fine/ verdlci:,. 



..0 
of the 3,1 _lato wrote it 

_aimed that the Alcibiades belongs to 

Pl ato 's latest group of dialogues; 11.i it would- certainly be 

- -very .difficult to imagine circumstances in which Plato might 

have been induced to write a dialogue of this nature at the 

time as the Statesman 

Use of Ritter's statistics 
J- ,1246, 

Alcibia eS-differs in this 
- 

for example, 
ettal 

for answer-formulaekshows that the 

respect very considerably from. 

or the Phil bus. 

Plato s latest and in liutJosiaaski s table based 

on the figures of Campbell and showing comparative statistics 

- for the "'Use of rare words, we that the AlciT ".-;Ldes actually 

differs from the latest works more than any other dialogue in 
c.J1 

16 the list except the Charmides. *0..tl donsiderations of 

" y-have-ge'.1. make it very unlikely that the 

ibiades could be one of Plato's latest dialogues.17 

15 

- 16 

17 

See Appendix, fp.135---G 

Putoslawaki, p. 92. Tt would te unsafe to draw any concl 
sions from this as to bow long before the last group it 
mdJ--4.ht have been written; but these figures do suggest - 
even though this evidence is in itself slight - that the 
Alcibiades was not written at the same time as the latest 
Iaograes. Cf. also de 3trycker (Bidez, p. 119). 

See also Appendix, p. U4 ;We may note, too, that the 
statements about Spartan wealth at 122d sq. are not true of 
the dramatic 'date of the dialogue (about432 B.C., see note 
on 123d), and 'would only be true of the period 404-371 3.0. 
cf. Taylor, p. 524, note). Though an imitator of Plato 

writing after Plato's death might easily do so , it is not 
likely that Plato himself would make statements of such a 
kind - statements not without importance in relation to the 
argument - if they were not true of the dramatic date or of , 

tne t Lme at which he was writing. This supports the view 
that the Alcibiades could hardly have been written by Plato 
after 371-7777----- 



7. 

Our work is commonly assigned., by those who accept it as 

genuine, to the earlier period of Plate's writing. Croiset 

would go so fax as to assign it o the period. of Plato stay 

at Mega, id -Lamb to the years immediately following 

-18 - 
I .4.i90r4ts-death. Now socrates6makes it clear in. the 

adsiris (222c) that up to the time when.hewrote that work. no 

one except the sophist Polycrates had ever 6asserted that 

Alcibiades had been a pupil of Socrates This has been 

accepted as proof that the-S-4-mposium cannot have been written 

19 
before tue usiris, and the argument will apply a 1or tiorl 

to the Al ibiades. The Busiris, according to Blass, was 

writt66,11..,-Pome Years after 391 B.C., and since there are good 

'..1!P4.1.P0A$.....for assigning Polycrates' pamphlet, the Accusation of 

Socrates,- to which Isocrates refers, to about 388 B.0.1 
20 

it 

would seem that the Busiris could not have been written anyhow 

before that date. This makes it practically impossible to 
to...A ow 

acceptACroiset,s dating of the Alcibiades, and also makes Lb 

f`64(4,', unlikelnat Plato wrote our dialosue oofore the Gorgias, as 

18 6,6 

Oroiset,. p- 
-.PP. 96-7. 

'1-9- sq. ; Lamb Loeb ed. of Plato, vol. 8, 

19 Cf. Teichmuller áz', Lutoslawski 244. 

2 
0 

J. Geffken Hermes 65. 1. 1930;: Hackforth, g2Eps101tion of 
Plato'skpolea. pp. 44.44-5. The Gor ias-,---.1-Tio-gf----777- 

certainly wri'ten.after.Plato's return rom Sicily, seems 
to have contained a reply to Pelycrates' pamphlet (see 
Gefgken op. cit.). 



Vink 21 and Friedländer- believe. T4at not,. 

' led out; -but-for 

to observe that the implications of I °crates' remark are in 

_ 
general agreement with the judgement of I ylor, 23 iutoslawski, 

aad Ritter, that the style of our dialogue is not that of. 

Ilato's Socratic works. Ritter would place the Alcibiades 

if genuine, after the early works and before the dialogues of 

the Middle Period, 
24 and Lutoslawski holds that 'according to 

25 
its style, the Alcibiades would be later than the Symposium', 

itiany of the arguments that have recently been ¡Draught 

forward with great vigour against the authenticity of this 

dialogue would appear to be practically conclusive if the only 

way of defending it were to do, that 

it arose out of circumstances closely similar to those which 

21 
p. 139. Vink observes that political interest appears for 
the first time in the Meno and Gorgiais, 

irs71;i me 
This suggests that our dialogue 

would not be one of Plato's earliest works. (The remarks 
at 134e '7. 135b about the man who tyrannizes over himself 
perhaps point to the same conclusiehAi4éare reminded of 
Plato"s decisiona:thattheanly hope for any cit[2: Lls, a 
union of wisdom -and power at the head of the state4Z7Thich 
he appears to have reached E..cf. E . VII 326b J- just 
before leavinu.. for Sicily on his first visit.) Further 
even Croiset (p. 52) declares that the Platonic analysis 

.-aof soul into :_-'parts' can;,be detected in our dialogue 'en 
germe'l and even if we go no further than that, it is 
zignif3,cant that the ::1-germe' -is not. to be found in works 

. . . 

earlier than the Gorgias (493b). 

22 
i. pp. 240-3. 

p. 5, 2. 

24 
p. 90. 

2.5 p. 197. 



gave rise to.-Tlatos: other works. It is argued against it, 

for example, that the characterization is poor, 
26 that the 

succession of questions and answers is not broken up in the 

way in which Plato achieves variety the 

Lachas, Charmides, Ifrot2Llas Gorgias, and :',Iithydeaus27 ; 

that Socrates is dogmatic, and not his usual modest, unassuming 

self,' 
8 that whereas in the SaE22sillm Alcitiades is represent- 

ed as having been an ardent admirer of Socrates, in our 

dialogue he shows(no sign of enthusiasm on the 

contrary, Socrates appears as the constant follower of 

Alcibiades29 , . -and that in general the dialogue has a 

tendency to lengthiness in armiment 30 and comprehensiveness 

¡112..jtmatter which suggeEts that it 17at,a sort of 'text- 

..he 'Usual method oî defending the dialogue against 

these Charges has been to explain then away as exaggerated.'or 

signs of an early date, or eise to deny them outright. 

Friedlgnder has certainly done valuable work in pointing out 

the great merits of the work, which the athetizers tend. to 

....underestimate, and, Vink has shown that alleged imitations or 

26 Bruns, op. cit. 

27 Hirziel, op. cite ; de ;Jt.*cker,(Ji(lez, ,. 108). 

28 Tarrant, op. cit.; de Strycker, (Bidez, p. 110). 

29 Taylor, p. )".) nolio, Raeder, p. 24. L 

30 Raeder p. 25. 

31 Taylor, p. f 
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We have seen 

Possible Raison d'Et-re 

hät Polycrates p pamphlet was probably 

published ut 388 B.C. ` e can form r1 s C)'m e idea o tf wbat 

an.lus t f oLlrt:.'i 

which tend,, to, be areply to ï_t, an... 

had been. when ref err] nF to o ways !Th ich Sacre 

of corrupting the young, gene re.11y supposed. to be 

stating th r' e charges of o! ycrates. 
L+ 

;; e infer from L7 ban, us 

PolycráL es confined him self to the indictment of 

corrup- i», and one of the four. points of u.. n, 1. ä l ndi, t men: 

dist?.:raguished by Xenophon,. was at Socrates d led 

CriVi as and Aicîbiádes, and was therefore responsible 

-harm which they had done to Athens, 

Reference to the misdeeds of C 

not -have been made by the prosecution at Socrates cou 

tria 

403 B. C. 

Critias in 

.'o,lycrates 

itias and Alcibiades 

ofnytus r.. loyalty to the political amnesty of 

Hence there is no mention 

no need of mention. 

d, their co duct was mad 

So- rates, Such public çondemna 

óry was probably responsible for th 

of Xenophon, Antisthenes and - Aeschin 

Alcibiadew, or 

pamphlet ppear 

solfie accusation against 

.)f Jocrates. 

But he:rx. 

and 

{ 

33 tljem. 

4 
. orth op. 

7 2. 

p. 71. 



21ato himself mih iDe expected to rally to the defence once 

The Gorgias, however, offers little in the way of a 

reply to this particular charge, althau,Qh, as we Eather from 

isocrate36 s it was one that had not been brought home to the 

Athenian public before: Socrates is merely made to express 

fear that Calli les and 'my friend Alcibiades may be 

made to suffer for Athens' troubles, 'though not responsible 

for them, except, perhaps, in part'.37 In the speech put 

into Alcibiades' mouth in the T.LIzisilu two answers are 

clearly 4ven: ''''ocrates did not foist any teaching Upon. 

Alcibiades - Alcibiades was the active party in this respect, 

for he tried every possible means of inducing Socrates to 

impart to him eome of his wisdom; 38 and. Socrates, so far 

from trying to give instruction, presented a magnificent 

personal example: he was a model of self-control, endurance 

and patriotism. 

It is not, on the face of the matter, inconceivable that 

flato should see fit to write another dialogue with the 

special intention of defending -Socrates' memory against this 

Particular charge, that he had. misguided Alcibiades; end it 

is important to observe that euch a oie'ce d'occasion mut 

36 - Busitts 222c. But the tradition that Socrates had 
!instructed' Alcibiades became very strong, and is to be 
t*'ound in Cicero (de Or. 3. 34. 139) and. ]epos (VII. 2). 

37 519b. 



13 . 

easily present those very features which have led critics to 

condemn the Alcibiades as uh,Platonia. The argument of the 

flz2Lasium - even if we suppose that that work had already 

been written - would probably not have found much acceptance 

among the detractors of Socrates: they would be sceptical of 

the claim that Socrates had been alto?;ether immune to the 

charms of Alcibiades, 39 and that the two:had never discussed 

political affairs. Plato may have decided to allow the 

possibility that such a discussion took place, and to Show, 

on that assumption what Socrates' "instruction' really was, 

or might have been. This would. -probably involve a demonstra- 

tion of the essence of the Socratic creed that might give the 

f'aPDP9.6.....f:hand-book of 'Socratic bhilosobhy; it would' 

be desirable to show Socrates and Alcibiades on together, 

and to omit much of the by-Play and variety4° and artistically 

contrived background that enlivened the usual dialogue; 

Socrates would have to be presented as setting forth positive 
Mmem rn .11/ orn oftramermion 

39 The gymbosium, of course, does not deny that Socrates was 
h Tlover' '(cf. .213c. fin.). 

40 
The passage concerning Persian and Spai tac educatAoh, Which 
de ,z)trycker declares (Bidez, p. 109) 'ne suffit pas á 
créer de la varibtfe, would not on this hypothesis be 
intended to create variety, but rather to demonstrate 
Socrates attitude towards these potential enemies, with 
whom Alcibiades had (later) had nefarious dealings. The 
tendency to lengthiness could be attributed to the prag- 
matic rather than artistic purpose of the 'writer, or to a 
desire to make points plain to a wider public than was 
usually catered for. Similar reasons might account for 
the choice of the form of dialogue that had been used for 
the earliest works. 



14. 

beliefs - aa'aunusual rLe for him, and one that might make 

him appear unusually dogmatic; 
41 and since on our hyPotnesis 

the purpose of the work would be purely apologetic and 

contained in the argument alone, characterization might be 

alaxely disregarded. Further, if the Symposium had already 
JLJ e1 

appeared, it would be necessary)kto give the new dialogue a 

setting of a later date than that assumed. for the 

incidents for 'Socrates 

must set forth his beliefs in a manner which he had refused 

to do when Alcibiades was a boy. It would be better that 

42 
Socrates should aake the advances this time: the daemonion 

could be u-ed to explain his former reticence, while lapse of 

time would account fori4,ndifference4 at the beginning of the 

- such original indifference 

being clearly essential even for a minimum of dramatic aft 

at the end, Lastly, our hypothesis would account for the 

41 It would have to he shown that Socrates himself did know 
the nature of political wisdom: for the special-Turpose 
of the moment .Plato might project upon Socrates somethinG 
of his own self-assurance, just as he was beginning, about 
this time, to father upon him philosophical conceptions 
that Socrates had never held. 

42 
The only alternative would-be to represent Alcibiades as 
still nanmering after instructioh and LoomaLes as at last 
consenting to give it. Socrates' remark that he has 
never 'conversed' with Alcibiades before may be taken as 
meaning that he has never before discussed philosophical 
subjects with him: but if that interpretation be not 
accePted, it is no less likely that Plato would allow a 
discrepancy than that an imitator would disregard the 
Symposium. (On this question see note on 103a.) 



15. 

absence of any mention of the theory of 'recollection', which 

has troubled sole critics, since the views set forth would 

have to be those of the historical 3ocrates.43 In this way 

it could be shown that Socrates never recommended treachery, 

but rather self-improvement as a means of helping one - 

country to be a matcn for foes withoutLL4 . ' 

Since, then, it is oossible to find a setting for the 

dialozue amon Flato's works that would account for these 

features to which objection has been taken, it would be rash 

to reject the Alcibiades as unPlatonic solely because it is 

not altogether like Plato 'o usual productions. We shall see 

presently that there are far more reliable grounds for 

rejectin it, but first we must consider one or two other 

points that have been raised. 

43 Lutoslawski (pp. 80, 103) and Taylor (p. 522) find a dis- 
crepancy between the style and the thought. (If our 
dialogue was written after the Meno, the absence of 
mentlon of the immortality of SFET-is certainly. ourprising.) JevertheiesI. there are certainly hints of Plato's own 
thought: see note 21 ad fin, Curiously enough, Raeder 

25) would reject this work precisely because, while 
its form is that of the early dialogues, its contents 
suggest too late a date: the enumeration of only four 
virtues is confined, he says, to works later than the 
Gorgias. if that were so, it would not be a reason for 
rejecting the dialogue on our hypothesis; bat see pp.,).-3 

zersia and Sparta might have been specially chosen for 
discussion at 121a sq. in order to show that Socrates, 
so far from being responiJ.le for Alcibiades' intrigues 
with their rulers, had urged him to regard these countries 
as Potential enemies. On this hypothesis the length of 
the passage would not be excessive. 
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Akiociva might be 'following the UcibiaJes (which would 

sugest that 'he'thought it authentic) or using lsnuage 

which for other reasons he believed to be in the true Platonic 

Ti an is soul' may no more-be intended as an equation . 

bfidentitY than the Socratic dictumVirtue.is knowledge'. 

be Strycker 
47 

claims that the remark at 130C presupposes 

'a clear distinction between body and soul -already drawn in 

'earlier works, and points to the trouble taken in the Phaedo 

to establish it. But this final observation at 130c is. 

certainly not pat forward as 'needing neither proof nor even 

explanation, asde...-Strycker says: it has been argued at some 

length.:and.-With...the aid of several 'analogies that the agent is 

distinct fromd'and-superlor to the instruments that he uses. 

EVenalfthe...Altibiades could not be placed after 'the PhaedO 

(which.is-not.impossible on the hypothesis suggested above. 

if only the objections so far raised. be taken into account), 

it could still be claimed that what we have here is a pre- 

liminary attempt at proving what is further proved in the 

Phaedc. There is no ground here for rejecting the Alcibiades. 

2. The 'definition ofjustce' at 127c. 

127c Socrateaaskso we act justly or unjustffy9 

Bidez o. 118 'Cif. Eidez hihriself (ib. pp. 122 sq. who 
suggests that just as Aristotle's liUdemus exaggerates the 

. - 

distinction between body and soul, and presents the union 
of the two as an act both violent and contrary to nature, 
so the Alcibiades, with its 'identification' (sic) of man 
wit!. so.577, is a step in the ;;ame diroctiou, though it does 
not go so far. 
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when each one of us performs his own particular function?' 

and the answer is, 'Justly, without a doubt.' De Stryaker219 

regards it as astonishing that Socrates himself should without 

any -hesitation present a definition of justice. 

it is at least doubtful whether this should really be 

called a 'definition of justice. In its context, we find 

that the principle presents a difficulty, which is never 

explicitly resolvedz, one wauld have thnught that to do ene's 

own job was to fulfil the requirements of justice, and yet 

enquiry seems to chow that if everyone followed that principl 

thereacOulddoe no 'friendship in a state. _17 1".'irtfer4117-4"(4.1, 

T;he 'reason for regssrding as unsatisfactory the 

'----.aP444A/3,0....t.b.epolitical art- exists to create such riendsh 

A. very similar argument is to be found in 

the-Charmides where it appears as in our dialogue, that if 

everyone kept rigidly, to his awn affairs the state could never 

be described. as well conducted (1519). In the Charmides it 

is the statement that 'doing one ?s own. Job' is temperance 

that is, o tensiblyoataleast-.rej ted; but unless we look 

for an impJio. concuo1on..i.n the all-important passae of our 
49 dialogue, 132d-sq,--- *hi-04--de-Etrycker does not do - there 

is no ground for asserting--that-theicibiades shows any more 

certainty: than. the Charmides-about the nature of political 

p 

p. 118. 

Thal there is such an implied conclusion is suggested in 
the .0.ommentary, pp ,03-41 011, 



justice. Again, in-he 'e-ublic itself considerable use is 

made o the 'one man, one job' theory long before thedefinl- 

tion ofojustce is announced in Book ITV at 4,33a. It is 

assumed in Book II (369e aq.) - precisely as at Alcihia_ 

'Li, --that one who acts on. that Trinciple will be just, 

altheughl also as in. the lb ialcs the principle is not at 

that stage transmuted into a definition; and on our hypo- 

thesis that the .Alcibiades waswritten as e.result o_ the 

appearance. of ..Polyerates' pamphlet, our dialogue could hardly 

be mucii earlier, if earlier at , than the second book of.- 

tae E221221.1.0. lastly, Busirisj 16.-179 contains what is 

alipst certainly a reference to Plato in tne course of a 

-discussion of the Egyptian orinciple 'one man, one job'.: the 

inference would seem to he tnat hiato had discussed it with 

aoprovl and, since the .ausiris was almost certainly hot 

written Later than 385 B.C. 0 5° that he was doirrs so at the 

time when, on our hypothesis.the Alcibiades might have been 

written. 

It follows.: -therefore, that we cannot use this passage 

to prove the dialogue spurious. 

3. 'D/ependance totale envers la divinit6. 

De Strycker has'obserVed that in the works of Plato s.. 

011 age the tone becomes humble and more devotional: 

mission to ,divine authority is taken almost to the<p6int 

50 Loeb 
s44,6,4, 

- Van hook, Ipoeo e vol 3, - 103 
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denying man b- responsibility for his actions; and in the 

Al,ipiaaes neilnds both an exaggerated infauedice attributed _ _ 
to Socrates' tA0v 4'ov dnd general qr OT,TO'n.89 on the 9 . - - , 

supremacy f deity that is absentifrom Flato s early works. 

1Socrate se sent-il dans un tat de dependance totale envers 

la ddivi iit6 
ii 

ls true that somewhat more prominen e isegiven. to the 

- t rkH av in this work that is usual in Plato , 

-- though not nearly so much prominence as in the 

dialoFles, 

Attedly 

spuriqu.s-:211eAE21.... It is true, in particular, that Socrate2: 

4rOiiSe.datthbeginting of the dialogue to explain... its 

infiUeceiSsem.ewhatsurprising. Nevertheless, whether 

.:J.:'la.1..,.owrote:dth4S:d.dialogue or not - if it was composed after 

d-- . 

. dd . . d 
explanation - had to be given why 'Socrates 

washowpreparedteidiSCusshilosophical matters, .although -- 

previously. he h der eused; ":-. -.and: to explain this by reference 

-.0 the do",t4d4d/-04rduCUId bean easy and natural device.-.7.-: 

To say,. moreover, as Socrates does., that he can help 

Alcibiades, but dl only with God's help',. or that Alcibiades 

canrsucceeddindhit'dObject only 'if God be does not 

Eidez pp.' 113'.,.:4 ':.:.,.010.jectibn'te the treatment of the 
:lea3,:bet*en Wilamowitz (II, p. 326) and - 

de by Arbs (p. 

52 ihe special explanation of its powers may be due to the 
.:,::-.fact that Alcibiades - even if he had heard something 

about the ,rfev already as he must have done) 
- would be particularly bewildered by the present situation. 
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necessarily imply th w 6iç exhibited in the Laws.53 

Again if we consider 133c, even if we accept the whole of 

the passage recorded b 3usebius and Stobaeus, there are no 

-grounds-for seeing here an Oriental attitude of abject 

mission: we have rather the hopeful aspiration of one who is 

strongly aware of the divine element in man. We cannot 

reject the dialogue on the ground that it exhibits the 

humility of Platogs later works. 

4.. The 'our virtues. 

De Strir-j cher-/7 claims that the doctrine that there 

only four cardinal virtues did not receive its definitive 
. 

. . . 
. . . 

. . _ . 

. . . . 
. . . . 

our dialio:..gUeabout'the education 

122a) must presuppose that 

Vink's 

on the ground that therenis-no mention 

the 'p::lepublic, and that the remarks- in 

of a Persian prince (12- 

formulation. He will not accept 

279b-c, as a similar passage 

there of the -number 

four, which he claims is the essential point. But we know 

53 Cf. esp. Lamts...0.,:7168:1 774n, 887e. 

54 
De 4Strycker..himself admits (ridez, D. 1. note) that in 
..passages-recovItending us to copy God Ilato himself 
normally uses such expression as i'J,ravgv or 
icd.018'.,:nov The absence of such a phrase 
in the Alcibiades must detract from his argument the-it 
exhilps submis,s.J,yelaoq$:;,-»-:::::::::- 
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from Xenopen. that the virtues enumerated did constitute 

the main subjects of 1 rsian education, so that if that was 

to be 'described at ail, we should have to have this list. 

-If our writer -had wished to -enumerate what.- he considered 

the main virtues in some other passage, 7tb,e number might have 

differed in =eh the same way as Euthyd. '-2131c .. differs from 

Euthyd. 279bc.58 it would seem, moreover that the list 

Lt in our passage was the popularly-accepted list 

59 .before Plato even began to write,- and if that is so. the :.only 

faintly-.surprisihgthing about Plato's practice is the 

addition of oiety in some of his early works; bib we 

only have real evidence by which to date a dialogue if he had 

ever subtracted fron the popularly accepted list. Raeder, 60 

on ..fiep. 427e, quuted by Hackforth.(lia4.:v1I4191:31. 
p. 266. 

60 
p. 25. 

7i11. i. 23 sq. (piety), 26 (justice 30 (temperance) 
sq. (endurance). Piety here clearly - religious 

wisdom. We should netel too, with Friedlander (1LG.A. fl, 
p. 19) that in our dialogue these virtues appear 7167FETy in 
Persian guise - wisdom as the p..e.y6ids of Zoroaster, justice 
as truthfulness; and partly in the popular, traditional 
form- courage as fearlessness, temperance as control of 
desires. Contrast the treatment of temperance (probably 
our author's own .definition) at 151b. 

Cf., in fact, the different list of virtues attributed to 
the Spartans at 122c. ' 4True, the Spartan system is not 
meant to be ideal; but neither, probably,is that of the 
:Persians (cf. .2ried14nder II, pp. 238-9). Our writer, 
even if he were not Plato, may have been glad to point to 
Persian insistence on four virtues that he considered 
important, but the -main emphasis in our passage seems to 
be on the s eciaiization of these instructors: see 
Comi,ientary, 'anr-note on 1210. 
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who is also suspicious of the list in our dialogue, claims.. 

that whereas in Plato's later works piety is counted as a 

part of justice, in:the lists contained. in works uD to and 

including the obpras and Gor s piety- appears. as a 

separate virtue; but piety appears ás a rart of justice at 

thyphro 11e - 12e, and there can be few who would agree 

with Raeder that for this reason the Euthnhro -must be placed 

later than the Gars. However that may be, on the hypo- 

thesis that our dialogue may have been written in reply to 

Polycrates, it could have been written after the Gorgias, and 

tabsence of piety need arouse no suspicions.G1 

e......,:.:::...-:5.-.Zöroaster. 

'eil::::.s....::1.,:..,.......,........::::;:...:...i:.!.. 
ii'-:: ' . 

q.i.Pgr 
62 

:..77. believes that the Alcibiades should be inter- 

preted in the light of the Academy's interest in Oriental '. . 

religion about the time of Aristotle's On PhilosophL. His 

evidencei:for:sthis's is the passage that we have just 

discussed, when, he sees 'a parallel between Plato's four 

61 
..-lety is also omit,r Lyom the list at hl-Lszl. 279bs. 

62 pp. 1329 165 n. 1. Sut cf. Friedldnder p. 243, note/ 
D.G.A. I, pp. 38 sq. 

Jaeger also declares that the purpose of this dialogue is 
'to apply theology to the problems of riato's early days, 
and to anchor them in a firm dogmatic principle, to wit, 
the mysticism of Plato's later doctrine of Nus' (p. 165, 
n. 1). I shall try to give reasons for believing that 
the first part of this statement is correct, but I believe 
that our writer's conception of Nus goes even beyond 
Plato's doctrine. (Jaeger is mainly concerned with the 
On Philoso h and does not attempt to go into detail to 
prove our dialogue spurious.) 
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virtues and the ethics of Zarathustra'. We shall presently 

see other reasons for reaching the same conclusion as Jaeger 

as to the date of the 'ibiade * but it is very doubtful 

whether we should assume much in the way of Oriental influence, 

and thene is certainly not sufficient evidence of it to prove. 

that Plato himself could not have written the dialogue. 

Aristotle in On Philosphy seems to haveregaredh:Socrates as 

the 'restorer of the ethical principle of A olline'reliRior; 

and. the EP4 oits seeks to combine the religion ofothe East 

with tue religion of Apollo. If the Alcibiades did in fact 

emphasize thehimportance of 'Zoroastrianism, the discussion of 

the Delphic maxim would indeed suggest that its object'Was the 

.:.:::.:'...:Same9 ;-butothat........diScussion-can afford little support for. 
.... 

Jaeger... ''.'.'theory when..::taken. inconjunctionwith what May 

no more than a casual-reference:to Zoroaster. 

The parallel that Jaeger -sees depends largely upon the 

hypothesis::::.tha:»G.Plato.may have been regarded as an avatar di " 
'IU-t.even..:ifothe,truth of that hypothesis---be_c 
ihoo - 

granted, a writerteeking.to-:combine the Oriental and-Apolline 

religions have-littlehtogain by pointing to a parallel 

between_ UrIenta1417).-41atonic-:::.éthical.,principles - The 

64 
a 130. 

65 
1)2. 133 sq. 

66 
Tae four virtues p11.111. perhaps be regarded as Socratic., 
principles also, though, as we have seen (p. i , it has 
also been argued against j-latonic authenticity that they 
were not formulated :into a doctrine before the time of the 
Republic; and Jaeger specially mentions Plato. (See 
too note 57 on the troatment of temperance.) 
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ostensible braise of Sparta and of Persia, moreover, is 

almost certainly tinged with agood deal of irony, 67 atd it 

would be unwise to base any conclusion as to the authenticity 

of this .work on a pas sae that admits- o: another and simpler 

interpretation, 

Such information about Persia as Our .author shows that 

he possesses could easily have been acquired :by- Plato.'hintself, 

and need be no hindrance to admittin the authenticity of this 
work, especially if it were dated after the apearance of 

68 
r-,ias. Polycrates' pamphlet and after the 

6. Aristoyenus anecdote of Socrates and the Indien. 

E9 70 Sidez,' following Hirzel argues that the story 

recorded. U AriStoxeflus71 of an Indian rebuking Socrates for 

trying, to Stud-thins human without first studying the divine 

6 7 t q 6g4t4"))" tUt/ Lit,v 
See ' mmentary7tp.,kand notesonki 

Plato could have acquired this information during his 
travels, or (directly or indirectly) through his step- 
father Pyrilampes, who had been ambassador at the Great 
:.Kings court (Charm. 158a) ; or by this time he might have 
learned something from Xenophon's associates or Xenophon 
himself. (The three judges of the lower world in the 
Gor ias, and the distinction between just men and sinners 
at Phaedo 114a sq., perhaps also Suggest Iranian influence: 
cf.-TOrTen, Neue Jahrh. 1929, pp. 520-1, cited by 
Pest ugi 6r ej 

41- e °""*""r a ') 

pp. 
aup-,2oser que., p 
par Socrate qui 
Lo Premier Alci 

eut-être 
donna A 

biade.' 

suggests, 'de 
c'est le mot de l'Indien rapporte 

un platonici en 11.id6e de-oompoSer': 

70 Rhein, .45 (1890) pp. 419 sq. 
71 

irag. ap. S aeb. Ev. XI. 3. 4. (Frg. 31 lliii142.1er. 
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would lose all its point if the Alcibiades, with its Tlepou 

do theologie donne par Socrate a. Alcibiade had already 

taken its place 'dans la Serie des dialogues socratiques'. 

New Frjedlnder72 has already pointed out thet aocordir 

to this armament Theaetetus 176b and Republi 
- 

379a, for 

exanple, would have to be dated later than Aristoxenus' work. 

The Platonic dialogues frequently represent Socrates as 

discussing 'the divine'. It might be argued. that this would 

not prevent the formulation of Aristoxenus story because 

neither he nor its inventor (if other than he) would. have 

. accepted the doctrine put into Socrates' mouth by Plato as 

truly held ley the 'historical Socrates. But if the 'Alcibiades 

references to the divine do go beyond the thought of the 

historical Socrates, the ancients would surely have recoEnized 

the fact as they did .(ex htLpothesi) in the case of the other 

dialogues, so that the point of Aristoxenus' story would still 

remain unimpaired; while if the doctrine of our dialogue is, 

as several modern commentators have held, entirely Socratic, 

it is wrong to speak of a 'leon de th6ologie'. There is no 

need either way to suppose that the dialogue must have been 

written before Aristoxenus' story was circulated. 

Even if we suppose that our dialogue was written by 

soneonI other than Plato, whose purpose was similar to that of 

the inventor of Aristoxenus' story - to insist, that is, that 
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Socraticism must be supplemented by the new religion - there 

i8 still no ground for supposing that the Alcibiades cOuld 

not have been written before Aristoxenus t story was invented. 

The dialogue would be itself no less symbolical than the 

anecdote of the Indian, and wou.d presumably be recognized as 

such. Indeed there are some grounds for arguing that it is 

unlikely to have taken its place as part ef. the Platonic 

-corpus alter Aristoxenus wrote. Such inclusion could only be 

accounted for on the assumption that its symbolical purpose 

had teen overlooked; yet Aristoxenus flourished about 315 ".13,0 

and we have seen that the dialogue was accepted as genuine 

within little more than a century of Plato's death. Some 

esouria were no doubt incorporated into the Canon not long 
. 

after they were written; but if the Alcibiades had a purpose , 
- 

and origin similar to those of .Aristoxenus storyk 

wrole-44.1 
must surely have been ¡41e0Wa at least by the first generation 

or two of its readers. 

jiowever that may bel we .canhot allow teiat our dialogue 

could not have...been-vritten before--Aristoxenus' story. 
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The Conceptd.on o God.. 

One of the two 1. atures of our di alogue that make it 
extremely difficult i f not impossible, to attribute it to- 

Plato, is the writer's conception of Go'. 

OL the hypothesis that the d.ialogue was \i7ritter.3_ 

we should probably have to allow that Plato: purposely omitted., 

foe' the most part, un,Socratic doctrine, though he may 

occasionally have allowed - inadvertently perhaps - somethi 
73 

of his own later thought to creep Certainly the 

p.-sae at 133c recorded by Eusebius and. Ltobaeus, according 

to .which God, is the 'fa ire- mirror' would have to be rejected 

blatantly Un7Scoratl c.74 We have than to explain the 
, 

words ir which 

occur at 1c .in what .IL,riedlander calls the 'uninterpolated' 
text; 75 and. even if , with him, we supbose that 

r73 - 
- See (rte.: 

74 This passage ( 'Ae)04,/ A t ) is probably, in fact, 
authenti.c, for the A,...t.,11-ee1 at 1314-d. is hardly 
intelligible without it This Are l)v must be intender' 
to recall the o r&o '-: k-4.74' A a. e JTC-tOli at 133c, 
l'urther, we have been told.- that an eye, in order to see itself, must look 74,;, ,<e,:ero-Tr-rej f"c,A n2 -1-61..413-r4L (132e): it may see its reflexion -ri -r6Ci rvrì i qs 

e ¡(rk r»,--ter) (133a) , but it is clear that it could 
also do so in a real t..t.rezr-reoy".. Similarly I take 
1c 01.1' 61 1. S Z rove," -;-1 yJv& 70v 61-vf (133b) as 
preparing the way for mention of the fr,,iAA(c, -RSV 
of our mind, which is God.. If we accept these lines, 
the thought clearly goes far beyond. Socrates. 

te-,t7V 

p. 243, noto. 
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- we have to admit that 

there- is no evidence anywhere else that Socrates ever made 

the o..J.uatian. Again, the historical Socrates had never met 

anyone whose claim to wisdom was justified, and it would. be 

very surprisinv.. if he nevertheless suggested that an intima- 

tion of true wisdom. could be gained by simply regarding the 

nature of mind as reflected -in someone else. Lastly, even 

if we omit the lines that ii'riedländer would reject, it is 

difficult to believe that this passage the climax of the 

dialogue, means- nc mere thanthat man is eetc7415-1,a-,4lY Capable... 

of...understanding. the -nature ef v,.=dom® It seems to imply an 

emphatic belief sin God, and in a God who is knowable a cs 

sbelief such '-:as there is no evidence that Socrates himself.. 
_ . 

er held.: 

baihile.this-passage is un,Socrat10, it is also un- 

-Platonic:Cs...for the idea that anyone while still on earth , 

bcouldnacquireknowledge of all that is divine was certainly 

Jaet-mat'aPaPtcdurng..-thecenly-peried to which on other 

.....:.-grotndsbwe-.--mightsascribe-thib.s.,dialogue Platos doctrine. 

..sT4P:C-Pr:e4esCA'pd ef:-thosSz.14fiUm,.....Phapdo, and :Republic may 
s s , 

. 
s c - 

, 

c . : 

l?ebthen(leed..ersthe -1:3eautifulcin"-its-Ccharacter asfirst 
- - c - 

. c - -. s s 
- 

, 
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77 
principle of beingt" though Plato does not say so explici 

but the contemplation of this principle is only possible 

after a long process of purification, and onl after deatb:78 
. - - 

for only then can the whole process of purification, both 

moral and. ihtellectual, be complete. Yet our dialogue 

certainly appears to suggest that knowledge of God '' can be 

attained by, considering mind alone, and that there is every 

reason to expect success in the search while the seeker is 

still on earth.79 21gain, in Plato's view at this time, the 

ce.e.d 

77 Festagiere, pp. 252-6. Chemise (P. 5054objects that th 
Good is the 'cause of virtue, and so it cannot be god but 
is in some sense the cause of god's beinfz, god F3,d44-frae 

Good, which is 'divine', is the fi.ret rrinciple of being: 
and cf. the stronE arguments of Fos taiere (loc. it 
Plato probably never worked out in de-e-ail a theory of 
God's nature; he was content in such matters to accept 
'likely stories', wii.41.44-e 

But what he does say could allow of 
the explanation that God is the cause of his own goodness., , 

-14.e $ 

04 of. rtflet.4,244 "eLd't 

Phaedrus, 247d and 249c 6, where the divinity of gods 
. is aescribod as the result of contemplation of Formst 
seems to refer to what the Timaeus calls 'inferior gods'. 
The Euthy_phro, which shows that a good act is good 
irrespective of the pleasure that it gives to any god, 
need not mean that that which allows of the existence of 
a principle of 'goodness (to whIFE17761'7Z7T-61us itself) 
is not Goa.. But as the Euth hro is a Socratic dialogue, 
it should not in any case be use to illustrate Plato's 
own later thought. As for Phil.' 67a, wheit v605 is 
distinguished from -1-lytkAAt ;TR' the latter expression 
(loes not there mean. the Form of the Good, as the context 
shows <cf. Haokferth, Plato's Examination of Pleasure, 
P. 141 n. 2, p. 126 n. 

78 
Phaedo, rir,e, 79cd. 

79 Apart from the tzeneral 
ad. Loo. 

4 4 --.1 444 i.- 11'41 
-c1-, 4.7,,,,,-- 

rtt, 4.....:. r (140, ej410...a., 5.A gc 44) 

.......y.ret....t...44, .-,J. ,,4:4-- .e..e...ci, ott,,,,,, 

implication, cf. 109e with note 
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ation of human mind, even if mind could be re-arded 

as an object of knowledge (and he never so describes it), 

could only have led to recognition of God by promp 

8 recollecti - 

0 

There was certainly, as yet, no sugg 

of identity in essence betweefindsand God. Yet our 

dialogue gives no hint of the necessity of -!recollection? 

dialectical procedure. 

If it be supposed that our dialogue was written before 

tion 

the ),".y.ilroosium, we cannot say what Plato's conception . 

was before that date; and if in 

Republic the Good is not his God 

exactly how he did regard. God at 

Yet the Alcibiades -:.suggests that 

ofGod;aand_.auggests 

the 

9 
it 

the 

God 

=22Eíum, Phaedo, and 

is impossible to say 

time of those dialogues. 

its writer had -a very- clear 

moreover, that there exists 

between buman mind and the wisdom which is God something more 

than mere tlikeness' - a bond of union, in fact such as is 

nowhere to be found in any of to works of his Early or 

Middle Periods. 

Tn his later works Plato came nearer to -th.e doctrine of 

oux dialogue, but it is doubtful whether he ever quitie 

reacted it. The conception of God becomes clearer, ',od 

aSFJU41.ea..greater impOrtance: even in the .Theaetetus the 

process of purification is described as 

Cf.-a-esp.'gymp.-- 210a sq. For Plato ory Forms were truly 
knowable, but ho _never. calls.mind. 'a Form (bee pp. J -sq.). 
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hut dialectic; as is clear from the Sophist and, the Statesman 

is still all-important in the pursuit of wisdom, and human 

mind is never described in such a way as to imply that by 

rear;Lnp it we can 'g'et to l'irow God'. Pl3to's supreme God 

may stall have beent,the Good - the Beautiful) iv its 

. .character as first principle of being; and, we might perhaps 

identify with this principle the One of the. Philebus,82 and 

(under another aspect) the Cosmic Mind, of the same .-IialoEue 

in its capacity as primal Cause. 
83 Others take the world 

soul of the Timaeus to represent Plato s supreme Ge d;84 but 

82 
,seestugierel pp.. 252-6, 478. 

83 
Ib. 205, 265. 

B4- 
Cf. Festu 5 

giere Platon et UOrerit, p. 21, where he 
emphasizes that his soul is not only intelligible, but 
first cause of movement and, eternal; but the same writers 
earlier argument (Contemlation pp. 266, 477) that it is 
dependent on the Ideal wor_d is important. The facto too, 
taat thI s soul is said (thuuga ataittedly only in a myth) 
to be eotmounded of that 'which is divisible as well as of 
that ''cien is indivisible makes the identification diffi- 
cult. It may be , however, that the Cosmic Reason 
resident in this Cosmic Soul is a sort of self-projection 
OC God the primai Cause, who is represented in this myth 
as a creator or Demiur9-e. Cf, Phil. 30cd, where the 
supreme soul ° come5into being 'through the power 
O f the Cause'; and this Cause is called mt -7-4a-ra 

yty at 27b (cf. Hackforth 57). 
Cherniss (p. 607), who holds that Plato's God was 'soul 
having vcils wo has opposed the view that he was pure vey 
(Hackforth C.Q,. XXX, 193E, pp'. 4-9), maintaining that 
according to Sah. 249a must always reside in soul. 
But this may be true of God only in so far as he has to 
know us, for which the make-up of the world,-soul allóws. 
We may still regard him as a vc05 which is 'separable in 
thought', though he manifests himself to us through the 
action of a World-soul, of which, no less than of every- 
thing else, he is in fact the 'cause'. 

Cherniss finds it significant tat Aristotle shaull 
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the ultimate sanction of khowLedge with which the highest 

God of the Alcibiades is certninly identified, iemains, in 

the Timaeus, the Forms. Dialectic, again, remains an 

important part of the philosopher c programme in the 

Statesman,- -the ffii1 _ ii?L85 ter, and even in the Laws. 

Without dialectic one cannot discover the one that 

underlies the special virtues.86 It is true ...that, in the 

Laws it would appear that dialectical ability goes hand-in-tiand 

or perhaps is even the result of.,87 an understanding. of 

the divinityy of the heavens, and that 'no one wLio believes in 

the gods ever does wrong voluntarily' .83 Indeed the method 

of the astronomical study involved in reaching that under- 

standing seems itself to have much in common wibh diale tical 
1 procedure39 . But even if we allow that in his old age Plato 
1 

might have omitted all mention. of dialectic in a discussion 

84- (contd. from previouLELact,) 

have la (Ale to say about the Dmiurgel although he took 
quite literally the metaphorical ' ,Creation of the world 
L Ti,Maeus.. But Cherhiss admits that Aristotle called 
the Demiurge a 'igod' (de an 40710 9-12) ; and surely 

- Aristotle could,,not .hav7Taken the creation of the won! 
literally at all if he had regarded the Demiurge merely as 

logical abstraction' 
$..;1 

341cd1.3441o...,- C.cn4 JZ 14 62°. F` 11 )v -v° 

çc Laws, 95to sq. "ttt .Perv,,,A 414r.r 

967de."'. 

88 885. 
89 oni 
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of the foundation of moral and political truth, it incon, 

ceivable that during the period between the Man° said the 

Phaedo, whatever he may have believed God's nature to have 

been and -however anxious he may have been to exclude, for 

the most part, un,Socratic doctrine, he would have included 

to the extent of makin wisdom obtainable by the contem, 

nation of divine mind, and yet not even 3nentioned dialectical 

Method. 

ae may say, then, that while the conception of God that 

is manifested in this important passage of our dialogue is 

un,Socratic, it is also out of keeping with Plato's own view 

as ...expressed in the works of his Middle Period, and probably 

even with the latest works that are generally admitted to 

have been written by Plato himself. We have here an 

important reason for denying. the authenticity of the 

icbiadeo 

A further reason is to be found in the writer's 

ea h.cept ionm of mind. 



.e Concen t:iw ......,,....,_,....:_ _..... of Mind. 

that 
. that -_ 

:r;.ave' observed -uhat there _s no ev:i..den.ce .,.í1(;. .e 

1 Socra.tes ever equated God-with wi.- sd.oln. 
9° 

...now add. that there is no evidence 

P-tingu.i,.shec- 

our di _v:logue. 

aw° tha..t he 

mind from the rest of the soul. the manner of 

But the important fact to observe i_s that 

whether or not we supposed the dialogue to be written from a 

Socratic point of view - and our hypothesis would require 

that that had been the case - we should have-to conclude, on 

the assumption of Platonic authorship, 

any use of the central doctrine of the 

can learn the nature 

Láti.ng - the mind of another , the 

that Plato never made 

dialogue in his later 

of his own mind by 

implication would seem 

to be that mind itself is an object of knowledge, any. that 

reason and the object of reason (in this -instance at least) 

are essentially one. It would be a curious coincidence 

Plato really represented Socrates as holding views very 

similar to those 

end of Plato's lifef and yet chose not to record or develop 

as we shall see , were current at the 

them in any later work i_rI. conn.ecti.on veri 

The ianplicatio.ns of our ogue 

hardly have failed :to t'ecor;nw,.Z 
. 

..... 0 

expression and- a:: 

h his theory of Forms. orms. 

a.re su ch as Plato coúl.d 

:Ender, we twice91 fin 
e occasion this is 

90 
P. a 

129b, 
1 

30d. also ; 
0 ,,. ï, ; i WI.Od.. 

the 
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cy. 

ic-f,t 
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Such language 

would be eound at least to ;,1Iggest the:possibility of laoSiting 

a Form of Self as opposed to the individual person; and along 

such lines as these Flato would have been able to define 

recisely the 'kinship' that he assumed to exist between mind 

and form. This notion, indeed, very soon aroused consider- 

able criticism simply because it was not :precisely extlained. 

Again, if Plato had decided to go so far as to call mind a 

Form, as Aristotle does in the Eudemus 93 he could have 

thereby proved at once the imriortality of the sou1,1 for if 

mind was a Farm it must be immortal. Even if he did not 

wish to go so far, we should certainly expect to find the 

possibility discussed, If it had ever octurred to him. 

Now. there are some grounds for supposing that the notion 

of soul as a 'Form aid in fact occur to Plato when he wrote 

the Phaedo. In that dialogue, of course, soul (which is 

there regarded chiefly as the seat of reason) is said to be 

like, to, that which is pure and everlasting and ever 

the same (79d); 
' it is very like that which is intelligible 

and single and indissoluble4.and always bearing the same 

relationship-towards (EL)ab) 1i rou ld seem to be 

consistent with. this to say that the soul, at least as it 

exists after,it has finall3; left this world (cf. 79c1) is a 

On the readin,s seenote 130d. 
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Perm. At iO5b sçt ..,-moreove. we find that as fire invariably 

partakes 'of heat, the triad of oddness, and _snow of coldness, 

-,se soulgailLwalwa,ys:Tartakeof the Form of life; but whereas 

at; -the.gapproach of coldness...fire-ceases to be fire, and at 

g..thegaporoach-ofheat snow-meits, tnat..1which is inse-earable. 

from the'Form of life can hardly cease.-to*bew cn L. the approw-!ia 

....Ofgdeath: it must simply ''withdraw!g......g..... 

From this last argument it might be'argued-:r.that since 

the triad is called a Form ( a 104d) , soul may be one -too. 

3ut this passage emphasizes the difference between soul on 

the one hand, and fire, snow, and the triad on the other, no 

less than their point of resemblance: and we are not told 

04 
that fire or snow are Forms.-1 indeed in the Parmeaides 

the question is specially raised whether or not there is 

Form ef-fire or of water, in a way which suLgests that there 

were doubts. and ail that is essentia3 to the Phaedo 

argument is hat certain g things nrtake al, certain special D u 

kinds of Form. We cannot, therefore, say that Plato must 

have regarded soul as a form at this time. Nevertheless, 

the discussion of soul and 'Forms side by side may have 

ouggested to hirk:7t.hppossibi.14V?: 01 so -regarding it, and this 

makes-it somewhat.dourprisingthatalthou the ascription to , . . .. . 

the .rational soul of the status-of a Form would seem to be 

94 Cf. -13urnet4s notes (ed.- Phae(io) OU 104d lt 
Oherniss, note 372. 



necessary for a really cogent proof-of its immortality 95 

Plato. never calls it one. On the contrary, the description 

in the myth at the end of the dialogue Of the oul's rewards 

and p'unishments after death seems quite -incompatible with 

the view of soul as a Form. 

There seem to be two conceivable explanatiohs'of P ato's 

afailure to call soul a Form in the Phaedo:na(l):ahe-,-.-felt even 

at this time that anything partaking of life'mUst" necessarily 

move, whereas a Form must be motionless; (2) h.e..wanted to 

maintain the immortality o the individual soul, and to 

Preserve -the theory of recollection, whereas if i-soul'_were 

om it would have to be soul uncompounded with those... 
uquiIitieswhichadistinguish one person from another. 

may have believed when he wrote the Phaedo 

that motion was,-a necessary concomitant -of life and-therefore 

of 'soul,96 -...but.....that.-Could:_hardly-prevent him. from positing 

if it did notcpreveht him.from 

admitting-:Aa.:.fa.et;..Aap-,......-did--...-admit- -a Form ..Of life 

aCce'Otthe Seconde.l.cpl.anation., that Plato wanted tb 

believe-,intbenimmortaIityfthc-individual soUll as not 

9--) Cf. 4'estug1ère4::1211.4.a 
g _ 

Cf. Cheraiss:, .d on tne iioohty of Forms, 
ib. Al.0.te:::3741.: and p. 538. 

" 105d -Similarly in the.Parmenides It is finally admitted 
tctaG there is -a Form of man, is .true...tAat..the....question. 
has been debated, whether there is-such.ga Fenn: -but the' 
fact:that man moves does not appear as a reason for doubt. 
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necessarily to ascribe to PlotP a willingness to let senti- 

mentality get the T tter-of his reason if we allow that the 

soul had not yet been fully analysed, and might be regarded 

simply as the divine, insparabie vehicle of the form of life. 

The logical necessity of the doctrine of 'recollection may 

have appeared. YUCh more cogent than the possibility that; a 

cof-2,r_tive element within the soul should be regarded as a 

Form. But - and this is the important point for our present 

Purpose - if ±iato bad. already in an earlier dialogue care- 

fully disin6uished mind from the rest of the soul, and 

treated mind, thus distinguished, as a generic concept, in 

terms that he now applied to Forms, to suppress the very. 

1:50:0Sibility of such an identification in those circumstances 

would be an inexcusable retrogression.., The 

would have to be given the status. of a Form, even if that 

meant.:the-abandonment of the......:.theory of rocollection9 and of 

the survival of the incüvidual 
. 

. . . 

.personality, unless some now 

argUMento0UldbefoUnd*toeprevent it; we can hardly suppose 
. . , . . 

threat to. those- 
_ . . 

. 

. 

. 
. 

. 
. . 

bmar00g:dt.(4s.':hpimústhave-been.:if he 
. 

, 

had written the Alcibiades) and build the vastedifice of the 
. 

ubLio P 
(as well as the Phaedo 

) 
on loundations that o knew 

to be insecure. 

.istota:0::-in:ithe.Ettdemus seets..:to:%'bavesaveathe'coutinuityi 
of consciousness .while. calling soul"aT2941-teee JaeGer,.. 



The Republi 
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ue, analyses the soul most care- 

fully into parts, but soul is there -probably to be regarded,. 

as in the myth of the Phaedrus, as in essence incompo ite: 
. 

that is to say, when freed from the -body, the purified and 

uncorrupted soul is homogeneous. Like the World -soul in the 

Timaeus (37a), its 'partsu will be separable :Only in thought: 

for according. to 1)haedo doctrine, which-theRepublic do es not 

contradict an essentially incomposite nature is necessary to b. 

immortality, and the Republic soul, for all its three 'parts' 

iscertainly immortal. But however that may .be,- -he.. 

distinction in our dialogue between the aeTi 01:61-?; and 

tie complete individual man is certainly mach more clear-cut 

I40.1:that between -T-0 ?lc-Ito-roc-0v and the complete soul in 

7.4":±11t2L-Li.s. land in the A1cibiades is not merely One part 

out'-'of,three an 1:(6,tikveV - or:instrument of the whole (Rep. 

527de)butbin itself the -essence of a man the generic 

essence,_:it would seem common to all humanity199 which can 

recognizeyitsel,ln itself wherever it exists. 100 

lf, then4HlIato.-±hadnot,written the Alcibiades, even if 

the.Pessibil#Y.:..2r...6gar411.g: soul or mind as a Perm had 

occurred tO....,:ib4MI..:.-.thereWaS'......certainly no binding necessity 

99 See Commentary, p. 1 

LOO riedidudar (D.G.A. 11, p. 14) is clearly right in insist - 
in7, that we are urged to regard someone else's soul, but 
1 can see no justification for the claim that tit is not 
a question of Tom, Dick, or Harry, but of 6ocrates, into 
whose soul one must look' (p. 2)44). 



arising out of his olier philosophical rogress for Aim to 

call it one when he came to ri1e the 'i-Yhaedo and the Republic. 

But if he had already written the Alcibiades, it is extremely 

.difficult to see how he could have disregarded its im-olica,- 

tions so completely as to base the works .af his Maturity on 

contrary assumptions without any refutationbor even mention, 

of the possibility of equating mind with 

In the phaedrus Plato bases his nroof that,soul.i8 

immortal on the assumption that soul is in motion.,.. an. 

:assumption that .might101 7,,.. Be incompatible, for ,Plo.tol with t-he 

vlew. of It as a Form; but if it was the very fact that he 

chose. to _prove- the soul "-s. :immortality in such a way as this, 

without any .hint that he was abandoning ao. earlier conception, 
suggests that he had never seriously considered regarding 

soul as a 'Form. It he had ever seriously considered doing 

so, we should expect , moreover, to -find an indication of the 
fa.ob in the- Parmenides, where the question is raised - 
probably as a result' of criticism of P1rttos theory - how, 

th mere human intelligence, an an 'intelligence, we 'o n o k pe to now the Forms. 

In Plato ::come much nearer to the do etrine 
of our dialogue, .ibut still we never quite reach it In the 

. : . . . 
. 

-hilebus Laind..isassignedto a special Class 

:1ghis.,:would:lonly be the cab e ( of .p..3 5' 
if ne now believed what he .:,appears to 

H:(21-V3ci sq. Coniferd, p. (i.e. even the mind embodied in man) :ormS, but that all mind, both, human 

as 'the cause 

supra, and note 97) 
hold in the Sophist 
327) that all mind 

is as real as the 
and divine, must 
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things', and human mind is related, (though rather vagiely 

to the Cosmic Reason resident in a Cosmic Soul; but neither 

human nor cosmic mind is described even as an object of 

knowledge, and the Forms, if they have aplace in the PhilebUs 

scheme at all, are almost certainly not to be identified with 

J 

fr 
the n f tkier,;,Y5. 

103 
I) f j 

In the T2m.aeus again, there 
/ 0-- 

j_s no suggestion. that the Cosmic Soul or,:the....Re-asori-that 

resides in it is a Form. This soul is..described- as 

' iicteilibible '1°4 40q and soul is 

in a passage of the Laws 
105 

S-Xe-Cre 

" 

It is true that the 

between the composition of hut ]an and of divine soul; but in 

the'Seventh Letter 
106 we again read of the rewards and the 

punishments that the soul may expect after death, which would 

seem to be quite incompatible with the view of mind as a Farm. 

The factl-then that the conception of mind in our 

m 
i. m - iae 

tentatively so described also 

1 cam, .bee-ablse. 

knowdb-1-&--- 

s allows for a measure of similarity 

102 
Cf. Jackforth, Plato's Examination 
seems indeed egi77-577Tto re- al_ 
reaso4 is Dart of the divine, aid 
with which he works here is that 
similarity'. 

3-Cf. ib. p. 39. 

104 

105 

106 

37a. 

of Pleasure, p. 50: he 
om saying that human 

the dominating notion 
of affinity or 

898 de, 
CO ntext 
si-4421Y 

335a-. 

1212.p...purpos.p of so describing it 
shows, is not to equate it with the liorms, but 

to: allow for discussion of it. 

here as the 
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dialogue ,.appears:to be quite unlike Platos condaptfion of it 

at the only time when it is otherwise possible that he might 

have written this work, and, above all, that Plato never 

shows any sign of ever having held such a view, provides us 

with a further reason for regarding the Alcibiades as spurious 

This conclusion is supported not only by its treatment of Cu. 

-which we have already considered, but also by the similarity 
of its doctrine as a whole to that of later works 

Aristotle and others 

auLf.6,r.e.- 11X6j1 
I tt. 

written by 

w -sh-a-1-1--Aaew 
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Ari,÷ tl 's Ear-, Work, and the Platonic sDuria 

1. The Early Aristotle. 

In his demus written about 354/3 B.C.1107 Aristotle 

ca led the soul a Form. 
108 This he did, we are told, 

because in collecting together various notions into groups it 

resembles C,,- At the same time he contrives 

to retain the doctrine of recollection by making memory an 

essential feature of mind.lo9 Jaeger holds that when 

writing this work Aristotle still believed in separately 

existing (Platonic) Forms; 
110 

but whether that was the case 

ornot, it would appear that Aristotle, in the passage of the 

Budemus:witri which we are concerned, was directly ciiiizing 
1 p4to for not calling soul a Form, - 

11 
- - which would confirm our 

conclusion that Plato never did so. 

107 
Cf. Jaecr 2 ar p 39 

108 
Frs. 45 Rose (record,.). by Simplicius). 

109 Frg 4]. 

110 
p. 52. Cherniss p. 508) observes that Aristotle stAll 
regarded soul as a. substance when ne called it a Form at 
Met. 1077a 32-33; but frg. 41 (about recollection) 
suggests that Jaeger is right. 

111 
Frs. 46 seems to show that Aristotle a the same passage 
criticized Plato for always calling Forms and images by 
the samo name, and for not allowing that the soul can 
'receive' Forms: cf. Tim. 52a. Since he is clearly 
basing all his remarks on the description of soul in the 

maeus, it would seem that they are all intended to 
improve upon Plato's doctrine. 

In the same fragment we read: 'the true Forms are 
of the same category as t'le superior part of soul, namely 
mind'. 



2 
In the Protreoticus - we find the same analogy be L,deen 

mental and visual perception as appears in the Alcibiades at 

133b sq. This analogy is not to be found in so striking a 

form in Plato's early works. Plato, of course, often applies 

verbs of 'seeing' to intellectual perception, but nothing 

comparable to Alcibiades, 133b sq., ,appears 'before Re2.21_oli4, 

VI-VII.113 The analogy appeaTS again later in Aristotle in 

11 the Nicomachean Ethics, 4 and may have occurred in the On 

Philosophy as well 
1i 

It is more than 'IikeiT.that the .- 

raciurqacIlean tb± CS is hai7e f llowing the -version, 

of which the....,central....books are lost, and that the Eudemian 

EthicswderivedWthiswanalogy, as it derived so much e1se, 4 --- 

froA3thel?rotre- ti -s Although -we cannot -claim that -the 

analogy, is specially uristotelian, it is significant that it 

112 
Iambi. Protr. p, 43 11- 20 sq., P. 56 11. 4 sq. with 
which cf. E.N. 1144b 

113 
533d, 1,-/) 4/43x.93 1 cf. 508c, 518c, 519s . At 
Lawse 961d the 171T..0,44P pf the head and of the soul are 
found, reWaectivpiy 

1 in the eyes and iii the mind. 

12+4a 2 9.- 3 c.) , 7 " äjjr nJri - T35 a : 1144b 10 
1096b 2:3-) (with which cf. Ale. 13.3o, where sight is 

said te bo ta,, virtue of the eyes whi -0 wisdom is the 
.Virt..(). .e of the 

-- -- - 
-.------ --' 3- - BighOne as trie h 
66 29 , 71 
Phj o s c).,phv , but 
there is a good 
thiS 

. section of 
appears at,-Tu4e 

116 
Cf. Jaeger ch. IX passim. The idea is implicit at Ead. 

J to... Show thw.i.cero Tusc,:2LIL. 271 
in its entigetyareprUTTETIon of the3On 
(Therniss (1.5,,3599).3deaiet this,: Certainly:3. 
dealthat is taken directly from Plato ii 
the -Tuscu_Lans. But the analogy it 

7, 66 may come from the 04 Philosophy. 

Eth. VIII, 1248a Ösc 
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does not appear in any s1rikin. form in Plato's earlier works, 

and that. Aristotle madefull use of it on several oecaeions.--( 

Jie objecteof tnaProtrapticus was to aclvocate. the. 
- 

theoretic life as the onlySlife that can r----ave the practising 

statesman knowledge of the absolute- norms that must govern 

hjs Tpolitical acts. The theoretic -statepman is superior to 

the leaders of the so-Called <!;j '''a4 of Sparta and of 

Crete. So too it would seam that according to our 

dialogue the theoretic statesman can do better than the rulers 

of Sparta and of Persia. 
119 Again, just as the Protreticus 

sets forth three 'aims, - the apo austic the practical and 

the theoretic (which deraclides of Pontus elaborated into the 

analogy of those at Olympia who come to cake gain, to tol,,:e 

part, or to watch120), so the author of the Alcibi&des sets 

up Alcibiades... as.aimingsimuitaneously at worldly gain aad 

practical virtue, arid contrasts with :his aims the highest 

life, thelifesof.scontemplation. We may note, too, that by 

1-17 Friedlander . Phil., Oct. 1945, pp. 348 sq.) 
cites Aristoe's Eroticus, frg. 96 Rose: 'Aristotle 
said that the lovers glance at no other part of the body 
of the beloved than into their eyes, in which modesty, 
reverence, dwells,' and compares this with Ale. 133a sq. 
He admits, however, that the thaught is by no means 
identdcal. If there is any similarity, there is no 
evidence here as to which passage was written first. 

The analogy appears later, in Ps.-iirist. Rhet. ad Alex. 
1421a 22, de Mundo 591a 15. 

Iambi. Protr. Do 55 11 

See Commentary, pf.Loo-L 

Of. Jaeger, p. 98. 

7' 2'2; 
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th,e time of-ther...Protru:ticus Alcibiades had. become recognized.. 

as the type of mall who has ali the advantages that birth and . 

wealth can provide, and yet- misused his 'position through 

depravity of soul. hus Aristotle observes in the 

.Protre-rtioUs that anyone who, 'with the eyes of a Lynceus' 

could have seen the real man inside that beautiful body would. 

nave discovered his ugliness 

In the fEaLL221E mind alone is 'L.-aortal, the only 
i 02 

divine element in Itsifunctionls'coAtemplation. 

.124 
lb is the realM'Sel-F" This accords exactly with the part 

played in aur dialogue by the 7i3 /J'74. 7evertiieless, 

althoughAristotle may have believed in Platonic Forms when 

he wrote the Lutraticus lie kept them, if he aid, very much 

in the background, while aiming at justifying he theoretic 

life on other rore general P:rounas. He seems to have 

concerned himself more with the pleasure of pure thought than 

12 
,-,Trith the methods which it adopts to achieve its object. 5 

But it seems irprobable that any-Academic who believed in 

2latonic Forms, and set out, like the writer of our dialogue, 

121 
,erg. 59 

122 
2rg. el. Cf. iambi. Pro r. p. 
13-18. 

123 
Iambi. Protr. p. 41 11. 22 sq. 

J24 
42, il 3 and l. 

L23 
Cf. IancL. Protr. ch. 6, end Met. A, ch. 1 and 2. At 
times -Ll'eistotle seems to for-gé.6 the object of such study 
in nie scholarly delight in "Teoe-61 

. 4 8 11. 
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with the exTress..purpose of presenting the method and objec 

of philosophical procedure, would. have refrained altogether 

from mentioning either dialectic or the Forms. On the whole, 

therefore, it is noci likely that the ,writer of our dialogue 

did not hold the Platonic theory of Forms. 
126 

The abandonment Of Plato s theory by..hisfolicers left 
-41,2-44-40 

di.as the only canon of truth, the only sanction of the 

possibility of know1edge; and God would have to remain. 

measure of all things' unless mechanistic materialism were to 

prevail after all, Witn the rejection of so important 

Dart--_of--the-Platoni __metaphysics, it nay have looked as -though 

ethical.H:philasephy-_--deprived-of-its support, might revert'....to-' 

the positioninwhichSecrates- had left it, &.t the situation 

..:-.:was_saVed-rbytheinterest -in.-religion:that Plato had fostered 
Ak,t...O 604 

at the Academy towards the end of his lifer- Z Z 

-Dialectic, at least as originally 

conCeived lost itsparamaant importance in the pursuit of 

126 
There would be no reason, of course, for anyone writing 
long after the appearance of Polycrates pamphLet to keep 
to purely Socratic thought. The time for such a defence 
had passed; and even if one were written by way of an 
exercise, it would hardly take the form of a dialogue like 
ourq If our wr:iter had believed in Platonic Forms, he , 
would almost certainly have made the fact clear. 

That this work does belong to a fairly 'late date is 
strongly supported by its resemblances to Aristotle's 
early 'works and Platonic _sp.11.E.Le that are known to be 
fairly late. 
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wisdom an importance which was now transferred to the 

religious attitude and to mathematical and astronomical study 

of the cosmos: the heavens were no longer a copy of Forms, 

but a direct manifestation of God, themselves described as 

the O&dç W Or two reasons it Probably seemed that 

true philosophical wisdom bE an 

could attain in some measure to an understanding of God by a 

more direct apLroach than had been deemed possible in the days 

of Platonic Forms, in the first place, he who had eyes to 

see could turn his gaze upon the neavens,127 and thereby 

learn something, at least, of the divine scheme 
;128 

and 

"TeS 

while few could 

secondly, the question of the relationship between man's mihd 

and the object that he must know not only became acute, but 

was answered in such a way as to empnasize his higher capabi- 

lities. Whereas before the ...philosopher had been concerned 

not only with a supreme God, but also with a whole hierarc 

of Forms, the question now was simply of the degree of 

similarity between human and divine Mind; and it was natural 

that in these circumstances the similarity should be stressed 

until the point was finally reached of admit ting identity in 

essence between the. two. 

This identification appears m sU strongly in the fir 

1-?7 G6d.::was...described not only as .'pind or something beyond 
mincV. (On Prayer, frg. 49), but also as the Heaven or the... 
Cosmos (n in. 977ab, 987b; Cf. On Phil. frg. 26..and 
See note on 133e ( AA10-"rrli) i?vd; Trre to) 

128 
f. .in. 977e. 
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'book of the Viet22hyLics, which, as Jaeger has pointed out, 

identifies knowledge of God with. God's own`;.owledge® 'Now 

there are two ways only., says Aristotle, which it Cphile- 

soohical w.doruJ can be divine. A science is divine if in is 

peculiarly the possession of God, or if it is concerned, with 

the divine as its object. to this science:fulfils both 

these functions. 
7129 

his identification of manes mental 

activity with the sort of qLaywinE that may be attributed to. 

God implies that human and divine mind are essentially the 

614.ef:and'thibwould seem to be the doctrine of our.dialo. 

...Theassertionein.i0n. Philosohy l. that God. is Mind- 130 accords 

with the same 'view. 

In the On PhiloscILly_ the religious a6titue becomes far 

'31 
more pronounced than it was in the ProtreoticuscL- this 

would be nateral enough if Plato's Ideal tUeory had been 

abandoned in the interval, and God had been left as the only 

sanctOxl..Qfknowledge. Even more important for our purpose 

however, -is.the discussion in On Philosophy of the Precept 

now Thyself'. Aristotle claims that this maxim muct have 

been revealed by the .41phic priestess herself - that is 

say, that it was an essential feature of the oid Apoiline 

129 983a 5-11 

Fr. . 

131 
frg. j 15. The On Phiioso was probably 

:: swrjtten at Assos, i.e. between 14 B.C. cf. Jaeger, 
256). 

Cf. jaeger. p. 166. 

cf. Cherniss, P. 593. 

4- tdo 



reliwion - Pine_ that. it .Characterized the mission of Socrates. 

Aristotle clearly attached great importance to this post 

divine of the inscriptions at Delphi', and though we cannot 

be certain to what extent he discussed it in.. this work, we 

may perhaps see at least the awakening of a desire to 

interpret its meaning in view of the new stage that philosotdr 

had. reacned, and in the light of tne-new conceptionsof 

- 

1-53 

Such a reinterpretation is given u.s, at any rate,in the. 

Endemian Ethicsm This work contains a zood deal-that-is_. 

-borrowed from the'.-Protr_Lpticus, as for instance'AnaxagorasY 

aictumthat-...-happinessf_deiDendsnot-on greatness or beauty or 

weafth but on divine contemplai ion 134 - Mind is again said 

to be'the-,real:.self 
135 been roved 

necessary to abandon tne Platonic theory of Forms136 wisdom 

cap...-prily be attained if one makes it one's aim to serve, and. 

toieonteinplate God';47 and 'as in the universe, so in the 

God moves .everything., In a sense it is the divine in 

-132 Frti...-13, 

133 the interest dsplayed in-:-OnThilosophy. in Oriental 
religion, .nd. its deep conoernwith astronomy, see 'iow 

.-:': 
: 

13:12151):-...,6,714: Cf4.SProtrerJicus .fIam-01. Pro , p. 51 11. 8, 
P. 

lxa 
l2kQb 5k. 

"1-3-- -121770 -19..sq. 
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he same Caoice asyl5o who is to rule, who to be ruled,, 

'meaning' by te'ch...e same'Phot that each one should choose himself., 

148 
but that bbth should choose the same person . UnanftarOaay 

142 
in this sense is anly possible ameh the F,feed;- but. good- 

150 
ness,is derived. from. frienAshap - so that.- contamTplation of 

to: mind of ahother w111 result .in undertandingeo-l.f. true 

. it is therefore the special, task ofthe 

, 5. politib:al art to create Fa2aa irlendship This explanation-. 

would a.-gees ; to be also the iqiic.atiah of the Alcibiades 

which presens-....as withhor apparent cohtradictiontetween the 

--hat.....4riendah_in would see to oup,sestl.and tbe 

pri.noiple of justice l that each man should perform his own 

15P -- 
job, cc...Hand th.en::follows this up with what is obviously the 

eJioro oh the atLaleguel the p005ac4e about contemplation- 

The implicatianJoustiearly,be'that such contemplation aLti 

148 
:241a 30-32. This sort of agTseemezt is political 
friendship (ib. 11. 32-3) 

a . . 149 , 

r".7)0 7, 7, 

- . . . . 

151H: 124ò 22- 
- _ 

(.1 that this..corefj....Let 
e Ct. d h ,-;.:; , iL 

the the s'Oruct.,w.,:ree of. the state rests on the 
cy.f tbese But 

even the apbanent a f:Plato's Socratic dialogues... 
asually an conclusion, and it is unlikely._. 
that. -Plete or anybile else wouia. set forth this . resent difficui:Ly witbut any intention of atleast 

tira; to a possible means of..scylvin07, it,..- 



resolve all Alcibiades1 ,dlfificeities, and provide him with 

tne understanding bat the reauires, on 

justice among friends. 

Friendshif, according to Aristotle, mey result from 

goodness, utility, or the rdere fore eleasura.-es 21-nSt 

friendshles, ideal. friendship, must be base(I'...en.Resdness;-e' 

but it will then inevitably be pleasant else. card, as 

being desirable aad right,156 in the hiPhest sense useful,no 

Similarly in the Alcibiades. Socrates argues that the 

xpedient and:the good-- are ultimately the same 117- and that 

nly--through"goodness can a man be happT; Pleasurel 

utility, and Loodness o together, but wisdnm(or. wbir 

EoodnesS de-fiends ) mis the decisive factor.- This .alone. cr-Irm 

_give meaning and vaine' to all OUT acts. 

The very close ii!esemlplance betweenthe te_Ph-Jrng of our' 

ndialbué and that of scastetle's-early works, in fe ticular 

. the Can. haedl-w be TAlso.ely.Seccidertel- 2bis 
" - 

is cceifluced by,consideration Ci 

f Aatonile works .hicre'prObalky'written about the same time 

12.7)6b 1, is 8a 30-34, 

1236:b 31-2, 

156 
124510 10. 

, 
ll4e sq. 

r ro 
134a, e. 

77 



T 11P Pi ..q..t() 1.)Lnuria 

We may begin, 

work which 

01! :hai 2aradoxi calif , )y co nsi d er in r a 

159 
spurious, though most 

critics nowadays condemn it. This is the inoaris . 

hlmself wrote it need not concern us Whether or not Flato 

here, since if Plato wrote 

last work. 

it at all, it was certainly his 

. 

The aL,L22,Tis, whose author, it seems, do e s not bel ieve 

in separately existing Forms, 1 - , empaasi, es the importance of 

a devotion attitude in the a:-ooroach to wisdom and. God, 
-I i 

al 

but gives the assurance that God will not ,':.rue us wisdom if 

we ' seek it, since such j ea' ousy would imply 'ignorance of 

162 
- The soul has a power of divftnation that makes it 

164 aware of its own capabilities., :out the 

that gives meaning to reality can only be fully understood by 

a few, after prolonged astronoical study, -through the 

essential oneness of human and divi -ne ad 165 rarbari ans 

15q Harward!sagguments, The E,pinamvis of Plato, pp. 2658. 
The . otherWörke..WhichT2'hare discuss are probably spurious, 

are -.generally. so :regarded9 but we cannot be quite 
certain about any of them. 

Of. 981b 'there 
except, **soul' 
single form'. 
soul and body. . 

existence. . . soul 

161 
9850, 990a, 992a, 

162 
988b, 

163 
9'74ba. 

164 
, 991e 1, . 

" '986d. 

is nothing else that can be bodiless... 
that-which: iS "incorpereal 'has only a 

Also 983d. 'existences are of two kinds, 
nothing partioipates in any third form of 
lathe cause of everything'. 

etc. 
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first stuaied the heavenly bodies-, but 'there is a great and 

glorious hope that, under the guiaance of education, of the 

-fleibnic oracle , 
- 

and of the: legalized forms o worship, the is,aohd 

doeeks will attain to a. worship of allthese gods Which will 

be obier and in a real sense more just...than...the revelation 

'166 and worship which have come to them from. .the- boodoarls. 

The strdkisg feature ci Liao Asoloia es-An this connexion 

LO the absence of any mention of the staxs and of explicit 

reforehoo to C)riontal mstraiism, and the fact that '. even where. 

Zoroaster is _mentioned and Persian education. is discussed the 

1,77 tone apée::':a's....te be. semi-irohicaa- But to represent 

u. nun ding astral. theology -would have appeared-- 

..... .t-iaa--.Point of absurdity' aad the new 'religion. 

byeno...poans entirety due ..to . im,portation of ideasfrom the 
169 

co u s , PLO our:.lwr..toi 110 doulo t recognized, the merits - of, 

probably ..felt9: as even th writer of the 

enias nid t sat ".whatever ..the eks take ever from the 

boabotians,Uthey.:...:u:Ltimately-develoo..into somethinfx 

'L ., he is..:Cantentte concont2at,e upon:what-he oOnsidere the gag 

-essenttiI::::Thates..:,..:,:othe..-...méliv...,:.4éctriné in."'so far as it -solved 
.......:,: 

.:::..a..,E 

166 987°, 988a, tr. Harwaxd (italics hilue), 

11. 

r. 

on, ilestugiors 1,-lauea aG 011JIL op. 18-22; E.0 Dodds, 
LXV, L; l, as See note, newevers on 

9 987d. 
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the problem, that Socrates had posed. 
±70 The same 

4 
be the case with the dialogues to which we now 

come; in which Socrates plays the leading part, and no 

mention is made of astralism or of Orientai beliefs. 

Friedlnder 171 holds that the Hipparchus is a genuine 

early work of Flato, and observes a likeness in plan between 

it and the Alcibiades. 

discusses in the manner of Piatotb Socratic dialogues the 

true nature of gain, in the same manner suggests the 

In the former dia_Logue, which 

real answer under the guise of an apparent aporia, 2riedlander 

sees a contrast betweea the good but by no means ideal r6gime 

of Hi.pparchus; and the ideal Polity that only Socratic-Platonic 

education could provide; aad similarly in the accuunt in our 

dialogue of the Persian an Spartan systems of education acid 

government he sees (almost certainly correctly) a picture of 

a, method tha-t..is..in many respects good, yet inferior to the 

172 which .it is contrasted. Without discussing 

here the -quetiPn-P1...the.'..authenticity of the -.Hipparchus, we 

170 -- 
4,T 

Dbll ; 
-Poved-14e44FEF,..-who 

the passage at 
recorded1*-EusebiuS and Stobaeus suggests that God 

be::-...regarded.meredirectlypthan through contemplation 
of a friend, the,......:41.et4Od T'ic" 1 left unexplained iapiy because the explanation would involve a discussion 
of as bronomy 1L4 

117-127. 

172 238-9" 



may note that if that work is spurious 
173 we have another 

- 

L:Lau, written. probably at much the same time as ours or 

slightly contrasting the methods of apparently 

successful practical politics with the only truly sound 

method of governing, that which wouldgbe-based on philosophic 

wisdom, 

We may perhaps also note that Hipparchus is shown to 

have made the mistake of setting out to educate the people 

by means of elegiac couplets of his own composition, and 

thereby entering into competition with the Delphic oracle, 

whose precepts -such as 'Know Thyself' would cease to be 

174. regarded - this work was not written by Plato, we, have _ ...,.." 

ka;nother indri:cation of the importance attriUmited to this 

HPreOePt'during-the-period with which we are_concarned. 

There is en even..-closer---and more striking resemblance 

between.-the.-.... leibiades-...andHthe Amatores. .In this work the 

aim:-ofhilosePhygisiLdiscussed4::philesophy is concerned with 
.. 

' . 
' 

..p,tendance!.gof-humanbéirigSandgtendance implies knowledge 'of 

.... 

iShorey, pe 428e Souilh'e 
eS5usEécts pp. 45gsq,-).,claimsthat thé ii..2.1222sycnus 

'.:.241,ust.,Yhaveeenywri-tten. before the publication of 
Thucydidest history because Thucydidés rejects the view 
(taR:en in the Hig,2archus) that dipparchus was tyrant when 
he was murdered. But 2hucydides admits (11 20) 0 
Hi -archus, ix .rejecting the popular account of the other 
eircums'ances of the incident (Thucydidest account), 
expressly states that he is accepting a version that 
seems to him more likely (229b). 

174 
228de. tt..../it (8.4. -u-s-P-f 

0_16_ tka,t. vtaz.4)- ; 
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the object of care as well as ability to guide or correct. 

This is justice, whichf:may be equated with temperance as the 

art of knowing one 'S self; and as this guidance or correction 

is necessary for the preservation of society, the political 

art may be identified with self-knowledge. 
175 

The Glitophon, too, seems to hint at similar doctrine. 

This fragment begins with the objection that B,.1.though Socrates 

preaches most persuasively the desirability of 'tending one's 

soul he has never satisfactorily explained what justice 

radoces as medicine produces health. It has been main,- 

tained..-thet, it produces what is. expedient or right or 

'profitable or useful; 

AgainWa:companion of 

friendship in cities; 
: 

with boys or animals, 

but these answers are unsatisfactory. 

Socrates once suggested that it produces 

but he admitted that some Occt /4-1- as 

are not -good. True friendship seemed 

to be agrement Or unanimity ( ) Which implies 

knowledge. r Haut. no one could explain what such agreement had 

to be about.n $Qcx,ates has :failed to find a-satisfactary 

;sveryunfprt40140.V4at ths Clitolhon breaks off at 

this poi:#0J.Taylar::::-SusipieCtsa-that the -writer would have gone -- 

on to shOW..::-.why.:-....thephysician of the soul cannot give 'a set 

Of.ruleS.:for 'moral regimen', but observes that th i t e mporance 
. . . . . 

of whatis said about unanimity is proved, 'by the very 

175 137b - 138b. 
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irrelevance of the thesis to its .1-timediate context'.175 Now 

the objections raised at the outset are two, that Socrates does 

not show how one is to begin to learn ju 
177 

stice, - and that he 

does not specify the object of the prt:178 and this latter 

failinR would to be no less important than the formeh". 

The object of philosophy, with special reference to politics, 

is the subject of the Amat ores, and it is: quite likely that 

the Olitohon would have reached a similar conclusion, that 

justice .(= temperance) depends upon and -produces self- 

knowledge. The solution to the oroolem of (;' Svotk whether 

explicit--or implicit, wouiLft then be the same as that of the 
- . . . . 

. : . . . 

. , 
- _ 

Eeldetan-4thicse. That the 'comPanion of Soc-ratesi mentioned 

LU thqII:..t21.2)..291 is not the Alcibiades of our dialoue is 

179- .---provedaTaylot, has observed, c by tue absence- in our 
- c h 

dialogueanyemention.. of tboys and animals'. It may be, 
. 

: 

- - 
-however4.th'at:::::.bOth'wershaVe the same convei..'sation,or 

dialogueaS::::::aCotnirion source, and in any case it is 44.4w4t1.-47 

that they both reflect the same ,7,eneral interest .in 

these questions as thatto which, the EUdemian .Ethic s bears 
H 

- witne4s. 

176 p.:.538. 

177 4080 

178 4096d. 

179 p. 538 n. 2. 

18° Taylor loc. cit.) observes that Speasippus and Xenecrates* as well as Aristotle, treated of #cAt'ae, 
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O 7C' OLG-_ us .A ) 

We have seen that on grounds of style alone, apart from 

other considerations, the Alcibiades could aae 

of Plato's earliest or latest works, and that its form and 

general Character could best be accounted for, if it had to 

be assigned to Plato himself on the assumption that it was 

an early work oO his Middle Period written for a very special 

purpose. We have also seen, however, that the conception of 

God as recognizable in the contemplation of mind is out of 

. keeping with what we know of Socrates himself and with the. 

'Plato at any Tate of the Early and. Middle Periods, and that 

the treatment of mind would indicate a new attitude towards 

which is nowhere discussed or developed as aae might 

expect in the works of Plato's Middle Period; whiLe, even if 

Plato's :latest works, suggest A74,'they imply also that Plato 

hadjiet he24-te,4-ew at any earlier date. LLO inference 

that -the dialogue isspurious has now been strongly corrobora- 

ted plose-...reseMblance :in, many important respects to 
tr_40 

-Ard:Stot.eii-41-and works ea couaretively 
J.,ate _date. 

it would ape that our writer's purpose is to set fortla, 

his attitude to the problems that Socrates had, raised in view 

ot'...xe4pnt:...:dpvelopments in philosoph:y. He has probably 

R 1 abandoned or never held the Platonic Theory of Forms,--- and 

, 



A 

seeks 'to expia ii the esse]?ititals of the new rehigious ,philo- 

sophy, beginning where Plato hiTrIself had egjlik. If much of 

the Platonic -fstaphysics had, had to be abandoned, the new 

anti-me chani stic philosophy must rest, --nevertheless, on the 

same foundations as those on... whiCh. Plato htmself had buil 

The new age- must look back to 

Socrates, and... MAI: e a fresh start with the maxim that inspired. 

. him; and. it could give new meaning to that .maxit throurhthe- 

religious element that was salvaged out of -Plato /.s dectrihe-9 

and...the new conception of the unity of human and divine mind, 

of.-:which---the development -may. even have been helped by. the 

-- abandonment... of. Platonic Pomme. 182 It would. be natural that 

our writer:Hi in.- such an-undertaking should recapitulate of 

t LS main te:te.t of - could still be 

WQU 1 4 riot:UT: 1 0 ; to C 46 p.se:Air.:.,J,-)iadee as 

was recognized as the 
...-repre.sf...m.tative::of..-tnoSe -ivery.:ideals which the Academy had 

always claimed possessed :-.intrinsic value; and this claim. 
- 

had to.::be.-i.r.pass.erted,:.land-proved..,afr:esh in accordance with the' 

hew doctrine.- able to -demonstrate the 
upeiority o1 philosophic wisdom both. an politics and ii 

private 
H1. 

e to all i.::.other,...7.:.goods.t.ti..-while:-.ati.:.the::pame-time..:-::' 

showing L1Ot in the flua anal3iTsis the ':i;:pleasurable and the.' ,- --- 
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expedient coincide with what wisdom dictates. 183 The 

. decision to write a Socrtic dialogue will. Thrh:M)ably account 

for the absence of astralism and for the failure to 

acknowledge explicitly the debt of the new doctrine to 

Oriental theology . 184 

It is posSiblP moreover, that our writer intended at 

the same time to help to vindicate Socrates against the 

change of having been responsible for Alcibiades, mise9eeds;185 

andJ,also, perhaps, to reiterate the .1icademy's main criticiSm 

e .ofiisocratesf schoo1.186 3ut there is Lnsufficient Pvi?leace 

for-us to be at all certain on these points, and if such 

motives diamplayea.part they were certainly aubsiaiary to the 

niain purpose of the wo. 
We can .oh17 guess .at the approximate date of the 

pcomppsition of euredialogue.... As we have seen, it has, much 

in common with the 'teaching of the 'Udem Ethics which has 

187 been asSigned-Nith-much probabilit to tne period. of 

3.83 v53-) 
CI- "t-ct- 

1.87 

" 

See. note on 

note on -124e ad 

Cf. Jaeger, p. 286 n. 3... of the points of 
similarity occur again, of course, in the Nicomachean 
Ethics, but there the whole conception of pailosophy is 
different because of an entirely changed attitude towards 
the relative importance of theoretical and practical 
wisdom. Cf, the sense of 0 at 41c. 133c. 

The. Protru_ticus, which soon won fame in antiouity 



65 . 
2 

'Aristotle's residence at Assos, '472k44 B.C. Since 

Aristotle's treatise shows no Clear references to cur 

dialogue, and since, moreover, the treatise contains detailed 

'argument whereas our dialogue does little more than set forth 

e the salient points of the new doctrine, it is perhaps on the 

whole more probable that:the dialogue followed the treatise 

rather the reverse. If our writer does not believe in 

Platonic Yorms, and sees no reason to discus8 them, end if he 

shows signs Of being assured of the correctness of his 

doctrine, that is perhaps another reason for placing the 

-. -dialogue after -Plato s death rather than before it. 7-+. is 
likely, "too, that'by'the time the dialogue was written 
Aristotle s seif-centunp. atingGed had become a subject-of 

general discussion - and also, perhaps, Speusippus, view that 

the principles of --knoWledge can be apprehended by the mind 

187 (contd. from -)revious page) 

may have suggested to our writer the idea of a protreptic 
dialogue (and cf. the 'wealth, and 'reputation' 
attributed to the Cyprian king to whom the Protrepticus 
was addressed - frg. 50 - vdth_ the advantages possessed 
by. Alcibiades). - lut the doctrine of friendship in the 
Eudemian Ethics suggests a somewhat later date for our 
dialogue. 4.ftogob4 

Since we have now decided that the Alcibiades was not k 
an early work of Plato, there is no reason to suppose 
that our writer is not dependent, to some extent at any 
rate, on t Le Alcibiades of Aeschines of Sphettus (see p. 
10 ). He may have borrowed the form of his dialogue 
from Aeschines' work, though such philosophical content 
as that contained was probably very different from that 
of our dialogue (cf. Filiediander D.G.A. II, esp. p. 44). 
The Cyrus and. Alcibiades of AntisEHgEgs (of. Joel I, pp. 
499-500), and. Xenophon Memorabilia may have contributed 
as well. 



with a kind of vision more clear thEcni 
ipp 

Similarity 

in subject-matter with the On Philosophy and with the 

aatores suggests a particular interest in the discussions of 

L. group of L i b _tier e at assos , hut it is a 

unlikely that our dialogue via,s written at Hermes:Las' court in 

view of iUS r s emarks about tvrnyn, 1B9 On the other hand the .0 

kindly treatment of Persia would hardly have appeared in the 

work of any Platonist in the yeers Maped-Ietely following 

,i4ermeMas capture and crucifixion by the Persians in 341 

0.h. a balance of probabilities we maT tastetively assipm. this 

work to about 345/2 B.C. 

WUJle rejecting. he 1,..ieioiddes as spurious, we have to amain 

-reCoOize, nevertheless, that the writer had. a very thorough 

knowledge of :Plato s.works, a much more ; easing style than. 

most of Flatots ialtators, ana an ability to set forth 

doctrine witheutelapsing into trivialities as many of tho 

s-euTia do. "Le was clearly a genuine philosopher himself, 

aad if hle ourpose :Was S'uch as we have suggestedl he has 

'certainly succeeded in dt.cp 

ous frP' 30 ed. Lang. -246 e. le 

18Q . 

C1 '1 I, , 

' 

krona 



67. 

Brief Summary.' 
90 

103a 106b. Socrates offers to help Alcibiades to -achieve 
his political ambitions. 

106b.- 1 On what does Aleibiades propose to Rive advice 
to the Athenians? If on what is just, when and 
how has he acquired such 'knowledge 

110a - 113c. He has never sought it because he always 
supposed that he possessed it, and 'the many' 
cannot have taught it to him, for they quarrel 
about its nature themselves. Alcibiades must 
be ignorant of justice. 

.113d - 116d. Alcibiades suggests that he will give advice 
on what is expedient, but Socrates shows that 
'just and ',expedient' are the same. 

hil6d - 119a. Alcibiades is not only ignorant, but has been 
. guilty of a false conceit of knowledge, like 

most politicians. Even Pericles, for all his 
reputed wisdom, could not teach his own sons 
virtue. 

119a - 124b. Alcibiades' real rivais will be the kings of 
Persia and of Sparta, who surpass him in birth 
and wealth; the Persian princes, moreover, are 
carefully educated in each of the virtues 
severally by experts, while the Spartans excel 
in courage and temperance and all that is manly. 
Alcibiades could only get the better of them by 
suitable trainihE. 

126b. What sort of 'virtue' does Alcibiades really 
need? How does it differ from other acts, and 
what must it create? 

1.24.b 

126b - 127e. Unanimity among citizens, perhaps, is 
desirabLe in a city: hut that seems to conflict 
wit 1 tne princip.ie of justice, that each man 
should do his on job. 

130e. To return to the 'training? required: what is 
'care for one's self'? Care of the soul. 

190 
For -.further details see introductory notes --o each section 
in the Commentary. - 
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COMMEINTArtY. 

103a - 106b. Socrates observes that he is the only o. e of 

Alcibiades' erastae who has not given up following him. 

Hitherto he has been prevented from speaking to Alcibiades by 

the warning of his daeonion, but now its opposition has 

ceased. Alcibiades has disdained his other lovers, feeling 

that he needs no one's help in anything. His beauty, his 

high birth and connexions, and his ,0ealth have rendered him 

self-satisfied. He must be surprised, then, that Socrates 

-. etillostays with him. 

o lcibiades -replies that he mad just been going to ask. 

° the-reason(104d). 

The reason, says Socrates, is that Alcibiades is bound- 

lessly ambitious. . before he had conceived his ..high hopes, 

ho would not have listened to Socrates, which must have been 

the daemonion's reason for preventing an earlier approach; 

but now, if a god offered him the choice Of remaining as he 

was or of dyingle would Choose death. He wants supreme 

power, not only in Athens, but over all Greeks and barbarians 

as well, and i±b the god were to limit him to dominion in 

Europe, he still would rather die. Socrates alone - with 

God's help - can 411,:elp him to achieve his ambition: and for 

thiS reason Alcibiades will listen. , 
oAlcibiades expresses surprise and curiosity, and 

- Socrates undertakes to prove that he. has the -power that he 

has claimed, if ...Alcibiades will answer some questions. 
i.e. AMIN 



At the outset we are shown vividly the sort of young man 

that ,.4.1cibiades was: fortune's favourite, well satisfied. 
with his own position and prospects, a man who counts 

political success and. personal power as the only ends in life 
that are worth attaining. 

103a. 7ft. k-4 v . There may be a play on the 
name keIttv/,.5 (= 'glorious'). Cf. 3 46 ÍA e d Gce'd 

C"'°1-j'Pls below, 105d; and 113b, 
If so, the very first words strike one of the 

key-notes of the dialogue, the illustrious rank of Alcibiades, 
which is to be contrasted with his 'TriD V & crii5 ec ¢r , and. 
shown to be of little worth in comparison with philosophic 
wisdom, even for the statesman. Plato was fond of playing 
oil names: cf. © k 41. j; 5 y&j 3 k1114 ProtaP% 36-b 

Aji e, -se.eVo 

0(:' 77ree-30-&711'0V. Cf. 105de, and 124c OE- c/i5 

r¡ecfse T 0.--e)43 j-t Aelc-x0ivelt e Since the 
Alcibiades of the §osium is clearly youngerkthan the J,(4 JeTr,) 

Aicibiades of our alT,11-67-ae, there is a discre-pancy here 
unless we take c)4-4.-At-x0eivAt to mean that Socrates has not 
discussed with him before philosophical sublects, and inevú-rt,JV 

v a 3c4 .reaert-i'mov to mean. -ha he has not addressed him 
at all since his early years, about the time when the 
meetirigs described in the Ix 2c1§Li_uni. took place. 

If the wrziter oil' our dialogue was not Plato, he was 
certainly closely associated with the Academy, and must have 
known the Symposium. On this matter, and also on the 
apparent .discrepancy with the a r osium concerning the 
relationship between Socrates an c=iades, see Introd. 
pp. t3-(4t ; the explanations there given will apply even if 
we deny Platonic authorship'. 

-1-L SA( i.kov[ow /se/ vTr61-0(.. So crates ' dot teo v v was 
always, according to Plato - though not according to Xenophon- 
negative in ftmction. It would prevent him from doing 
things, but never prompt him to take positive action. The 
next few words, 'about whose power you shall hear presently,' 
have aroused suspicions of the authenticity of the dialogue, 
and it is certainly strange that Socrates should speak in 
this way, as though Alcibiades (to say nothing of the reader) 
had, never heard of it. We know that Xenocrates was very 
interested in A,t(Fovf , and. our writer may have shared. that 
interest, although not exaggerating the influence of Socrates' 
Sign 'like the writer of the 'Pheages. But see In'trod p at, 



104a. iN© QS!, v t e, Sc. but it is not so clez,Ir th.au you are pertect you7 soul. 
followirit -et : Tts v answered , by g/Tre- al: ter the 

parenthesis, where the infinitive construction ix-A.7r o du c e d by 
ofé-r is continued. 

1(644 CR<LI rot Thu yvy Alcibiades belonged to the famous 
Alcanaeenid frailys which had twice suffered banishment 
after Cylon's revoit, and again unler Pisistratus) but since 

the Uime of Ci ci st :IeLLeS ( who was a :amber of the f orally) had 
played a leading part in Athenian politics. As an indication 
of Alcibiades natures cf. his speech at TI-Auc. VI, 16. 

Miss Dorothy Tarrant itlayolas 
that y V in the sense of f21i1/9 is 
to be so used at e. 366cs 2pre;. 527'' 

vLis 3,21c. 4 

XL?, Po 41 poetic; but 
- Pol it. 305 

r't 
* 

) considerS it seems 
:waws 373as 

11 \ \.,, 
104 b, T136--tz ,4 tTE.' -muy -Lice 05 1,0-(35 , , . The (7- Treof 41 

used instead.* 
71-.4-re 05 7-E- ) is not i ol i OVre Go. ,,y .,..,c, u..,,u, k-,,T. . E. .1. ,,,, :Lei e 

4, [405 k-A °YY&V 44'5 . Cf0 the stress laid by Plato on ilq 
the importap.ce of reliable assoeiates in,:politie BAR, 4960 40 
sq.. E IVII# 325d5 331e. He 

e t id 4 . :L.: Te 017 .Perie1es became Alcibiades 
gUardien after :the death of Aleibiadeelt rather at .the.battle 148 

of Coronet% 447 $44.... ttenti,,,oned at 1120)...... 

SvTt 1-c 0 TT& ,v The drmatiesdate 
being :about 4,32 i Ce ( cf . 123d, where.:we find that Alcibiades 
isAierdly tI;ny), this is prebably not .14uch of an exar,;orat , 

,7 

10404. e --rc 
ef 

k71d"Tri. ji.""YA . This 1.5 la 
ocn krtIcticli perhaps suggest's,. SP001.sa knowledge of Character. ef. ;LI -6 I 

r 
oc. tc-04-5 t vc erg V. 

Completed. antithesis 0 . Plato uses this more frequently in his 
later works th in his earlier; see Appendix. Of. -rl t'O-fr 
eTt. v o o T4713t 1. oc- t VA:1cl l'eLoTeiji 47,-01-i 

X LJV r.-10f'44. jro vg.vo.> (1040 infra ); (1y butt but cf. .',10120 98 b ) 6'03 C grerrA y.(,) 

es3ir :41.0 y "-ra (106a); oey( Ls hi-rocoev-T-03 
0,tee tat(..>5` yov Toy (110b) ; r v de41 4 (la t5 
Jt. le6.0--44( (111k); 0-00 ,";:cie(3eir eet.ai5° !AA( Loc; ; -a-e To ,T v ev TfotAe-urt.i (1424)0- 
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vo e a This verb, and the cognate nouns 
1-4- and. S-,,..:4,/cc04. , are very hard. worked in the -passage that 

follows here. We have J't ve:000hoLi 104d, c;',.ivoigv 104e, 
to 4 f- V.-"T'Fk 105a, c7 4ry 105d, 

106a, 6.--( 0, v. f(0evc:: E-i.`er 4". a 171 I C 
a-reo0v-71.4( 10C. 

Other instances o'f repetition in this dialogue are: eTuv tre-6-154 

105b, gciv41,V 105d, S'0..e.fcrEa-0. twice and d-,($.1-,,v 105e (in 
addition to t,,v at 105a, Sj,(,(t..tv and 1043, thich 
-could, however, be explained by the nature of the subject- 
matter alone). The only variant here ic j1),/y.t77-7-6,1E4v , 105c. 
See Appendix r, C 

104a. 1-(/ 77',01-C7 4ojele-c br,--1 6 '7"trV4 .1c47;"IrejI 

Wantology. Cf. note on completed antithesis, 104c supra, 
and also ,S5 /co., ecilt (110b), and perhaps 

114.c) See Appendix, 

vo ,Kele-75 o/KAic with the accusative is rare, but 
cf. Ken. Men. 3. 8. 2, Ast has no reference to any 
occurrence of the word in any Platonic dialogue except this; 
but it is common in .Demosthenes. 

--rwi ¡VT( This expression is entirely absent from 
Plato's latest works (cf. Lutoslawski, op. cit. p. 120). 

crov Itedyle.g. . Cf. 105d, and 309c, G-o . 447b, 
198e, Grat. 393d, Apol. 20e. 

104d - e. 'Aor v r2his apologetic tone, 
used by Socrates when he is afraid of speaking at too great 
length, is in line with Socrates' usual mistrust of 1-,z keo1 
Aéyat cf. 106b, 122b, and Prot. 354c sq. , Gore. 461d sq., 
Phaedr. 241e, etc. Polit.-276c 287a observes that 'fitness 
is a vague term: the real test of correct length is whether 
a discourse serves to discover truth (cf. Lp. VII, ad fin.). 
The (--,,ek-ce A6y0( of the epideictic orators often concealed 
woolly thinking by their verbosity. Plato - and our writer 
too - may have had in mind, amongst others, Isocrates (cf. 
124e, note, ad.fin.). 

The tse,/ here is another instance of /&V solitarium. 
The t.,55 Aiyw clause probably contains what miFh, have been 
expressed as a c5i' clause. 

104e. xgA6.7.70v - 1e,407-7-1 Hyperbaton; 
depends upon xe-ri-(;v ffea---r(vj , but is held. over for the sake 
of the antithesis with le Cf. 1-1, . VII 351a ( 

cT iv 7-0..r, frt.& y ) 



ti 
\ n \ r 

Cf. 6' -v k.cr,c v; y 6% vet (I C @" (115a, where 
is the complement) ; and mild instances at 106a (cf. note 
ad. loe.) , and 109c, e,;5 ToC r ',J4 -? a 'u i c'(),--d t o v 
17.777( ' 176 e Úeg ï`c -ed, c 4, . See Appendix, r r 4 It 

... V. s This form of the aorist is found. at 
Protag. 355a and -yep. IX, 578c. The word does not seem to be 
used at all by other of the fourth century B.C. Late writers 
like Plutarch and Polybius preferred k--.47-,g EZsrritt for the aorist. 

105a. c 7 t7°o t& a 6( w v This device of a 
'speech within a speech' was a favourite one of Plato's. 
we have the same thing at 105d, 106e, 108e. Cf. e.g. the 
speech of the Creator to the lesser gods, Tim.. 4la sq. , and 
the speech put into Dion's mouth, p. VIII, 355a sq. 

105b. Toú 1ö 767--e-lr~0 The infinitive in this 
nthesis is still dependent on jryo . 

9 n 
C vd EcrOot Tbû¡v cc--L oc.FvQS . Répetition, 

as a --participle, --of a verb already used: cf. 105d infra, and 
T..ke S 

_. 17.4 e el Owv supra ( though in that instance a 
parenthesis intervenes). 

cJU\r4 at- traát, 
influence') are 

ee 1011-c note ( d'c,t 

This verb, and the noun cfú v,, Ei. 

frequently repeated in this passage. 
) . 

g (r-e) e v 1'â ... . Macedonians, .i°hracians, and otl 
in the north, presumably. 

,i ,^ 
1050. u P( ù 1-4.0( áolcE f ce E1 Ejk ° 1.; 

; .. ég6 dc-c' is potential, with a suppre 
allied in the words, 0v;' 7 (57-cif cf 

like odor' fk-,cvoy a,?.s s oüld be understood 
of F; 1,,, w 

Iet,. 

`, 
e! 

ÿ `r-e-15 . 

L'ú ©i d .0 k-f-i OtÌGr Eiíri,jc.? C . ompleted antithesis: 
144c note (and cf ...Ep. VII, 324a). 

xcrwS ft oi:rv See 105a not 

ss ed condition 
and somethi: 

as the apodos.is 

supra. 

see 



105d. iL er See 103a. note 8_111ra. 

-Th6'Twv y:;c. 1. e. I do not leeve o for- 

-r.,/ 65-oz Te.iyi.e--ra. 

'-7-70\1/ (9. (Ely 

See 104d note su2ra. 

I. e, the god wtio dominates or sends the 
divine sign: cf. 124e note. Friedlander .I). II, pp. 
24-5) answerinc Schleiermacher (II, p. 513), suggests that 
the term 'god' is used here and at 105e rather than 'the sign 
precisely -because thélfishes now to speak of 'an active, 
driving force' - the sign beinu always negative in function 
(cf. 103a note). But cf, the tord8.1 VP,Ited until he 
should let me' , and note on v0v ,VZOikl.sir; 105e infra. 

o TT- i v t It-g. , Cf. Laws, 772d, the only instance of the word 
in Plato's accepted works. The word is rare in all authors. 
It denotes precision: 'exactly when'. 

105d - e. 

SLIV. 40-6- a-a171- (/, 

104a, .11.7-0\ To 
See Appendix, 

7 r 
v a-GO- crt-0-61-0 0 c.7 

Note the chiasmic 
Tos ;Cc g ya, -7-61,1 &u7 1.3 v712. 

,,146 

order: cf. 
-7-1;'// (pup-iv . 

105e. TCA 
^ 

This claim is quite out of 
character with the Socrates of the dialogues that are 
generally accepted as Plato s own work, despite the qualifi- 
cation 'with God's help!..: Socrates' normal rOle is that of 
fellow-seeker after truth, not that of instructor. 

c 
6145. . See 105d note s 

V ,r' Iikt -V, Perhaps has now allowed me to ' , rather 
than 'now he has:.set me on' (as Lamb takes it). Cf. Herod. 
1. 90, Zen. 0,tr.:4. 2 24. 

r, 
I06a. k-A-(70( 47 odc'e .'e-- lo77. cdc-0,/ Pt-4 ( 70 i 6- 773c 0 o Toy 

The order Of words is slightly irregular (cf. 105b note). 
eriorcfpc 1 of course, qualifies.-rotoaTo.5 , and ?,,Pc="i'v is 
explanatory infinitive.::' 

\ 
IMmo vero.: not F&A, so1itari. 

era cr0 0 , . , ffti(C-u cro 3` 

note. 
Completed antithesis: see 104e 



106''o. ri Zycv 
the plural 

. 
4, 

,ci.ecf,,,, 0, .,,,, hoJ ,thé -transition 
;e also 104d 4d e no"te, 

) 
, l" ,,, / n . 9f G < at "-t _[.. ,,. d"CY ` 

could not make a long speech on the sub je 

! r ß i ̀ iv E V ,_ ÉIY _,. BErIy 
L A 

á J..e to you wanted me to, and wil 
slv- me J -it-tl:e help.' 

(sc. 'but 

I. e. 'I would. be 
-ii you are willing to 

106b _. 1Ú9e. Alcibiades a1.1.ows, to satisfy ocrates, that 

his ambitions .ay be such as , ocrate s has described. 

h ocrates asks on what subject he is proposing to give advice 

o the Atheniem people when comes he- ore the . It must 

something on Which he has superior knowledge: something, 

fact, which he has learnt or discovered for himself_ and 

would never have done either if he had never felt the need. 

.But Socrates knows what subjects Alcibiades has been taught, 
axd.. he would n.o t, presumably, be gin ; to offer advice on any 

of them, any mor e than 'ale would offer advice on shipbuilding 

he like, which _ he is not a_n. exp 

A :o:i.ades says e will give advice or the subjects of 

war and peace, and on ;-oç;her s-t,a4e affa:i.^sx; tälat is to say, 

who it ;i..s better ,that hat 

and . when (107d). 

is etter 

should g.ïa.t, how they shO1a_ld. do 

I3u.tg -insists $oçra'tes, knowledge of 

wrestling implies Nov 
6` 

,r ,c6-7 ( tc-1 . What does 

khAwl;.edg.e ,of;. what is 'better' 1.n -pla.y-i.ng the lyre imply? 

,011cib;i0.a.e.s cannot say, but sig a hint iron Socrates 

correctly answers, © u c-c k-vj (108d). Now what does knowledge 

of w } . : i á t D s 'botte questions of peace and war imply? 



7 

Alcibiades cannot say (109a), but Socrates helps him :to 

that the answer is Jastice (109c). From Whom then, did 

Alcibiades learn JUj iCe7 Or did he discover it for himself? 

But even that would presuppose enquiry, and hence a time when 

he believed. that he did not know what Justice was. 

Socrates is here carrying out the process of reducing 

Alcibiades to a state of 0.4-ctfot, before suggesting. the manner 

in which a statesman should try to equip himself for his task. 

Alcibiades is duly shown to be ignorant of the statesman's 

real function, but Socrates is not represented, as he usually 

is, as seekingfor knowledge himself, or as stiarinE- in the- 

.. - , 

-roe t eg; swaiLL lilcibiade is eventually reduced at 112d. 

(Cr? his ironical eagerness to attend the classes of a 

professional 'teacher', see note on k--ot 46( 109d,) 

1.07a to the end of 108a we have one of the 'longues 

enfilades de questions', as de Strycker calls them; and 

108b d, where Alcibiades cannot for some time _=-.rasp the 

analogy between y vo447-7( KI and 1.,0,) cr-cw4 , -has struck Raedc.,,,r as 

uP-Platonlc, be casa e. e4.s.e-eisewhere the analogy is taken for 

This section is...certainly not in the usual 
. . . . 

laatonicmanner. It ma the beginning of a painstaking 

attempt to explain the nature of the 'art of philosophy. 

In iater sections we shall find a discussion of the nature of 

the product of the philosophic art; at the moment we are 

concerned merely to give this 'art' a naille on the implied 

asSumption that it is comparable with other arts. At the .. 
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same time we are shown that Alcibiades must be ignorant of it - 

a point which the lengthiness of the discussion serves to 

emphasize. 

106d. 1 P " Zfr- 44 GI e5 ou-s This is 
thoroughly Socratic. we need not be surprised at the absence 
-of mention of the Theory of Recollection if we suppose that 
the Platonic doctrine of Forms had already been abandoned, and 
that our writer is leading up to an exposition of the new 
theory of the nature of knowledge. It would be natural to 
start with a presentation of the problem very similar to that 
of the Meno. See next note. 

0.c ,1 Cra-5 2,,t SIT'S 41,V At Wien°, 80d, Len() poses the 
eristic question, 'How can you look for something you do not 
know? You do not know what yuu are looking for, and you 
would not recognize it if you found it.' Here we have the 
other side of the paradox (with which cf. Meno, 80e, 84c); 
you would not begin to look for something which you thought 
you already knew. This much is purely Socratic; but after 
Alcibiades has been reduced to the required ...T.i-oet(04, , we find, 
as in the Meno, that there are few (if any) who can_teach 
virtue, so that (also as in the Men()) a means must be sought 
of learning it by personal discovery. 

106e. dj yL\e aLld-;'v y6 . Another touch that suggests 
special knowledgeof Alcibiades' life and character. 0f. 104c 
note. 

a 

107b. gTlv Tcte 6-,,4"'"1-4k-i There is no doubt a touch 
of irony in thus putting tAgYTIWI) on a level, as it were, with 
Dlicoj'of, as a scientific art. 

t 2 k \ / 4 
107e0 to) T Li Cti Um V c Are° Y d'-).10-4- ,/., 0 LI ci e V $ .1 TKO C 71.)V 

with the accusative and infinitive is poetic outside Plato; 
but it is found at Rep. 443b, Chan. 172c, Protag. 322b, 
Meno, 90e. 

... 

A f 
713V17.-et :""--TY"AS eY6-.5 . There is a touch of 

humorous irony here. The Athenians were, of course, for ever 
building ships; but on the Socratic view their lElmáLy 
interest at least, should be something different. 



t ,. A 
107d.. treci -t-(,/,5 xti. .-(!c-_,i-jvi,/ ITL-k6'-crov,4-( . .. Here we 

have a subject which calls, of course, for knowledge of right 
and wrong, not mere technical experience. Socrates -tries to 
help Alcibiades to define the knowledge required, or at least 
to give it a name, by introducing the notion of 'that which 
is better'. 0f. Clitophon,e 409c. 

107e. ix.c.0)(c-te./56-cr-0011. Cf. Aristotle E.N. 1111a 15. 
A form of loose wrestling in which the. wrestlers gripped each 
other's hands but did not close. 

108b. -r< k-c4 

Socrates will then try 
TO t 

To crc "rt;S 
frequently used. by 
%,5./ J 7i-o.AA 

580b. 

. The answer required. is 1...c cd zr-c k-cv, 
to make Alcibiades consider and compare 

'Se ;x0 v . This use of was 
Plato in reference to the Forms; cf. )....focv 

Soph. 253d.; but cf, also g v-F-u9v 

108e. oeeTre" Yxe " 77" 
(in reference to Alcibiades' (lay ) 
103a note). 

ti 

108c1. LeSc-ri-c-c , 

former instanc.e..so do you now.. 

Tc_xviv 6. rov 'e"-c. Sc. y y Vo tkeVO,V 

omitted, no doubt, because of the desire-To insert -71 

y UtAkieker(rtiV 'in apposition to 7 --42( VI V . There is a slight 
hyperbaton owing to tie addition, after L\v, of 461C.)5 

(which, if re)iv be striEtTrinterpreted, is 
redundant; it was probably added as an afterthought). 

With this play on 
cf. Protag. 336b (see 

A 
ctir- 4,) C! oc s in the 

7r35 YfYve-404Atl 
v..ow . 

Sc. ¡Szi5. Te'S ""(i- V, V 6e 

, / I , ( z -' f 
108e. e--( 7.-A.ev (5 ere tid.- y o v rd. . , . Cri-C-- t 77g 

07X- C1-4. i S frequently used to emphasize the temporal 
:..- nature of a preceding participle (usually aorist) in the 

nominative. Here it is curiously used to strengthen a 
preceding participle in the accusative, and for this I can 
find no parallel. 'If, anyone., when you said...were then to 
ask.. ' 
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109(i. 

T;& °SEV 1 Crt1-5 
( 

Skis is clearly a piece af .3ocratic irony, 
but il7has the ap,earanco of being iitroduced erely for the 
sake of convention. Its occurrence is unnatural, in view of 
Socrates magisterial tone tboughout the dialogue. Cf. 
also 124d note. 

Cf. 10, . 

vintroduce'; cf. taches, 180e, 

0 6' k 11:,/ A 
535, 5190 Phdr, 254e. 

Sc Cf, Euth, Sb 5, a 

109e. fc41 Ari y 6 T 1 "47-L This ready as 
would seem to suggest that success in the search is easier 
then any of Plato 's accepted works would lead us to believe. 

110a - 113e. Alcibiades certainly thought that he knew what 

jUstice was even when he was a boy, for Socrates remembers 

his exclamations if ever an opponent cheated in a game. 

Hence Alcibiades can never have sought or discovered 

knewledgecf Alcibiades suggests that h.e learnt knowledge of 

right , and. wrong from-.-:.4the - many ( 11 Qe).... But while '.the many' 

may be ...ableto teach their own language, they cannot -teach 
, . 

the nature of right and wrong, of which they display their 

Ignorance by diffeting. among' themselves (112a) ; and en this 
, . 

particular subject they have differed- so much that wars have 

been tne result. Hence 'the many' cannot have -taught 
. 

, 

Alcibiades the nature' of right and wrong, and since he has 

neither 1ea.riat nor discovered it, it ,,would c'eern-thqt he - 

carob KflOW it (1124). say, at : 

Seems to so,' Alciblacle$ admits. 

'oocrates now takes Alcibiades to tas for his 



1 

insis ihg that he (Alcibiades ), as the 'answere 

responsible for all the 'saying', and that tne statement of 

his ignorance of ?i1-ft and wrong must be his own admissiou- 

Alcibiades agrees (113b), and Socrates points out the folly 

of his undertaking to advise the Athenian people on matters 

of 7hica he confesses 31smcrance. 

Here we have the proof that convinces Alcibiades of his 

ignorance, followed. ITy the observation - Which reminds us of 

Socrates' similar observation concernin the slave-boy in the 

Meno - that all Alcibiades' admissions r ve necessarily 

-expressed Alcibiades own opinion. It was an essential 

feature of the Process of reducing a respondent to 

(and of helping bim in 'recollection') that he should himself 

comprehend and admit the truth of each step in the argument. 

The 'point has been made incidentally that goodness 

cannot betaughtb 'the many' (cf. Prot. 319a sq., geno, 

4e shall :find present1T that there are few, 

if'any,:'..who can 'teach' the subject.: 3ut .there is, perhaps, 

opecial irony on the oart:..of,the:writer in makingAltj-biades 
attribute his....edulCatiOn in tha.,....matter, of virtue (a subject of 

which he is shown to be iFnorant) to the People (who are 

shown to lace-- knowledge "u:aemselves): &later on we shall find 

the hint that while Socrates does not mistrust Alcibiades' 

nature, he fears that the joeole may corrupt him (135e). 



110-3_ Toivov.- 
I cannot be sure about other periods 

110b. 

dative (or 
(Cf, our i 

ct.aA cr- c\ c&J 

(109d), a much more 
accusative, as the 

dlom, 'to go to the 

1.1..6--V 
S.C.) itarium 'though 

I.e at school: cf. 
common form. Some noun in the 
case may he) is understood. 
barber's,' etc.). 

V, c0 For the reduhdance 
see 104, note. 

)1_7 
110C. kv 11-0: pvu tSUCV Exactly the same lire of 

argument is used in the Meno (85d sq. ) and Phaedo (74b sq.) in 
connexion with the Theory -of Recollection. Here, however, 
our wrriter is concerned not to prove that Alcibiades has somu- 
where at the back of nis mind, a latent knowledge which can be 
recalled or recollected, but merely that he is ignorant. 
The point is simply that the recognition of our own ignorance 
is a necessary prerequisite of the personal discovery of truth 
by any means whatever. 

was 

but 

AN 
110d. 

implied, rather than stated, at 109e. 

7-0 ii)o[vi,A This again was not stated in 
was implied at 109e, 

E-Vklvii The article is here used as a demon- 

P6. This 

so many words, 

strative. '1'77,e2) Tp0, 110a, thouch in that garticul8r 
phrase the use is Very frequent). This 7%; = 7v 8-',1,140,45- 7, 
and is found not infrequently in Plato: e. g. Ra. 340d, 
421 ott g r717; TO411. .V ... j e . Of. Symp. / f 

Trot. 344e, 'Theaet. 157b, So . 244a, _Laws, 803c, etc. 

110e. 6-'5 "7-0,'5 'I e`"t4 61e6)V. 'Taking refuge with 
'the many"» For this intransitive use of c,...rol446D , cf. Apol. 
20e, ReP. 484c, Theaet. 175a1 Phdr. 237d. 

r% 
111.a. 70 1V( "",1 . AL; Prot. 327e - 328a, Protagoras 

argues. that 'the many' teach virtue just as they teach the 
Greek language. Socrates in that dialogue does not refute 
the argument, although he has expressed the opposite opinion, 
but at Meno, 95b, the point is made (as in what follows in 
our present passage) that those who differ among themselves, 
as 'the many' do, can hardly be capable of teaching virtue, 
since their differences imply that they themselves are 
ignorant, of its nature, and, those who are without knowledge 



1.11b. CJe"-> e" ee- o5 II Gr- 0L,e a .,7,1 .iC°e(' 
Jomoleted an- thesis: see 104c note. 

- 
le VI( i[1 vC i,c,) í`5 cc) W.. 0 Itt-kOr YdUc7'tU. .i.'le transitiof}. 

to the plural 'eiere is easy , the first clause be indefinite. 
Vor a more d.ii:f>>cult "transition, see 106b ( elZycE,, t.,,,/ccedv, 
oc.o ._, ). 

111c. K~0 trr c-- 

not in some things'). 

, a ` 
111d. Li k' e% 4J i i 

f 
F v ( n u e' . E- 

answering this .,4v clause with 6` 
gives us te` d' ; 6- ? (3¢aoc! s70 t),d;ve.. 

@ß'ìv 

loosely: 
109d su -ora_. 

wolitariu111 ( sc. 'but 

Instead of 
c.) r $ s Ii=- 6- v, our w.c i -t 

GIe D t lrr> ( 

y (S' © r i k t i. 1 . I. e. r c ,,r f U -rU ei 
A- ,.v,...f v¡,,. Greek often uses k- very _. 

r > ' 
. G. I. .. Y I v ̂ °. t i'a i G-d e. TE-ecv '...,.. GA.c 4 r, r.. e+eC.+?CreDV, 

le. ,reds ra E 4 °oc ®d t; (V .12he word k e yoof 
Homer ic (mil. 1. 105), and d.oes not occur in any generally 
accepted work of Plato; but it suits Socrates' bantering 
manner here, and the use of an occasional iTomeric term is in 
line with Plato 's habit (cf. Vink op. cit. 7). 55) . 

:(e),) 
' 

112b. c ; . , v ° - it t, I v ' -r c a ` j ( 0 0 l . e. he must 
have heard the rhapsodes, or professional 1:°eciters of poetry. 
Cf. (.in reference to Homer) Lycurus .i,eocr. p. 209: 'Your 

élthers con. s1_C. ered nui so valuaole as a poet taat they made 
a law, to the effect that every four years at the Fanai henaic 
festival his i.c alone __of a1.4;,. poets s, should be recited by 

napsod.es. ' 
9 : , >( { 

°., ' t 
Ts ,`C ::. A X to a s tri.. t. -r'v s cr4 (( ( e. W d'ut/ . .. . e. the 

À,chaeans and the Tro j ans as well. or 
. 

this use of id© f 
CL'. ? 473d, i ï"yi v i © { wv 0-,f i,J V t;¡ rlCt ,J v go/ e.,l 9l ® and. 
121b, .xáotem 

( 

Ih is battle took place in 457 B. 
when the .Athe,n3:ane under ..(41:1 des wer 'everely defeated by 
the 'Spartan.s.: 

v c..) s Ir. .447 aresult o.f. , t,h:i,a; bau 
at wxiich her forces were defeated by the Loeotians, Athens 
lost t.he land em.pire winch she had. woxl. :at the battle .-of 
QerLoph.ytsT nine: years befo.r.. e.. 
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- 113d - ild. Alcibiades suggests that the Athenians 

u deliberate mere often about what is expedient than about what 
4:Uu 

u is just (for that they consider is obvious); and justice and. 

expedience are very different from each other. Socrates is 

sure that Alcibiades cou1 d. never show how he came to 'learn' 

or 'discover' the nature of expedience; but Socrates will be 

content with asking him to explain the difference between 

expedience and justice. Explaining a point before an audience 

of one or before an audience of many is the same, so for as 

the knowledge of the subject required is concerned. 

Alcibiades is reluctant; and so Socrates undertakes to 

convince him of the opposite, tnat justice e and expedience are 

the same: and in order that he may be thoroughly convinced 

insists that he, Alcibiades, must again be the respondent 

(114e). 

jItcbtt4i. Alcibiades admits, are k-eL, but they are not 

6 I 

necessarily, he thinks, acyul--Iva. Socrates suggests that he 

is thinking of such things as help given to a friend in 

battle, which is sc.JeW in so far as it is help, but Oc-V-k"4;\/ in 

so far as it involves wounds and possibly death; but then, 

Socrates goes on, it is AreLtiov and woLkw respectively, in 

virtue of two distinct thin,;s1 couraL:e, and death; but in so 

far as it is ic4g.,,t(that is, in so far as it is courage) it is 

5 

also ariez(v: for of the two opposites, courage and cowardice,' 

Alcibiades -would certainly want to possess the former and not 

the latter, presumably because he ' 'nks them, respectively 



'good', and 'bad'. Further, courage is only noble because 

it is good: anything, in fact which is noble must also be 

good (116a). 

Another proof of this is that IC-11.e\ JSs, '7TV ,3 

which involves the acquisition of 442 and is 

A ( / 
therefore ydt,'cv ; but <--S-tregy/.1 is certainly also k-otriov, 

s, 
so that k.J.Aav and are again shown to be the same (116c). 

Now justice, it was agreed, implies nobility, and 

nobility (according to the last two arguments) means goodness; 

demonstration of Alcibiades ignorance of political principles. 

At the same time Socrates is able to set forth his own belief 

that ultimately virtue pays. The historical Socrates, 

emphasizing the fact that 'virtue' implied the correct and 

efficient fulfilment of a function, had always insisted that 

'v0e,e-rieekr1 AeeT1 the correct and efficient fulfilment of 

man's function as a man - must ultimately benefit him. In 

this passage Socrates makes his point by producing two 'proofs' 

that k.07.410v . 440-0(V the notion 'beneficial' contained in 

the term 'good' being regarded throughout as implying 

and goodness is expedient. Justice, therefore, is expedient. 

The main purpose of this section is to continue the 

expedience. 

.aeither of the 'proofs' that w/e14 4.4046V1/ may seem to 

us wholly satisfactory. The first certainly shows that we 

have to consider the quality of "411 p2Ltse, regardless of 



any accompanying attributes; but the 'Proof' that K.-.LA:v per 

se is good depends upon Alcibiades' ready admissiono-that 

courage in itself s desirable. The second 'proof' depends 

of upon the two meanings of eu Tretz-r-16-tti , and is the petitio 

prirlçiii familiar to us from the earlier Platonic dialogues. 

Lt may be regarded as an admirable expression or statement of 

the Socratic standpoint, but not as a proof of anythinL. In 

fact, Socrates' belief that 7-47 k-av did in all circumstances 

coincide with 'the expedient' was a matter of faith, not a 

doctrine that could be proved by argument. 

This passage is by no means irrelevant in a work 

designed to reinterpret Socratic views in the light of later 

developments. if our author is to show that the source of 

wisdom is voD30 and that study of vcaj will resolve the 

problems of the statesman and lead to happiness, he must show 

how the new philosophy regards the three apparently distinct 

'ends' wisdom, pleasure, and expedience. Aristotle 

considered that it was necessary to do so in his Eudemian 

thtIi10 and our author no doubt thought the same. Our 

present passage proves the identity, in the fjhal analysis, 

of justice (= the knowledge. that contemplation gives, as the 
e, . . . . . . . . . 

- 

- - e - - 

, . . . e . 

subsequent argumenteShOws) ewith whatis expedient, and although 

;P:::.:,...the-wOrd?*4#45.!:is:--avoided:-(probably.because.of.the bad:. 

significance that _it usuallyehad for Socrates in-Platols 

earlier works.', e, g. the Gorgias),it is emphasized towards _el 

ti end of'.our dialogue that: only the just life is truly 



leasurable. If the B .. archus is also spurious - awe ? a 

cite that-too. for its c Lear i._i ip _ä at7,. on that-true:.' 

highest sense; the to be identified with 'good' in the 

to -oho ich menti he expedient and 'the just 

possible ' ends' , probably reached the .a.me conclusion; 

? d the Amatores per;iaos implies it 

justice has a: practical use.) 

in. insistence that 

113d. 7-.) cru k-4 a 
m De tryczer (13,..dez Qp;.` cit. 

p. 115) has noticed twelve instances in our dialogue (though 
this one seems to have escaped him) of 6-1.#1...0 efi4v used 
absolutely, i. e. without a dative or the case óf a 
participle) a genitive to qualify and he holds that this 
word is always so qualified, when i.t occurs at all, in Plato's 
works. Now it would, in fact, appear to be used absolutely 
at Crat . 419a, Laws, 746di,; and.': ;Ep. III, 318b (probably ..genuine 
but-7--Ean find no other instances, and it is certainly true `. 

that .Plato ̀ far M o r e often talks-about w ha v . It is 
perhaps not without significance that the use of 0.-ut4 Evi v 
at Re . 336c sq. ( to which de Strycker refers) is copied in 
the. toL4on (409e) . Cf. also E Pir. 979b, another 
instal or The 'absolute e. 

d17 °eozs Uy&tv` 

d"dcv te r:rov kg-Fa-T-6-re v The word 0-7r6uoc.etcV 
belongs chiefly .tö the comic- poets p it appears:: to have been 
used only once (Aeschin.. ï,. 59) zri' :the prase literatnre of 
this )er.o .. 

71 \ ..:.9 / a c CH) ¡ v° # U c+C U T at `G' d° i7tO , " . . otential: ' az 
you would not wear them any longer'. The next clause 
144 _. , ) has its apodosis understood: or Wi.li you accept 
anythin,g] , unless you are given sorn.etii_ns fresh and. unsullie< 
in the way of evidence'. 

,.c 
x, 
eg er°roV , This 'word. is ve r rare (to judge f rom. t.e 

appropriate lexica, it does not occur in any prose work of 
the period), and has a poetic tinge: it is found at 'ur. 
1574. 



114a. 7"-%,,s ,rgs 'Teo (i-e01,-,4-5 

in debate' (Lamb). Tre ',Teo 
4. 7. 10) but nowhere else in any 
even r,S v:.os which Plato uses 
mostly poetic. 

occurs 
work 
once 

'Your sallies 
once in Xenophon 
of this period: a-r.:_d 

(Charm. 154a) is 

114b. At this point there is 
a slight anaçoluthon: we should expect another participle, 
parallel to , but the construction changes, and. we are 
given an imperative. 

114c. Tr3 may perhaps compare Phaedrus, 
261a sq., where Socrates claims that rhetoric must be the 
same whether it be employed in the law-courts, at other 
public meetings, or at private gatherings. The important 
point ,is that although a judicious use of psychology is 
desirable in educational instruction (Pad". 277e c, cf. 4! VII, 341c d) , no sort of 'persuasion.'' has any sort of 
value if the 'instructor' lacks knowledge (cf. the Gorgias 
and a mari with knowledge must be equally capable of helping 
a single p7.57 or many all at once. (No doubt individual 
tuition is better, but no one except the man with knowledge 
can give any real help in either situation.) Cf. 118d, and. 
Meno 9 9b 

942a. 
'Alone, cf. Laws, 873d. 

114d. 
$, 

h °'" 6 h fr&Arcv This is the reading 
of the MS. T: V &ÀTOV Tz 

Ast (following Buttmann). The word A 6- "T ti has excellent 
authority at Phdr. 228e, and. the compounded verb, as meaning 
to 'practise upon', gives the best sense here (I can find i2o 
example of itkccic-T:Ly = 'to practise on'). At the same time ri 

the word is found nowhere else in any work of this per Lori, 
and the present use may be due to a conscious rec011ection 
of the passage in the Phaedrus. -:111 

This word, which. was specially associated 
with the 'epideictici".:JOr:::::":displayt speeches of the Sophists, 
is probably used here with intentional irony. 

1.,' ,747?" tr if f',) (II ",) O (je,s(:' 6 46-A c-s . I. e . -r-u-va. vr 1-1 
y 

ot 0- ü 6. 1..., 6 0 0 ir" er at- -c5 Tr 6" 0.(.. , v 

114e. 4v) . Sc. C 4(Tt-u S 6 Ill , or something of the sort. 
0 6' k-e t,7 f- À e(- yei-t3 . ":21v- & 2( i tcr1-4-: v- 0 5 Mixed 

e 

condition: the indicative ,A/Y6,5 is used for the sake of 
Vilri a r,ARq 

,) É.. 
C- 



(,)ocrates insists that Alcibiades must 'reply', because 
his 'answers' will necessarily exidress his own opinions (see 

) ; and. if ne snould be made to reply tha t justice and 
expedience are the same, he would then have been convinced. 

yo C izt4, 1' 4 err v 

If 

(= 'will come to any harm'. Socrates 
(probably correctly) takes this as an assertion that 
Alcibiades will not be defeated in the a-r.-2guirient. his looks 
like a colloquial use of the word in vogue at the Academy, 
though there would. appear to be no exact parallel. 

, 1 1 

115a. , '(.- 7.' -4 1- (." V t,:4-47,1 ,4- e -, i-,, v :'( %fol t . , -There is ) . 

a slight hyperba-ton, since ,i 6 ril",,./ is -oartitive ,gehitive 
dependent on -.) v_i-,,, , and we might expect it to be placed 
immediately after that. 1,---,A1 is the complement. 

i 

rrt;i v TO 74 ,1 (c-ri- ' cZ K-;° r- r ,;- ..1-#. e Sc 
k 5.. 

Ei! id, "ri,,, V k--- k ,i 'E',3 V k i C.- k V,71 f All depends, of course, 
1 on the use of the word IcAk-ot , which Alcibiades is using to 

mean 'unpleasant'. 'Socrates proceeds to distinguish the 
moral aspect of an act from. any physical disadvantages that 
may accompany it. 

il5b. T.1 t- d k This word. is mainly poetic. It 
oc cur s at IJawso 877a. 

gn ) 1 ` 
115 Pie ok tk.(r-v 1 ',Ivvec.,,4 Be Strycker 

(Bidez op. oit . pp. 115-5) observes that Plato does not 
contrast in this way terms that are not in some sense 
closely allied, as cause and effect, or producer and. prod.uct. 
This does not appear to me to be very significant , but it 
would seem to be true. 

Vt)1( -- After equating ,;k-4(cy with 
Sog;ates no d9ubt hoped to win the immediate admission that 
k-ic)ov = v,/ ; it would. then follow at once that T.,2 S/k-4/04. 
were always ,; Or; and therefore cíT 72- But 
Alcibiades would not admit that ti.:v always = so 
that Socrates has had to show, to begin with, that the k,-,) 

involved in helping a friend. in battle is quite distinct 
from the element of k--",/.10',/ involved. in the act. He now 
proceeds to show that this element is purely ',4.7y9E6c;v. 

j tfr 3- 
Cro 'tt 6 re' 

.: 

V 6 c, ;,4-t o a-6 'What would you 
ratio.er have?' This use of d'(.{. x. 0 is regular and frequent: 
:cf. e.g. GorF:. 2-1,68e Laws, 729d. 



en, 

/ 115d. 000`6. y 
" 

0 105a, o fa-C 
e 

C-TA d 105c. .Ì"' 1-24' 
r 

, V t,1 , än d. -e, .1! - 

wr This seems to be a regular way of emphasizing 
dislike. (Cf.4, perhaps, Clito hon$, 408a.) - On the 
importance of this admission for Socrates argument, see p. 

.j/ 
'1; en; 11'41 t4.::11"Nir Lvt e e previous note. 

115e. 4VaPErrlr 
- 

'Because it results in a good thing, namely the .Courage 
involved. 

0A j -3'. '', e ? 
116a. 1'e - '3 C' 11 i'''-`-)" r) 4 '7 '''''' ' '4 k'c4 t 611 Courage is ) . 

in itself ;,,,:00 »;,( (115b) and ,I y-,tac'v (115d) . .k'i1 cibiade s 
now readily admits that it is precisely this latter quality 
which makes it also trig (because it is kaAty'y only in so 
far as it produces good, k-d 7 ' ,1 y 61. 0 0 0 ire ,71 L v ) 

116b.21,E1-( vV 
equation k./;v = y,40e'v 
same equation by another 
conclusion that S'e/t,--.34c,., 

Socrates has reached the 
by one means; he now reaches the 
means, before proceeding to the 

This second. 'proof' that ic-Jelv depends upon 
the two meanings of & re»rT6V , ( ) 'to act pgehttlyio,' 
(2) 'to fare well.' Unless we are to assume a 
princi ii in this very first question, e 3 17 here 
is US et La the first sense but the argument is Tbegged' 
in the second. question, when it is allowed. that 

1/711 (the meaning of which is this time ambiguous 
are always eLT;aL which means that they must be ab 
to acquire ,?1/ g rrt through "VS it-11 A r7;'- 

Of. Gor.a. 507c, Euthyd. 80b, Charm. 172a, a 

iecav k?.. tv, 
admitted at the start) is noble?' 
we again have the first meaning of 

fr 

116e. v''1144-ove-t.36-fs 
as agreed that v-rd. -11:1 

116 cr- 

354a. 

'And fine action (as we 
in these last- two question,CS 

're -r'V: f V, 

e-ey lc 
&L are P1-4,1,4 at 115a. 

114e...' 
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116d - 119a. Alcibiades confesses that in the face of 

Socrates questioning his opinions change from one moment to 

the next. That, points out Socrates, can only be due to 

lack of knowledge; but even when 1owancehas been made for 

his ignorance, it is certain that he would net have such a 

tendency to change his mind if he were aware of his ignorance 

(117b). Alcibiades does not suffer from indecision in 

matters of cookery or seamanship, because, being aware of his 

ignorance concerning them, he leaves them to the expert. 

'Mistakes' can only occur through a false conceit of wisdom 

(118a) , and of this Alcibiades is guilty: and his guilt is 

all the greater becalisethe matters of which he, ignorant as 

he is, supposes to have the most 

important that there are. Most of the ciLy s politicians - 

ezteept perhaps Pericles - have suffered from the same fault. 

Alcibiades interposes that Pericles' wisdom is said to 

have been derived from learned teachers (118c). Socrates 

questions the ascription to him of wisdom, since the test of 

wisdom is ability to teach (118a) and Pericles failed to 

inculcate wisdom in his own sons, in his ward Alcibiades, or 

in anyone else. 

The first part of this section is a typically Socratic 

demonstration of the certainty and infallibility that true 

knowledge must possess. The Socratic dicta 'virtue is 

knowledge' and 'No one does wrong voluntarily' are implicitly i 

reaffirmed; and Alcibiades is made to see that his chief 



fault has been not ignorance, but the false profession 

knowledge. -ter this he will be ready to begin the search- 

for real wisdom. 

Pericles is cited as an example of apparently 

virtuous man Who failed to pass on his virtue in the 

Protazoras (319e - 320a) and in the Meno (94a b), .and in the 

latter dialogue the paradox is explained by tiTe. lack of 

knowledge, despite the possession of 'true opinion? (99b). 

La the (515d sq.), while it is implied that Pericles 

may have improved the Athenians in some wisly (515e) he is 

biamedfor having failed to control and improve the temper 

of the people. Such politicians may have provided the city 

with ships and walls and dockyards (517c, 519a, cf, Alc. 134b) 

-,_ bit they have .concerned themselves with the body rather than 

. 

with the soul (517d). Their very neglect of the spiritual 

welfare of the people results in their own downfall (519a). 

There can be little doubt that our writer had this passage of 

the Crorglas in mind.: the original mention of ericits Might 

have been regarded, if standing alone, as purely iricidentall 

but 1180 - 119a, which is 2E1.m2:facie a digression, appears 

is to be intended to emphasize the importance of the analogy of 

Pericles; and if our writer was thinking of the Gorgias, he 

would have had in mind the contrast there indicated between 

thepoiitician who, lacking_.knowIedge thought in terms...0f....._ 

bodily requirements and woridly:-.prosperity.. and practical. 
. 

. 

- 

ability:learned from Sophists, and the wisdom of the true 



staesiiaa who cared for the soul. Alcibiades, another SCiOri 

of the great house of the Alcmaeonidae, ward of Pericles by 

nature endowed with all that a man could_ wish for, owed. his 

downfall also to the irroetuous folly of the people whom he 

should. have improved (155e, 132a, cf. Gorg. 519 a b). 

116d. C" cev 4 2 ti W , 
lixed. condition; see Appendix., p, 1/47, 

r ( These inhabitants of a small island 
off the coast of Thessaly are introduced as a sort of anti- 
climax: Socrates means, 'whether he be speakint of a great 
town or a small one'. 

116e. le .44 -,r; The t-"'s 
omission Hof. .714 7rEe C before is another poetic .trait. 

N 2 117a o;. k u 

k-e 

0:-;;; Ve.sTi 1.1/4-614 ire-e r3v eft bed. ts:Ì v This list would seem 
to be hardly in the Platonic manner, cf. notes on 118a, 122c. 

117b, 03,I; This looks 
like a quotation from .a poet but the source is 41.14414e41.44-. 

444 

t34, k 41 e r 1CO b See p ga-* 

117e . 6Si-0T76e 7-05-(0.i - er PIS The a- 
t ions are drawn, after Socrates usual manner, from the 
practical arts. (Cookery appears as an illustration in the 
passage of the Gòr ias of'which our writer may have been 
thinking - see p. - when writ iiag this section of the 
dialogue 17e sq. 

..71 2 
oe .1%--4, e-vi 4 y&tve . Tie stbering of 

a ship was carried out by means of two 7T-1 rj-ri (4, or paddles 
at the stern, one on either side. The øf was the handle 
of a 'i-,e)S-JA which the steersman would move inwards 
(towards the centre of the ship) or outwards. But as the 
-bwo,..handles May have been (sometimes, anyhow) joined together 



14 

by a tiller (Lucian. iktv. 6; cf. Plato Poli- . 272e it in 
be that e and. were t. deal terra -like our to 
starboard,' or 'to port 

7 
118a. Qr-r6s SODh. 229c 231."DI 
/ is distinguished from other -f orms of ignorance as 

accolman-i ed by the conceit of wisdom: cf. Laws, 86/4-b eq 
AccordiZTto it is the 'soil from whicn all evils 
spring and blossom-forth and bear their harvest, so bitter to 
those who sowed. them, to be reaped. in days to come ( 336b ). 

ue:yo C7T1 KA , ze fr-TI The implication that these 
epithets will apply to the state of Alcibiades' mind is, of 
course, already obvious. Socrates appears more severe in 
our dialogue than in the accept ed works of 11'1 ato 

as long as that at 117a. 
Another list, though not 

e 

118-0 '4T 
Çv fro/ 6 K o e "rt 

Strictly speaking the should be inside the ¡--ii14 clause if it is not --to be taken with both clauses: we must assume 
a. slight' .anacoluthon. 

See p® 8 -Z 

\ 
co 0-0 . The argument of the dialogue is, 

fact, a general protreptic applicable to all aspiring 
politicians 

118.c. AC y(--r-41,4 i(! 'roc 
his sectiOn, pr. 14 - 

See introductor-y remarks 

r 
0 Oc IA 6-ii - . 'II Nr4-sd-y o; e . 

Pythooleides (cf. Prot. 315e) waS a musician of Ceos, and. 
(according to the scholiast) a Pythagorean, Cf. Prat. 316e, 
Plut. Pere. 4. Anaxagoras was the famous Ionian philosopher 
who posited vot;s as the cause of all things, but, according 
to Socrates in the Phaed.o (98b - 99d.) failed to make full use 
of the idea. (The concept was gradually made more and more 
use of 7 however, within the _Academy: see introd. ipp. 41 .) 
Damon was a celebrated. Athenian musician and. Sophist, who was 
finally expelled from Athens as a friend of tyranny (Plut. 
Per. k). 

c_, v Pericles first took part in nolitics , 
about 463 B.C. (Aristotle Ath. Pol. 27 as against Flut. Per. 
16 ) . he may conjecture that at this time ( c. 452/1 13. O. , 



.43k1=41 

7 

cf. 123d note) he was somewhere about sixty. 

0-0 l'd 'O'k"'i ,: 7- i.Oi . 

! interna accusative. 

icA* t 

'good at anythil. 7;;eet.DJ'11 is 

v 1 1 ,, _.1 ,,,, , 
118d. a "ov c''','; ' 

é 1 
. 

;,ik,r 

,, C. %. r, 1 

C . -7- 0 t ,..-.rii. 

K ct 
4 o tr , 0 ze i ,,,-7-.115 e 6: , . , 'And the lyre-player too...' 

fe'-ri goes very closely with e.tg,4 --7 so that t'e7-- 
position of ,Je is not irregular. 

'7"-(:- le tA Ac, ,,/ 

iV At Meno, 87c (s f. 99a) it 
is agreed that if virtue is a kind or-lEbwiedge, it must be 
teachable; and thougheit is found that there are no teachers 
of it, the implication would seem to be that idealiz virtue 
would consist in knowledge, though 'true opinion' is all that 
most 'good' men possess. Virtue comes, it seems, by divine 
inspiration, 'unless there should be some statesman capable 
of making a statesman of another' (100a). The Republic 
snows that the statesman who has knowledge will be able to 
implant 'true opinion' in nis subjects (500d); and the 
'leader' in dialectic may be regarded as able to help a 
pupil to 'recollect'. But the kieetágere.e_ and Meno make, 
clear that the knowledge that is-1VT,Ft16T-could not, in 
Plato's view, be taugh-t is the Sophistic sense, like ordinary 
technical skill. Even the writer of the Clitophon (407b) 
acknowledges the distinction. The rather bald statement in 
our present passage, which gives no indication of the sort of 
'teaching' meant, is probably intentionally left ambiguous, 
because even if it is interpreted in the Sophistic sense 
(cf. 119a), Pericles can be shown to have lacked knowledge. 

118e, cv . i E. e i Pr I.!- 0 L, i & 6 t Paralus and Xanthippus. 
According to the Meno .(94b), Pericles taught them to be first- 
rate horsemen, and. educated them in music and gymnastics and, 
the. other arts, hut failed to make 'Tthe. . morally good. Cf. 11 

Prot. 319e - 320a. 

)1W ICAFIvi'V-, 'This same Peric es, acting as his 
guardian, was afraid, it seems, that he might be corrupted by 
Alcibiades, and so took Oleinias away from him, and placed 
him in the care of Aripbron to be educated; and within six 
months he handed him back to Alcibiades, not knowing what to 
do with him (Prot. 320a). 



119a. if&1coì A friend of Zeno arm. 126): 
his house provides the settinF: for the :Parmen 

i.-- 1 1 -- 
r, d- r ! , I `.e.- The Athenian general who was sent to 

recover Potidaea, but was killed in the attempt (Time. 1. 

61-63) 

19a 124b. Alcibiades thinks that as almost all 

politicians are tixueducated ' there is no need for him to 

educate himself in order to compete against them. Socrates 

retorts that just as it is insufficient for the steersman of 

a ship which is going into battle to be superior to his awn 

crew, so Alcibiades should regard as his potential rials 

not his own fellow-citizens, but the kings of Sparta and 

Persia, against whom his country has often fought (120a). 

Alcibiades suggests that they are nodiferent from anybody 

else, but Socrates points out that to hold suca an opinion 

about a potential rival is always dangerous, and that in 

this case the suggestion is quite untrue. The best natures 

are found in aoble families, and if such oaturos are well 

educated, their virtue is complete; and the kings of Sparta 

and of Persia are certainly of noble stock, for they can 

trace back their lineage to Zeus (120e). 

Socrates playfully remarks that he too can trace his 

ancestry badk to Zeus through Daedalus (the inventor o1 

sculpture ); but their ancestors have all been kings. 

Alcibiades ancestry would not impress the Great King. 

Great precautions are taken at Sparta to prevent usurpation 

of the throne; aad in Persia there is great excitement at 



z; 

the birth of a prince - but when someone like Socrates or 

Alcibiades is born, even the neighbours scarcely notice it. 

The Persian prince is looked after most carefully from 

earliest years, and from the age of fourteen is educated by 

experts in each of the four virtues: yet hardly anyone is 

concerned about Alcibiadest education. (122b). Alcibiades, 

again, has nothing to compare with the luxurious wealth of 

Persia, and if he considers the virtues of the Spartans, he 

must regard himself as a Child by comparison and no Athenian 

has wealth that will stand comparison with what the Spartans 

possess in land slaves, cattle and revenues. The Spartans 

are .the wealthi-t cf the Greeks, and of Spartans the king is 

the wealthiest (123a). 

But even Spartan wealth is nothing by comparison with 

that of the Persians. Socrates has heard from one who made 

the journey to the Great KingTs oout about the vast regions 

o± land. that are.namedafter various articles of the queen s 

apparel. The queenrsmother,Amestris, would wonder now 

whose 'awn mother has perhaps fifty «n s worth 

Pf dresses,. and. who :himself has..less than three hundred acres, 

of Land in the 'suburbs. '''.c)f....Att7-1,Ca -could hope to compete with 

her son, except, perhaps, in 

which are alone accounted of value amon the Greeks. If she 

heard that he was not yet twenty, uneducated, and refused to 

learn or better himself by training, and that he relied on 

ho s .bauty, birth, wealth, Aatural gifts, she Would think 



>no ,,gifygg 

-him mad. The queenmother at Sparta, too, would be surprised, 

if Alcibiades should think of competing against her son. .Yet 

it were shame that they should know better- than Athenians 

themselves what was needed to compete against them. 

Alcibiades must trust Socrates and the Delphic maxim, 'Know 

thyself': Sparta and Persia are the real rivals, and could 

not be overcome 76 e .17- 4 1,6 A 6 76- v-'41 

-.And only by such means can Alcibiades win fame. 

Our writer has Clearly more in mind than to emphasize 

A. iades' shortcomings. lie is contrasting the value of 

power based on wealth and the practical virtues with that of 

true wisdom. Alcibiades, though inferior in all respects to 

the Spartan and Persian kings, has much the same scale of 

values as they, and upholds the same ideals; and with those 

ideals are contrasted the Platonic 'training' and 'wisdom', 

which can prevail even against Sparta and Persia. Friedr.a:nder 

has recognized ,this, and compares the Hibparcnus see Introd., t 

). At the same time there may be a conscious 

intention of illustrating from life, as it were, the various 

'ends' whjch have been severally held to represent the supreme 

happiness for Lan - the 212.L1,711.i.L2 of the delicately-living 

Persians, the 

(taught by expert 

tical virtues of Spartans and Persians alike !j 

- presumably hired - in the case of the 

latter), the wealth and birth that are an aid to either 'end/: 

and finally the wisdom that is superior to everythipz else. 



These are the %eud.st that were compared, in Plato.s'.Philebus. 
and. in '.ristotlets Protreptious, On )1n.iloso.Lri_L 

thics, and. thougn in our passage they are not 

referred to as contrasted aims, the comparison. is there. 
(See Introd.. 

Our writer has clearly heard. something about 

Zoroastrianism, but the allusions would appear to be too 

and Eudemian 

explicitly 

slight to justify any far-reaching inferences. 

matter see Introd.5 pp. a:.$ 

On this 
Thfle it is olear that 

the educational methods of the Persians are looked upon with 

respect, yet in view of what follows, and. of the hints that 
tha,Persian. 'Queen gives about 'training' and if wisdom it 

'wer 

clear that this description is a picture of a poor .second-best. 

See also note on 121a1 p,130. 

119b o 

as it were, on 
must -be welt 

n Alcibiades has Ills own tack, 
Socrates, who had. insisted. that the discussion 

See -1.17c and note ad loc. 

,Sç t O -r-ci See 108e, note. 

. 119d;, k01.4 irve exit The first 
.iS Pleonastic, merely preParing,,the way for the one that 
f011ows: cf. LaChes,. 184d. 

A i j. . 

41. 4, ,C v.. instead -as now 

a N 2 

119e. bE 4 V 44 le y t 6. cr04,44. 4 Sc. a..,i6rodj, 

00f. as the fo2.lowing clause shows: otherwise we would have 
to admit a very harsh change of subject. The MS T has 
en) v Nrrti. Nif W f-tr 011- which may be a corruption of emo 

v ÍÇ6.t (Scbleiermacher). 

Fivon in Socrates' attitude as depicted here we notice 



the curious but typically Greek idea that a man should try to 
be D et t;er than everyone else : cf. iOilier 11. 6. 208 

,(/ -;(4A v 

2or this combination of Theaet. 143b. 

A rather poetic expression for -7-av 

) ) 
120a. (:'°-( Y°' 6/ ""('- What follows is of course 

sarcastic, and is hardly in Socrates usual vein. 

- el" V y 7-6,"C-, (t,' Cf. AristophaneS) Birds, 
1297, where Meidias is mentioned again in connexion. with 

linger 
This apparently consisted in striking with 

the finger the head of a quail: if the bird did not flinch, 
its owner won the money staked. 

The comic poets assigned this lieidias to the class of 
y(5- and 1,, Tf 7-8 v 1 t,.(t v (Phryn. Coin. 4, 

cf. Athen. VI, 230c), so that he would be a very good example, 
if he did. in fact take part in. politics; but the Platonic 
.Socrates does not usually single out a particular person for 
such criticism as this. 

r. 120b. it 171 "v". e 174 C , Slaves had. short hair, .p. either because it was Asiatics (as Athenian slaves 
mostly were). or because they were not allowed. to wear it long: 
cf. Aristophi. Birds, 911. According to Olympiodorus, the 
expression you have still got the hair of a slave on your 
head' was applied -by A h.enian worn n to ex-slaves who retained 
their slavish ways. 6; v `rti fi makes a neat alteration of 
the saying. 

-r( e s e . 'The accumulation of 
participles (which, in Plato, is a mark of his latest 
makes this sentence rather unwieldy. 

( (.1 yL3va.-. 'although you are 
to engage in so important a. contest'. 

work-si 

frOlecr 

120e k 1TaeoLericf:-."o9v 
The negative force of 1,,,lyr/ is carried through to the ee 
the sentence: t;',,r-isc-6:4 an.d (4!1-71,5s (i.e. 77d.ee-a-k-fv,40-1,4v-ev- 
?'.el-voil are coupled as two things which Socrates sarcasti 
suggests that Alcibiades should not do. 

-r v I.e. from the rest of men. 

ally 



120(14 0 d tv e in the 'answering' clause 
Alt '4 there fi,f! no 

e 

Uò ea v l'or the idea that better natures will 
L3 found in noble families$ cf. Ari, Pol. 3 31 ilato Grat. 
394a (but eft Lka2. /415a-b$ where it is 7:;ad that a. father TZose 
nature lEi 02 gad may sometimes have an :1,n:feriae son, and 
-Ace vo,:sa) $ and the Ideilexerlue lt is clear from that 
1761=3T iat y 6.5 IleTr=179 rather to fatally than to 
nationality id on the use of t le term see 104-a note. 
suitable 6 ,1,5 was imlispensdble 9 aeCOrdinC to «mato, for the 
acquisition of wisdom (,)e .E.I. krirra$ jja , 343e) 

,) 

120e* , o ,:- A--A.- - -:', V 7::' :, t / ' 7' ,?rooaaty as the ., 

consideratiOn of yt'' '71 i.e to be only the first at of the 
comparison, these neuters are best taken as rather vague 
'our lot with theirs'. 

i-N1_ 

6 

ix* rLv tv-C Tile is f,-inwered at 122b$ 
H5 .tç , ,Z% 0 -re) 0) 

Y)$ 05 Of Iierod. 71 11 sud 150. 

' As there would appear to be no suggestion elsewhere 'that .-ig 

Hercules we descended from. Perseus,- Sydenham suaested that . ¡I 

TEETT576 is cg.'Arrupt9 and thiat 6-?5' "7"(3v t',..%-' t- rit- should be inserted ., 
.. after yt', v-ds 
il 

121a- 141" /1,9t-r(K4-À01( seeratea" father, Sophronisess#: 
was a sculpt:W. and Socrates playfully traces his own lineage 
back to :40a0: by way of Daedalus $ the legendary Inventor of 
sculpture and the lare sod, made fun of even by kristoebanes - 0 9 

Hophaestue . his is almost certainly not only playful self- p: 

debreOiatiOn' but a paro $ï of the 4 mportvr, e sc eter ittaona 
to ft0.4OLUlkeL48, especia1.1f by'isocrate and the oT.inists cf#: 

so crE0 ee. pas! m*, 8 (54, $ 131.0.4..; 257) klato attache 
U ttle .izepe7gairee to highbrith for it orrn sake (cf. lie- 
61.8bk....liaw04., 7150)$ and rthwign. our writer ie no doubt h- 
serioutOnion he M. alt e s Soo:rates say that one may ex:pea; fr) 
find pod natures among those of noble birth (see 120(1$ note)'0. it itil si.404ficant that tile a ual .ities on which Alcibiades -ln 
this pase,,-..e :LS said to rely'''. - qualities Which. moreover 
,. ,. Spert- 06.ana eraians possess in f ca. groater ,measigke.ir are , ,,,, i 
k' 1.4, r uei 6-c 114- kl" V .! y e- f:fr&t: ic.'",1-1 ,, i , f-- - -4 f 6 -71 ', - ' A 

T1 5 # XIS (.xd3e) i for these qualities are the ideals of 
G1,, icon in the 1.11$ who says (36e) that Snyone 6 71.i -: , 

p. ks 8 riff& i j 1 x e i fr-vte 7-WV Pi' (1-LASIA cerel :I.k -,, 

will prefer iusbioe to-justioe. Of aleo pp1,1-41 
(teet"--)-I30. -, .- 



..ammoo....-owom-a....,0,5ftOOMMMOOM'OLMTIKOMM 

seems most likely that there is a degree of irony in the 
praise of -Persia and. Sparta throughout the whole of the 
present passage, including the remarks on lineage. 

Sc. p!'-v1 , presumably, but the 
subject is loosely conceived and colloquially vague; as the 
plural verb (despite the neuter subject) shows. 

121b. T17, /6qc0 ;5vpr,0,, kL 7-i44A 
On this use of i±A,G see 112b, note.' 

yCv-d? 
story went that Alibi 
wife of Agis II. 
allowed to reign, and 
the throne instead, 

Ofi 

Nevertheless, the ci; o el 
ades had managed to have a son by the 

4 This Son, iteotycdidas, was not 
his uncle, Agesilaus II, succeeded to 

121c. Y 

born'. 

eu 121d. A 

t 

says'. The saying was attribut 
Plato, who lived c. 460-589 B.C. 

. . 

017'1,1 ri t C1-05 79, ( 

c 
121e. o.,(c .?) 6' -,-TT" Xenophon 'sr. 2 

differs with regard to the ages here mentioned; 'out our 
writer probably has his information from a reliable source. 
(Xenophon discusses Persian education, but not the education 
of the orinces in particular.) 

0-0 ,ST.,;47-05, On the view that the mention here ri. 

of the faur virtues ispintended to uark the similarity between 
Oriental and Platonic ethics, and thereby to encourage 
acceptance of Zoroastrian theology, see introd. pp. 13 sq. 
It is more likelyit4at since this passage as a whole contains 
so much that is clearly ironical (cf. 121a, note), and appears 
to represent the standards here set forth as but second-best 
cf. 1..±4.. pp.100-401,o0)these remarks about ethical 

training also imply some criticism. Cf. 122e, note Ws- 
0,4(040c-6v . It is certainly contrary to :Platonic 
principles to suppose that virtue can be taught by paid 
teachers in the same way as riding horseback, for example, can; 
and it would seem to be implied that that is the principle, 
nevertheless, on which Persian princes 444,e educated' in 
virtue. Age..n it is quite un-ilatonic to suppose that 

here = 

' As the comic poet 
ed to the comic poet named 

(Schol. and Olynpiodorus. 

Cf. note on 12Ia supra. 

-4,11 
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these four virtues should be taught areiy by separate 
experts; on the Platonic view, all the special virtues depend 
upon the same knowledge, which is knowledge of right and. wrong. 
For Plato's view of Persian .princes, see Laws, 694a 'sq.., esp. 
695e sq. 

122a. 7 , 40. o o , Zoroaster was a reformer who 
aimed. at purifying (especially by tne exclusion of idolatry) 
the old Iranian religion. The creed_ is based upon a 
conceptim of hostility 1Detoeen the principles of Light and. 
Darkness, Oritruzd and Ahriman. Man should. help the spirits 
of Light (through whose agency Orazd was enabled to create 
tie world and the heavens) by destroying all that is evil, 
and avoiding the 'Lie' - whicn incladed such sins as 
uncnastity, pride, magic and slander. The cardinal 
Zoroastrian virtue wcis truth.. (See also introd. pp. .J -5- 
The Magi were the priests. 

-7-c o v '17-6:- 
- It seems that the 

word. #140s. carne to have a bad. sense in Greek, similar to 
With the result that some writers, when alluding to Oriental 
religion, found it necessary to defend the term 1,-y6.t. in 
some such way as our present writer does by the addition. of 
these words: cf. Dinon (4th. cent. B.C.) , ap. Diog.. L. Proem. 
Porphyry de Abatin. IV, 16, which, together with Hesychius 
gloss, (5 Et f Trt 6 & 4.6-C L:/,..5 seems to be derived 
from Theophrastusi 1-ßíL5 ; and Ps. Aristotle 
Magicus, ap. iJiog. L. .Propem. (Bides and Cumont, Mages Hell. 

pp. 10-11, 94, 144). =e fact that our author should 
take the trouble to add. these words would seem to invalidate 
Dittma.nis view that our writer wishes to discountenance the' 
preference for Eastern religion. 

9Ì r 
wee 122a, note ( z-jeo D'r'17:2° 

/1i 
Cu. pc 04. 1c-04, 

Trot j7 ,01..y yii5 
lcibiadeal 

122b. 
to name Alcibt ades' 
deRiled knowledge of 
113 

Our writer's ability 
is another indication of his life. Cf. 104c, note 

122c. , b 'Bec use Al 
especially affected the -sweeping robe' (ScA..1..). 

- r - 

rd, 

PersiAns are not being held. 
±nstutiox in the virtues. 

IT 
Mixed condition, la- 

ibiades 

A clear ind.ication that the 
up as a model, for all their 

f` 1 ik 
V 



0.# r" Cocru, Here f ollows another list: cf. 
notes on 117a, 118a. tr-14e0-1 was certainly the chief 
Spartan virtue: cf. Thu°. 1. 84H But wisdom. is 
conspicuous by its absence from this list. 0f. Meno, 88a-b, 
where virtues of this sort (regarded as they are popularly 
conceived) are specially distinguished from the knowledge that 
alone can 4ve them value. Cf. also Laws, 963a. The praise 
of Sparta here is probably just as ironical as that of Persia 
(zee. 121e, note). 

6 u, e 4..4_ v j These words are very rare, 
but they are similarly coupled at Laws, 792d. 

122c1. o 'Ti o erf yi 6 5, 

, 

' 

T13 - 6-v v ii ( , ,q;* solitarium. 77-31-r is 
aaverbial accusative. '30 far as this is concerned, 

, 4 
k'( fie lvis . It is surprising that the town 

......_..... 

should be mentioned rather than the whole district, Zessenia 
for the original town of Jessene was of comparatively small 
importance. This is perhaps another indication that our 
dialogue was not written by Plato: for anyone writing after 
tile foundation of the new Meszene by Epaminondas in 370/369 
J3 C, would naturally write ]:.essene rather than Messenia, even 
though the new town never came under Spartan domination- 
(2nucydides always speaks about 2jessenia or the Messenians', 
never about Messene.) 

r ' 
ou o a v & t - 5 il-icrEft; . 'no one here would 

diacute about the vast territories which they possess..., 
either in respect of their size...' Unless some infinitive 
has dropped out of the text, riv must be taken with .f/Iv__. 

(cf. Gor . 472d), and the datives will be 
dativeS of respect quail. ying the same verb. 

122e. The tk.6''.4 of the last 
sentence ( yiv i0 there picked up, and the 
answer' follows, / 

N 

'.W.'10 A Y . q4-1. y'6.1t6-cs - - , Prof. 11.E. Taylor 
OPQrVed that 'the.. statements about,the wealth of Sparta 
ia.a.:011ly be true for the period between the surrender of 

Lysander and the battle of Leuctra' (op. cit. 
p. 524, note 6), Cf. isoorates Panegyricus (written about 
380 BA.)!125 Sq., esp. 132 ad fin., 111.t)s vid-( 67-6/4 

V......- On the tribute-Tevied by the Spartans cf. 
Xen. H011, 16. 

kt$ TL N V1-1S Ly Horace mentions the 



:bIe, ï, i, 75. 

ïì e Spartan,..), 02 course, nao_ no coinage of their oan, 
asi)g only pieces of iron 'Tb.1,;'-: iore 'tot acce-pted in other 

The gold and silver that tneir large ex-port trade 
brought in was merely stored. 

, 

123b. ,,t v 6 e, , s .,i 3, _.., e -71-- e: 0-1-0 o , . See introd. p. 4,5: 

We cannot say with any degree of probability who he was 
,, , .. , i ,. ( r , 

(.- r Y t" ( h &c- 1 - ,,zAr 6 e" " 6' V y ¡r is here used strictly 
as an adverb. f1 fc. ,--tpt,.( S i'.6\t is accusative of extent. 

V i . The infinitive construction (introduced 
by ) is continued inside tine relative clause. So too - , I 

k.. 4tÀ&?Ô'.0 below. Cf. 131e, note. 

S74 1 v . Ci. Xen. Anab. 1, L1, 9. 
7 , 7 

n p 1 1,, 4 vo tjf 'Chosen for the 
adornment of', i.e. given the name of something- worn or 
otherwise 'lased by the queen. 

)v- 

12 3c I 7-"; 7'17 

v o A 
A 9 * 

See 105a, note. 

'at the most'. 

j a 6 k r,L Since a ;re") 6*o/ was 
10,000 'sq. ft., this would be about 619 acres. 

e ,./Ltriki An Attic village about 15 miles from 
A hens . 

123d. 11 (XE-teC--1 . Sc. r ̂..1' 9/1)c-, 1.-.4,1,---e f,7 
i , 

i ,,L,1 &,; ,, , 6-0-6-9-1 (and so again-in the next sentence). , 

C2 
i ( Cee introductory remarks 

.-. '77 ( 1.-t-E- n &I c). 7C-- k-7--; 
\ 

C-6 , 0 to this section,' p. ici , and. Introd. , pp. 46 0--,4 sl, 
ri L r,, 4, 

0 occ rcto 6Yov",,S r-fa de 4: 6, wort v 0 Thus the dramatic 
date of the dialogue must be al,-)out Lat/1 B.C. We could 
hardly put it later because it is implied at 120a that there i 3 11X) war in :brogress. 

This t_se of (7,--eificvL with an adjective is most co PI M 0 
in the comic poets (e.g.. kien ander , 481. 6, el -,/ ( ,,,- J-rooS eqéc 
iitA1(00, cf, however, Rep. 361a, Antipho, 56. 



, 

l2 3e k4A1 6 ' T'6" kl.; 6.ye.:716Ift.q.,_, See 
For the asseedation of size with beauty, cf. Od. 13. 2851. 

15. 4181 et saeb. 
0 r 

fo u 6-e, 
, , 

Tre eis --r-A --f-r-L. e I.e. at what Persia can 
boast in the way of Beauty, etc. 

124a. '1 77-.4 r&S -} e your v 

Agis did not become kinr, until 427 Dr 425 -1)..c.;., 
is a slight anachronism. 

ogc y e 'so badly brought up'. Cf. 
Laws, 782d a. ibis refers, of course, to his ignorance of 
the nature of justice and goodness. 

This 
so that there 

124b t k e 4 t- efs ye 

Socrates always showed the utmost respect for the Apolline 
religion (cf. the ApollLz). Cur writer seems to bid his 
readers return to Socratic first principles, and to the 
Delphic maxim, which he reinterprets presently. The 
suggestion that the Delphic inscription itself indicates 
that Persia and Sparta are Alcibiades real enemies would 
seem to support the view we have taken that he is meant not 
to adopt their standards, but to cultivate true wisdom instead. 

2 ct 
a Pi cox aos e(-t There is an anacoluthon. 

After the participial clause rrei-faift,6vo5o ) , the sentence 
breaks off here, and is followed, by a rather long parenthesis, 
after which the original sentence is forgotten. 

Nt W J&-st - -A- ,6itsolitarium: what might have 
been a de- clause becomes a donditional clause. 

, 9 
- t " TZ't 6 c te A-Lt 'TT:- v 

See...123d not e supra and., g14 ktia 124a. 

124b 12610. Socrates initiates a joint enouiry into the 

question now they can bota become as good as possible; he 

too needs 'education' and only differs from Alcibiades 

in that his own 'guarlian' the god. who stopped him approachin 

Alcibiades: earlier is wioe d better than Pericles.' 

,aexwe he believes that Alcibiades can only find the s 



to his present problem through Socrates. 

Socrates asks what sort oí 4.ee.et4i they are really 

seeking. They want to be good - but at what? 'The conduct 

of affairs' is suggested; but horsemanship, navigation and 

so on are not the 'affairs' meant. or is it enlightening 

to say 'the affairs of a gentleman': for while that implies 

knowledge, it is clear that a man may be good at one job a.nd 

bad at another, and the 'good' man in Aleib jades ' sense cannot 

be 'bad' as well, yhi brings out clearly the fact that the 

required virtue is not an ordinary . - 

Alcibiades suggests (125b) that the 'good' to whom he 

refers are those who can rule in the city. But over what 

are they to rule? Men engaged in action: but what sort of 

action? That which is involved in mutual relationships, 

Perhaps.; but if these relationships be those of boatswain 

to rowers, for example, the art of ruling over these men will 

be that oi the ship's pilot. Alcibiades says he means ruling 

over men who share in and contribute towards a common polity. 

What , then, is this art to be call cd? Alcibiades suggests 

e,Pe0A( , of which the object is the management and 

preservation of the state (126a). Put the question remains, 

health what will be the result or natural concomitant of good 

what does that imply? As good t; managemen of the body implies 

management in a state? 



The need of d 

1,1M, 

ht6 

having been recognized, we tat)-211 

in this seCti011 to consider the nature of the - that 
has to be acquired; and the method of the investigation is 
to consider what y , or oroduct, we expect it to oroduce. 

This is the method adopted in Plato's dialogues, and it 
appears also in the Amatores and (as the mein feature of the 

work) in the Clitophon. 1Z-e, 

44, -14-6. 

124c. \ h ' °,1 - , 

A tve' 
v t is no suggested that the -rv'ov is God 

(mgr e _1st; cf. Vick, ç 103 'jf. 105d_, note. 

/ 
»Bee 119b, note 

e. the god. behind the 

The use of (.../(-05 in the singular here has been thou:,--ht 
by Joel to suggest Antisthenian monotheism: but cf. Vink, 
p. 52, who quotes 105a-b to show that the writer is pre:pared 
to talk also in terms of the popular religion; and. Goi ord, 
Mind XLVII, 19,38, p. 324, Dodds, J.HS LXV, 1945, p. 23. 

) 
t a- i.e. the eminence to which. Alcibiades 

wanbs to attain. The word occurs nowhere in 2lato 's accepted 
7 works (though &IT-4 4,/,is occurs two or three times ), but there 

are a number of instances in 2iristotle. 

124d. 1-4r\cc'vt" 
considerable extent all men enee it 
indeed'. The epic ,diction 61 the e 
Socrates' lofty, almost pontifical t 
Socrates admits his need. in Plato's 
ostentatious, and. his tone is one of 
humility. Of. also t 109d, note. 

N 
p.64 soiitarin (sc. 

not have thought that it was true of you'). 

'Oor va--5 íV , 'to a 
, but we two very much 

nd of the sentence suits 
one at this point. :When 
dialogues, he is not 
quiet and sincere 

/ 
trICC-17 Tta N( k"C., V1 See 119b, 

124e. - 4 %c-5 c t 

r 

\04(7 Those who are 

) 00 4 y 

note, 

'but 1 

Sc. 

d 

good at what? iith 
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Alcibiades answer here we may compare the object of education 
as defined by Protagoras (Prot. 518e): a man must acquire 
'good judgement (-6060A 77-in his own affairs, knowledge 
of how best he might manage nis own home: and, so far as 
public affairs are concerned, knowledge of how he might have 
most influence, both by speaking and by acting, on the conduct 
of public business'. Socrates says (319b-d) that he had not 
thought that such knowledge could be taught, because whereas 
on technical matters only experts are consulted, anyone is 
allowed, to speak on general policy. Protagoras' re-ply 
(320c - 328d), while claiming that it can be taught, 
similarly differentiates this special kind of knowledge from 
the technical sciences. He claims that he can help a man 

n 
, 

11-co 65 '$ tri,' V 4 t.1 t 28b ) 

Our passage similarly shows that the 'goodness Alcibiades 
needs must differ from ordinary technical -croficiency, and 
that to speak of 'the conduct of affairs', 'tne affairs of 
gentlemen' (124e), 'good judgement' (125e) and 'the better 
management of the city' (126a) is inadequae ac an explanation 
of the nature and object of political wisdom. Our writer 
must have had the Prota-,oras in mind; and it is quite likely 
that our writer, who at rioutes to Alcibiades these objectives 
of Protagoras, may have intended, as Plato probably cil d when 

the Protagoras (cf. R.L. Howland, og,xxxi, p. 151), 
an allusion to the Isocratean school, whose system of 
'education' was not based on absolute standards of moral 
values. Of. 104d,-elnbte, 

norse-i.acing: cf. Aristophanes' Clouds, where his character 
is portrayed under the name of PhIdTD-pides. 

Al ci biades was par t cularly fond of 

/ , . ..) c ) . 

125a. (tie," ' ' 
Ct s- o ."--.0 d (11-.1 -7-4.) v- 6e y,,,--,, V. 

This use of etel:,,fq-c5 is purely Socratic. Plato applied 
the term, in the works of his maturity, to the understanding 
of the absolute nouns :. the noun Oecev67-t) is used in this 
latter sense at r356. In Socratic usage (as later in that 
of liristotle) the word connotes merely practical knowledge 
(ci. Jaeger, op. cit. PP- 81-2). 

125b, Ö. 
over 

125c. It- 

men in action' 
follows shows, 

u 1114V t 
. , . 

, 
k & (t, . 

Y 'Pot, I suppose, 

The point is that 'ruling over 
is still inadequate as a definition, as what 

It does not -explain the nature of the 4yov 



Or product which, even if we are not concerned, with an 
ordinary T-c!.)(41., it is presumably the function of any sort 
of knowledge to create (cf. Amatores, 136c ) . 

1 k 

each other'. 
'engage in business with 

,g,VW=MMII2V72 

125d . 4' 
,:.:.) i if2 L ' 

0 ,,,t7 4-. ,t.) v ,,- 4,4 
'leading men 

in song'. 

T./ -re_ 4 y5 The -1--.t is internal 
/ 

accusative with x :,, ivt.,3,/ : '...men who make use of men 
in what way?' 

,i 

V 

T 
6-?_, Th e apodosis Is urderstood ("what 

would you say? 

125e. See 124e, note.. 

126b 127e. Again, what must be present if eyes are to be 

inEpod condition? Clearly sight. What, correspondingly, 

must a city possess? Alcibiades suggests friendship between 

the citizens; and that implies unanimity. Now what art will 

provide this unanimity, in the sane way as arithmetic will 

make men agree about numbers? And what sort of agreement - 

i.e. agreement about what is recuired? Alcibiades thinks 

it is friendship and unanimity such as is found between 

parents and their son, or between brother and brother (126e). 

But can a man agree with a woman about knitting, when the one 

understands it and tne other does not? It would seem that 

there oar be no unanimity, and. therefore no friendship (if 

that is the same thing) between man and woman, when they do 

tneir own jobs. Yet Alcibiades would have thought that 



--concentration by each class on its own pursuits was precisely 

what was wanted for the good management af a state aad the 

existence of -Justice (127c). From what has been said, 

justice and friendship seem to be incompatible. Alcibiades 

is thoroughly confused, but Socrates bids bim'nnt to be 

de-pendent: he is still young: only let him answer the 

questions asked, and with Gods help they should manage to 

improve themselves. 

The apparent incompatibility between justice in the 

sense of 'each one doing his own job' and the principle of 

agreement or unanimity ( voL) arises, of course, from. 

the interpretation given to the latter term. The sense in 

which unanimity is desirable in a state is clearly e7pressea 

in the Elfdamian Ethics (see Intraa. ) where, in 

the treatment of'friendship and of its relationship to 

so o dne s s there is a great deal that is similar to the 

cOriclusion:of::our.-dialogue,. ,.- The perversity of ...Socrates' 

discussion of 'agreement' in our passage is obvious; and it 

would seem certain that we are meant to draw our own 8E;;44J-14- 

dions, about this particular problem T. the 

subsequent explanation of the nature of political wisdom. 

(cf the scholiast on 131b: 9teitvi 0.15 is called temperance 

rbecause the, political virtues conflict with each other': 

i.e. the wise man caL set a right T:)lance.) The doctrine 

(..2 the dialogue, in fact, is the same as that of the Eademi 

..i;tnics, not only in regard to the source of wisdom and the 

. ' ' 

' 
. 

.. 

' 

... 
%P. 

::, 

.... ... ... ... . . 

.... 

. , ... ... . . .... ... .., 
, .:. 

... 

I 

pi) 

, 



manner Of cultivating justice, but also in regard to the 

Question of reconciling the performance of one's own job with 

, , 

the principle of a Pleto himself seldom radee a. 

difficulty without having some hint to give of 'a possible 

solution, though often the solution is only implied. The 

writer of our present dialogue has made his implied candiusion 

clear enough: if there is one, and only one, all-embracing-- 

Wisdom, it follows that while each man has his own part to 

0-,7 1 midst agree about the nature of the coamon 'end' 

ana so recognize the part that each other has to play. 

126b. ke,L, 'And e,ers too': the j---4 

ly with 317,4- : cf. 118d, note. 

126e. 
citizens. 

4.5 14-611 d 

k C 
ot 7-05 -717J > 

thoroughly convinced i:a his owh mind, and not be. 'of-two 
minds about it. 

I.e. among the 

goes 

each man will be 

d r 1,LJ 'Ì)-7-(k'V; These examples of arith- 
metic and the. 'measurt gt aft may be borrowed from'Euth. 7b-c, 
where Socrates observes that on matters with which these arts 
are concerned there can he no bitter disagreement Orenmity. 

4;,. I. v -7-1-,ze o< crk- vl .e- , 1C,A 71-6 e , Sc. 

-5, 

126e. k yw ts.v 461 solitari 
do not know what you may think' tvp-re Is pe 

best taken tot as = Z.v 13,1t strictly for what It 
think i mean friendship and unanimity, which exists 
Alcibiades, in fact, still assumes that there can on 
one kind of ci 

1-c-e -r-a/1-- v , The cf14,(cw',A 

required wilt depend, oi course, on knowledge of 
principle of goodness, which need not presuppose 
with it knowledge of specialized arts. 

-c. 'but 
rhaps 

'I 
between.., 
ly be 

really -- 

the ultimate 
or bring '- 



0 64. v ytt T 0070 is subject (-put In, 
perhaps, as an afterthought): y t) v t re v 464, 

* ?-H is bredicate. 

127b. t 6 y 4') y I.e. he thinks that they are 
well managed in those circumstances. 

127C. .4/fr.-1-toi, 

is the definition of 
cf. also Charm. 161e 

127d. oct-, '-i t 

127e. -7'4 

the pontifical 
of the future 
t.0L 

assurance that 

--Rff4*-=e 

This, of course, 
justice in the Republic (441c sq.); but 
sq. (for !,/laich see Tntrod. 

( 
o .1. 

Sc. eLe-i-i'v, 

t't) i . Another suggestion of 
attitude: cf. 124d, note. - (This foreseeing 

is quite a different matter from 4 c 

1)ol. 40a.) With the 
fellows, cf. 109e, note. 

'so far as my answering is concerned'. 

127e - 130c. What is meant, asks Socrates, by 'caring for 

one's self'? Is it the same to care for what belongs to 

one's self? The art that cares for shoes (i. e. for that 

which belongs to the feet) is the coboler's art, whereas 

gymnastics is the art that cares for the feet themselves: 
Se, ten 

the two sots are not the same. L are not now concerned, 

#.1qeft, with what cares for what belongs to us, but with what 

cares for our selves (128e). Now we could not determine 

what art would improve shoes if we did not know what a shoe 

was; neither can we decide whnt art will improve us if we 

do not 'know what we are ourselves.. - Only .. when we know our 

asHthe,:temple at. Delphi :enjoins, can we know how to 

..tc4retfor ourselves (129a)..,, 



how can we discover what the 'seif ' itself 1.s? We may 

distinguish between an instrument and the person who uses it. 

Now the shoemaker 'uses' his hands no less than his tools, so 

that his hands, like his tools, are 'different from the shoe- 

maker. The same may be said of the body as a whole: it is 

'different' from the man who uses it (129e). Now the soul 

is What 'uses' the body; it rules over it. is may say that 

man is either soul or body or the two combined; but the body 

cannot:rule over itsel;and that being so body and soul 

combined cannot rule; and since the real man must be the 

.'using' or 'ruling' element, it follows that man is soul 

(i300). 

Ole 

We here enter upon the main, constructive Dart of the 

dial ogue. 
(1 

The e; a 6.2-( which was said to be the only 

means of equipping a statesman to meet all possible rivals 

(J_241)) has to be explained. Consideration of the meaning 

DClf resu at s in t as pr el iminary con clu s i on that man is 

soul, so that caring for ..one self will mean caning for 

e's soul - the habit, that .5.ber.ates r e epmmends... at L, o . 29p-, 

127e - 128a 4 kalj 'lest by chance': 
ltd :;(i,k-t5 in this sense is found after e',1. (when used with. 
optative) (+ subjunctive), and (as here) !, of. 
Prot. 361c, Thup. 2, 13. 

128a, Ira. A 6-7 5 74 X C- e 
any-bill:rig as belonging to the hand?' 

'Do you speak of 



..' 128a-b. k--,3,' (.,,,,,,t, 7- 1 4-, NY- ;" . These wor 
, Stobaeus they are not in the MSS B,9 or T9) 

be accepted. as part of the original text. 
in what follows ( ('',4.' y t,, ).,,, v-4.). cr-rc bt% p4 V 

128c-d). 

1280. 

1. 

. . 

r...) T't o 

II 
u C 

(T 

128d. eJ 6 k- . 'each thing I t self as 
opposed to the things which. belong to it (-7.--3 v ). 

S c. 

ing- engraving 

Lt e 
TC"-- 

AffliMMTAVIWAZT4L47, 

ds, preserved by 
should probably 
They are, balanced. 

. 

91- 

/ 
128e. ,;t 're 'a man himself'. (For the emphatic 

use, wh.ich is clearly intelligible in its context, cf. Grat. 
4-32d.) 

129a. yve Tf: f& t4 u 'when we have that 
knowledge e. knowledge of our selves. 

, 
129h. The 'self' itself. This is 

later contrasted with .Z-71.;,/ gtx--4-e---re.V (l3Od on th.e reading 
there see note ad. loc.: but even if we read. otc,';`.7- efkrot-ct-rov it would have 7.77e7T1n. much the same), and. seems to denote - 
as what follows at 133h sq. shows - the innermost essence of 
our being, which is the same in all men.e.s opposed to the 
individual man (cf. .LJ riedlander D. .A. Ii, p. 18) . 

made clear at 133c that the .c.frril` QCtC is the 
contemplative part of the soul, the part of the soul of which 

function is to know, as opposed to the whole soul. The 
4,Ljr-r-d5 ek-aa-rvj will be the whole individual personality, 
that is to say the 01.,Si-j5 $1.<3-r-c plus the particular 
characteristics peculiar to any particular man. 

, 

_ce it would appear possible to regard the o/iy-ro 
as a Form, of which individual men partake. , We have seen in t h e Introduction that Plato never called the soul or any part 
of it a Form, and. that possibly he never even thought of 
callilz it one oven in his latest works, but that Aristotle 
explicitly spoke of the soul as an L:7`,505 ; and when 
Aristotle first spoke of it in this way he was probably using 
the, term, in the Platonic sense, as meaning a Form that was 

parable. (See 1 n tr od. P-,..°11. 44 emit% ) But if our 



writer had. intended to represent mind, as a Form in the 
Platonic sense he would almost certal nly have said something 
explicit about immortality, about 'recollection', and about 
dialectic. --T1-- ::: i7 . - :, 

o We may say that while he 
may have regarded mind as a Form in the later Aristotelian 
sense, and was in any case influenced., no doubt, by the 
Academic use of ,,1;..7.-.4s in connexion with the Theory of Forms 
he probably did not himself believe in Plato 's theory. ef, /-r-,-.2, U-7-*, 

t7.X6- cbsi-. Socrates now argues that as words are 
distinguishable from the person who utters them, and tools 
from the workman who uses them, so limbs (and_ the whole body) - 

are distinguishable from the man who uses them. 

129e. '['x± 
from the last sentence. 

bC. (,...v` (under stoo d. 

-7' )1 1 
130a. ti t ; This suggestion, 

in which '4 need mean no more than 'personality', contains 
nothing that Alcibiades could. not accept, and in fact he 
agrees at once (cf. 130c). The idea would not appear strange, 
in view of the poetic usage (cf. e.g. Sopla. El. 1127, Sur. 
Hipp. 17). But the point is an important one for the 
argument that is to follow, and Socrates therefore emphasizes 
it by further argument (down to 130e). 

Cu? Ifet3v e i) L ; To speak of 'ruling instead of 
'using' does not materially affect the argument, but merely 
emphasizes the importance of the 'using' element. The 
conception of the soul as 'ruling' was an accepted axiom of 
the .Academy (cf'. e.g. Laws, 896c). 

45%) é Theo Following the 
agreement that man is that which 'uses' or 'rules over' the 
body, Socrates proceeds to eliminate any possible alternatives 
to the conclusion already reached, that man is soul. 

According to the Phaedrus (246c) man is 
but the conclusion here reached is not necessaril 

incompatible with that, as the context is different. See 
Introd. pf. it-- (l. 

130c. koi v - o See revious note. 



130o - 132c. Alcibiades is satisfied that man is soul., and 

Socrates observes that this conclusion, if not very.preelse, 

is sufficient for the moment, Accurate knowledge can only 

be reached by. discoverinz the 'self itself; but it is 

enouEn for the present to know what is meant br the individual 

'self'. When S'ecrates speaks to Alcibiades, one soul is 

addressing another. Again, it follows from what has been 

said that a doctor, oua doctor, will not 'know himself', 

since his concern. iS With the body, which is merely orLe of 

the things.tnat beloh,R° to the 'self'. 2armers and craftsmen 

deal with what is even further removed from the 'sbli", 

namelyHtnatHNLich 'appertains (in one way or another) to the 

body ; so that if self-knowledge is temperance, no one of 

these workers is temperate in virtue of his art. That is 

" why these-arts. ar-4--ea held in low esteem (131b). 

Similarly tae busiless man does not occupy himself (directly) 

even with that which belono.s to himself Un the Greek there 

is a play on the expression, 'doinG one own job', which was 

said to imply justice (127' Again, ne who loves 

Alcibiades' ' xiy will depart when its beauty wanes, but the 

lover of Alcibiades' self is he who loves his soul, and does 

not leca-rct: and such ,an one is Socrates (131e). Socrates 

dilL not leave him, so lonE as he is not corrupted, as many 

o mc has been, by the people; and that is Socrates' chief 

fear. Aicioiades must be on his uaorh e must learn true 



wisdom, and make that his antidote against corruption (132b). 

Socrates recapitulates the conclusions so far reached. 

This section serves as an interlude between the first 

part of the main argument, cortained 11 the preceding section, 

and tue second end final part that is to be expounded in the 

next. At the same time it is able to reject the claims of 

any of the ordinary arts' to d2ovide self-knowledge. 

". 1 

SC ro 130o. (.1 ci (14,o c 

- or, perhaps, in either ease the. 
meaning is the same. 

i 30 c- , Nothing was said, 
earlier on about any intention of passing over the more 
difficult- question, though there was perhaps a hint at 129a 
that-it,mightnot. prove an easy one. 

17 11_( 0d °C ,i/ (J 
...) 

te-,-.( e "ro ,0 ,7,..,e, 1 ,1 - At 129b. 

a T8 'Tv `-'161-c '..3ee 129b note. 

.,1 \ 
,i 'r7-t. °TV i.> if o rc , rx, L r o v (e:- fr.-ALT-To v This is tne reading 

,, _ 

of the MSS B, and. T#: .4.6.-re..,:: xd-r6 tephanus, Burnet, Croiset. 
The reading of the 11,1SS gives perfectly good sense, which is 
not iipproved 'by Stephanus' reading. (The neuter o ,, need 

i cause no difficulty, as we are concerned with definition: 
cf. e.g. Z. ,iecri¡ ; (Meno 70a), 
4614 g rii wet I C 0-7411, ne.A.a". tk 4 e ) 

e, , , 
-To L., 4 0 "nn, will = a t. :1 7-0 0 TO "J at LI Tt " ' just as 7-6 .4 y ot V tri 

e.g. at Re 518c) - ,k014 -14 :Y T/ on the meaning of 
and of 4-3-7-e5 Pfk.-----7775. see 129b, note. 2 \ N 

\ 

1:30e. trg-t viz 4t Ir-e0 trt96,--V tc e V Cf. 
129b. Socrates means-that what was then said has now been 
shown to have been strictly accurate. The conversation 
really is between Socrates and Alcibiades; it is not, it 
seems, a discussion, with a merewraI7777one with the real 
Alcibiades - that is to say, with his soul. (The '770,.044-vvs 
clause is notcpart of what was said before; it gives what 
nwappears ( ("4 "o?fr;7-6V) to justify these earlier remarks.. 
Strictly speaking, therefore, there is an ellipse after 

4 



of something like (7';',:,1A4E7794 yxf s-et 

l51a. , A doctor's 
knowledge is concerned with the body, which is not the real 
self. Hence, unless he has some further knowledge, he will 
not know himself. He may possess this further knowledge, 
but he wili riot possess it simply because he is a doctor. 
The object of these observations (dOwli-t6 151c) is to deal 
the final blow to the claims of the highly speCialized arts 
to provide tae wisdom that the statesman requires. We have 
seen in an earlier section (124b sq.) that ability at one 
such art might be accompanied by 'badness' at another, whereas 
the truly good man could not be bad as well. That served to 
show that 'good' is used in a higher sense when it indicates 
what Socrates and. Alcibiades mean than when it is applied, to 
an ordinary 'rixer'i. Now we see why 'goodness' at an 
ordinary art means ability concerning the body or the things 
of the body, or even things of a lower order still, whereas 
tae 'goodness' of the statesmar denotes knowledge of tae soul. 

11-0(1,10.6 (1""" 

qua farmer, merely with the 
not even (directly) with --1-2 

parts) , but merely with 

The farmer is concerned, 
food that feeds the body - i.e. 
itLrr-coa (the oe2tek and its 

--ro ,1 

y6-Loe L new COVeyce On this use 
of /(1,1o5 see 'notes on 112b and 121b. 

y 131b. V ' This rataer suddenly 
introduced hypothesis, Which Alcibiades does not question, 
suggests that the close connection between er-,46,c--'v i and 
self-knowledge was Eenerally recognized as well established 
by the time this dialogue was written. The equation is 
,suggested as early as the Charmides (164d), but there the 
interpretation put upon serT:RE5Tidge proves unsatisfactory 
as a definition of temperance. In later works Plato 
emphasizes the importance of self-knowledge, but nowhere 
equates it with temperance, as here, in a manYler suggesting 
that ,no one could object. in the Amatores on the other 
hand, we find exactly the same suggestion of certainty when 
the identification is made (138a). See also p. (0, 

s eo v k-0 0 k-bt° 4 one is 
tempted to see here another play on names. see 103a, note. 

, i ..,,, 

,-, T re47-6.cos Y., .1,...otirrea,,-,1 6-6:i7v . The infinitive 
( 

, 
:,. 

c.onstructio (depending on e 10-40c) is carried :on after the o 



, just as though it had been `(c'l For another 
example of the Infinitive construction carried,through into 
a subordinate clause, see 123b, note.) The c,<,7 indicates 
that we have here the apodosis of a suppressedcondition, 
which night have been something like !if Iliad. not anticipated 
you'. 

% 132a. ,J.v ;A.\ (i) At Gorg. 519a b 
Socrates is made to prophesy 'that the -people will turn 
against Trericles, and perhaps against (2allicles 'and my 
friend 4cibiadesi, though Uallicies and Alcibiades may be 

1-34 aoh C34./ ,,tAi?irro.)4 druvA. ri v There is 
no suggestion there that Alcibiades will be corrupted by the 
People: but it is ::enerally agreed that the Passage in the 
"Republic describing the corruption of the philosophic nature 
presents a portrait of Alcibiades: cf. Adam on 494c and 560d, 
Oontford (The Republic of_Plato), D. 197, note. Alcibiades 
was 'infaamatum a^p1:eriqUeT,--though Theopompus and Timaeus 
praised him (Nepos VII, 11). It is true that Thucydides 
treated him with kindness, and that even isocrates in the 
de Bipie attempts to whitewash his character but 1,..ntipho 

and Lysias had composed speeches against him (Athen. XII. 
XIII. 12) , and the sophist Polycrates had explicitly 
associated his misconduct with the teaching of Socrates. 
The .hint in our dialogue may be intended to help free Socrates 
from blame. (106b perhaps also suggests that the 'long 
speeches' which Alcibiades heard from sophists contributed to 
his corruption - a suitable retort to Polycrates.) It would 
be.titting for a member of the Academy to explain matters in 
this way. 

For the manner in which many politicians truckled to the 
wishes of the people, cf. ..:J2istoph. Wasps% 97 sq. , and Gar. 
481d sq. 

OU crE 
/ 

+ ve 
..a .-Strong' negation; cf. e.g. Phaedo* 6 

subjuncti denotes 
6b. 

toy N\Toilos 

I 

1, 

Iliad II, 547. 

t oV iE Sc 6,btO 
though the se words'.might; perhapsbe 
relative clause, if we suppose Tuo-ri. 

to.:have,been used instead of 
is generic (sc. 4,441 ) 

The quotation is troinlioraer 
\ \ / 

(T T.L î To \E- <,s 1 

taken as part of the 
ov, to 
Ou because the clause 

(It.0 . 0f. Laws, 957d, whemit is 
said that the good judge will guide the state aright because 



he will 'possess within himself the writings of the larivr, 
i ,\ , - 

1.(01,0471-ev oi.At(4),Ari,,g,/,4, 11,a/ ,,z/kok/ Adywv. 
1/, 

; )1/4\ 21 . 5 e- tP C') ¡.: t t116,(74% . - . Alcibiades is now 
listening irltently. He has been fully won over by Socrates' 
reasoning, and, now that they nave /leciaed what the individual 
'self' is, is eager to learn how he can 'improve' himself - 
in what way, that is, he can 'care for' himself 

0 L- A.6 To-ro' f.,Ev , 

),6v solitarium (sc. 'but we 
havo yet to reach further decisions'). 

132c - 1.33c. How can 70 no th-m7s in thcase ive If we 

Perhaps the Delphic inscription contains a hint. If it ha.6_ 

said, 'See yourself', you would have to look at something in 

a mirror or something of that 1 

617 .1 tvc. vrd, 
vi tn. Gi` 

At 130c, 
here cf. ,Atrir'S 

l'euX\I 
there). 

E. al" IV 

can acquire that knowledge, we shall know our selves. 

which the eye could see itself - 

sort (132e). Now the eye contains a sort of 'mirror' - its 

pupil gives -a reflexion of anyone who looks into it. If an 

eye'isato see itself, it must look into the best part - the 

deeing part-- of the eye. Similarly, if a soul is to know 

itself, it must regard soul, and that part in particular which 

'..manifests the soul's '..'rvirtue' of wisdom. There is no part 

of.the----soul more divine,..thamthe-part that has to do with 
t. 

resembles the divine; and :knowledge and contemplation.: 

byi-looking into and acquiring knowledge of all that 

.is-:Aivia-e.of...God and of wisdom, a man will best be enabled 

to know himself -(133c 
64..t 

real...mirrors are clearer and purer and brighter than 
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Or) 

left incomplete and unsatisfactory unless there is something 

into which the mind can look corresponding to the real mirror 

for the eye . 

Doctrinally both parts of this section ,7,:o beyond Plato. 

It may be objected to the second that it is left obscure 

whether and if SO how we can contemplate God except through 

regarding the mind of a friend., It would seem that according 

to Aristotle one must practise virtue before one can attain 

to knowledge of the divine element in a friend's soul (see 

note on 135e) but that only when such knowledge has been 

reached can one come near to having' virtue in its full 

perfection and. recognition of the self- suffi ci en cy and 

perfection of God is probably to be regardtA4 as resulting 

from the self-knowledge that man can only attain by contem- 

plating a friend. But 5ee ±xitod p. ,5-4, .170. 

On the justification for the interpretation here given 

of this section, and the similarity between this do ctrine 

and. that of Ariftotle in his treatment of friendship in the 
""tidernian hies see Introd. pp. 49 

" 
/ y 

% 

:$ 

1320. Ov V at,,V TrOirOV v1-01. is the 
reading of the blif3,3 ,134, and T,e,' which seems to -make perfectly 
good sense, d0,..;7-0,i", will xi:lean 'things.' in themselves': ef. . 
128e krrov witYi note ad loc. Sehleiermaeher conjectured 

T'},k, (R.ccep;bed by- Burnet), while Croiset 'elaborates this 
into .16 ro 

# - 

132d. 7T s 

clause contains two interrofLativef-3: tliow Should we understand, 11 

to prescribe w Flat? I. e 'How siLOuIri ie have understood it, 
riri 71,,la 15 should ae Ilave t en it to prescribe?' 



152e. E--'15 

ToL4:7,701. , whil 
reply, allows for 

kaTori-r( aL 76 1K 0L- Toi v-101 
". 

e colAquially vague and suitable 
the suggestion of Socrates that f 

The ".1 
in such a 
ollows. 

I/ 

133a 
\ 

. L"),,rk" /0 V T1 . This is probply in 
apposition to To TrroTToy rather than to u.0 1.1 as Lamb 
appears to take it. ' 

N ) ^ t 

S .1,, ft,"(> (.,! -, j p,:, ,7 i., , 
,.. ,v. . 

in the nature of a mirror, 
into anhin 

133b. Ike0 '411 El i\\6.1 '-' On this analogy, and 
Its occurrence in Aristotle, see Introd. pp. 6' sq. 

H 
kikvo ,q6,T 1' a4i. Meusde -or000sed to omit 

0-0 Friedlander at first (i)G.Â. II, p. 15, n. 2) 
proposed to do the same, but later ahanged his mind (i-laton 
II, p. 244), observing that the point of the question that 
follows is to decide whether there is anything more divine 
than the intellectual faculty, not to define it. It would. 
seem, too, that a strict parallelism with what has just been 
said about the eye's J 6-rt would require the retention of 
0-00. here. 

.v\N 
v.do, S %.) - 'The point of the addition', 

says FriediEder (loc. cit.), is not that one should really 
seek so.rietaing else that might be considered besidep tnp NirAs 
4rT,1 but it explains to what extent iV is thi911,01..r6T1 into 
which the soul must look (so almost = Kt \ otAd ) 

That intexpretaton is in line, of course, with his rejection 
of -, rid® at 155c. but It would be a most curious 
way of suggesting that there is nothing else to which mind is 
akin; and the analogy of the eye would. seem very' unsatis- 
factory if, while the eye can look into another eye or into a 
real.mirror, soul can se itself in soul and in nothing else. 
(Of. 132e, gs Te K: -- . : the pupil of 
the eye is merely \ TS V Tolou-rcov ) 

133c. bE.o T61 OV 1. Since divinity was always 
associated in Gree literature with immortality, so that the 
one almost connotes the other, it is tempting to see here an 
implicit admission of the immortality of mind, and of mind It 

alone. Aristotle says in the .1-rotrepticus: 'Man has nothing 
divine or blessed except the one thing worfby of trouble, .1 
whatever taere is in us of Nus and reason. This alone of 
what we have seems imrtal mo .Ed divinefr' (fnz. rd.), ! 



f,/ r 
I WOUla read 

b(,.,w with T# and Sto 
with B4., and Eus 

oi'.L the 'ground that './61.(6. 
but 'seems to be' (cf. e. 

62d), and that while ro-,,7 
a little har.:sh., rt.o" 06i 0 
natural enough. 

,,5.c/s/ nv 

baeu.s (and Croiset ) rather than 
ebius (and Burnet and. Friedlander) 
usually means lint 'is similar to t, 

g. Crat. 437a, Prot. 361b Phaedo 
ok TTS for 'tai..--part of it seems 

= '.1-.;ÛC divine part of it' is 

I 
Priedldnder observes 

i D.G.A. II, D. 14) that these words were not lacking in 
OrYmi7odorus-i text, as Burnet and :iVila=witz, following 
Stallbaum, suggest. There /is therefore no ground whatever 
for athetizing: them. ov Ivms (3-0 f.i>(,4 I sys Fried- 
lander (Piston II, P. 244); is here equalized 'frith God'. 
But there is no suggestion in any of Plato's accepted works 
that either imowledge of God_ or the acquisition of 'wisdom is 
possible without dialectic. This is the climax of the 
constructive part of our dialogue, of which the purpose is to 
show how we can 'care for ourselves' or improve ourselves, 
and. if Plato had written such a work after evolving the 
dialectical method he would have been bound to mention it; 
and. the do ctrine here set forth is certainly nob such as 
could be ascribed to Socrates himself. On the other hand, 
from the later doctrine that God is ve:Os arid that mind is 
'the divine in us' it follows at once that understanding of 
TiieEa176--EfThurnan mind. will lead to the knowledge of God.. 

See introd, pp. ;LP iti-ro 

7 et 
OVNI OT) NIck 

section, fl)..1/4-s", Introd. pp.. .74 , and, note on 133b 
\ko jo TO uTo , ) 

S e e introductory notes to this 

V1/44 \\ 1(17T(A) w 
I 

I can (±iscove,r, does not appear in any prose work of this 
period apart from those of Aristotl e. Eudoxus, however, 
composed a chart of the heavens which was called 

varrccov (cf. Hultsch, Platons Werke VI, pp. 938-9, ()Li 0-4; 
FestugiAre, Platon et I 'Orient, p. 16) and it is just 
possible -that our wrier was thinking of that. have 
suggested that his only reason for failing to mention 
astronomy may be that such a mention might seem incongruous 
in a dialogue where Socrates takes the leading part (see 
Introd. 

The word E v 0 rti r so far as 

11. 

. 

, 



.133c - 135e. Now it was agreed that self-knowled e is 

temperance. Without it, we may now say, we cannot knew 

what is good or bad for us, or even that -what belongs to us 

is ours nor could we know what arieei ains to our belongint7s. 

It was wrong to say that some men, While not knowing them- 

selves, do know what bcos to them, and that others know 

about what concerns their belongings. Only tha one kind.of 

art can. give knowledge of any of these things, and that gives 

knowledge of all (133e). 

Tf a man does not understand what concerns himself, 

:neither can he understand the affairs of others: he can 

never,.. in fac,t, be a statesman. He will ret really- know 

what he is doing, he w.71.11 make mistakes and fare ill and so 

be miserable --d the same will apply to those for Whoni .. he 

acts. Only the temperate and good man can be happy. 

Riches, military and naval might, all are of no avail to a 

city that lacks virtue, and a. statesman cannot give -what he 

has not himself got. Alcibiades should ;act seek despotic 

rower, but looking to , God should -acquire the temperanceand 

. justice that the gods love. Only then will he have true. 

success and happiness. ....lake the sick man who has not the - 

sense to restrain his desires, en uno steersman who lacks the 

steersman's art r'o a 01 by that lac*,s .11,E,Ttl. will al:ways come 

to grief (135b). If a man lacks virtue, it is better for 

hi n: that he should b, ruled by one who -o'sesses it. 3adness 

is slavish, while virtue be its '6-be free. 



Socrates insists that Alcibiades' improvement will 

depend not on Socrates, but on God. .41cibiades asserts 

that he in his turn will now be the follower, never leaving 

Socrates. Socrates observes that his love has been like a 

stork: it has hatched winzed love in Alcibiad0 heart, and 

is now to be tended by itsoffsprinG. But though Alcibiades 

ftntends to practize justice forthwith, Socrates, though not 

mistrusting his nature, is afraid that the people may Get 

the better both of Alcibiades and of hLaself. 

In -these last few pages the conclusions that follow from 

the preceding: discussion are carefully and fully explained, 
. 

in particUlarmwe may notice that understanding of 
^ 

dependsmupon,...knowledge of Tit A.0-rou (133e) Herein lies 

the clue to the reconciliation of justice ( 'doing one's own 

The t,,.eo eriJiciples job ) with 'unaninity' o //toy ), 

converge in the knowledge of the absolute good. The'same 

conception of an absolute goodness allows, in the EUdemian 

Ethics, for the simultaneous existence of friendship with a 

friend and 'friendship witd, one's self ': one s own 'good' 

and one - neighbour's 'good', are ultimately the same. 

Irlailts friendship for himself is at bottom friendship towards 

tne good' (,1240b 17-19); a man seems to us a friend who 

wishes tie good or what he thirds to be such to some one' 

(1240a 23-5); 'by a man's attitude to himself the other 

modes of friendship ...are determined' (1240a 21-3). 

M:.:Mmin:In the list of '"goods' that are said to be of no real 



13c 

value for a city in comparison with the virtue that comes 
. 

from self-knowledge, it is Significant that wealth arid size 

and influence (134b) are among those on account of which 

Persia and Sparta were said to be so sbron. (122b - 124b). 

We now see why their ideals are inferior to the 6N)if,,GX,.L 

Further, in making 

and vEwrILov (134b), 

and (7- Plt, which Socrates advocates. 

light of the value of 7 r 

our writer was probably thinking of Gorg . 519a, where Socrates 

,o-wo)s 

a, 

complains that Pericles and othe 

vcov 44% 
C 

C' ve 4.100' OVIA5 

41) W 
TOt u V 

s like him 

W 

-170NAArAdtcri 

The weakness of the 'practical politicians, and of so-called 

like Sparta and. Persia - no less than of the 

standards which Alcibiades had originally set himself - was 

that they disregarded the soul. 

c,,,,,,,A,0 
yl1/4.41 . At 131b. 

/ 
I 

r r 

Y ` ,4 C, C 

133d. Ou c o t CA, 1-4, ' A ' - ' , , eF-T rot Q '., im 

The doctor for example, who oglacern!s himself wit:h the 
t. 

body 
. ,-,' 

(Tot ekuTov 1 131a), does not really know even that , since 
the value and significance of the body is derived from and 
depends u-con its relation to the 'self'. Only b7 knowing 
our selves can we comprehend the 'meaning' of that which 
belongs to or concerns ourselves, or know that such a 
reiationshlo really does exist. (On 'the good' as the 
condition oii' kliowledge, et. Nettlesaip Lectures on the .110.1..10.ans.0** wad. o o ,pu *Was. 
22211121,71-01 218 sq.) 

Ouv- fct, 
- 21.t 131a sq. 

S 133d-e 0) T:Iyperbaton: the 
would'normally come later than vc0,,Tk Perhaps 

4s4,,,f:ileA( was inaerted at the last minute as an afterthought, 



, 

133e. vs-ds T1. 7 Qj c2 WV, Self-knowledge, in fact, 
is the basis of all knowledge. On the importance of this 
remark (and of the next two questions) in,relation to the 
problem of reconciling To\ rA 0.iv 'tiodJI'W With -0',/t,tvo%te 

) 

see introductory remarks to this section, p, /,q,., / 

ova 
man 
recognize 

o o ,,zos Cf. Protoopast 
u'rou lot K E:1\I , despite 

an absolute standard of goodness 
See note on. 124e. 

claim, to teach a 
his refusal to 
Prot. 318e). 

\ \ ) r 
\ 

134a. c 0 6::' 7"' '-- ' 4 '''' ' - I.e. (presumably) those 
who are ignor ant but t hi nk t ,iat tb av have knowledge , cf. . 
117e - 118a. (host politicians do, in fact, suppose that 
they possess it, cf. ii8b.) 

j,-., \ f , , ,1 - 
kot...ko S ce TV 0 ok, I' 1" t-hi o L' 4. cIZ LI 1 1 0 3 ' 

9 

has two meanings (1) 'to act wickedly' , (2) to fare ill'. 
In the last question) and in this one sense (2) probably pre- 
dominates; but since it has been shown that self-knowledge 
is the source at once of all knowledF7e and of all true 
morality, there is justification now -for allowing the two 
sensqs to coalesce, as Socrates does at 1'1b below 0: 

'r \I di v t9 IA V) i. (""/ a. f/. \lot . In the light of the s e 
exidahati on w4 Coull now justify the similar play on the two 
meaaings of 6t, TCCArT,,, at 116b , of which we are perhaps 
intentionally reminded (see note ad loc., and also p. &g ). 

'1':TEk\i 

A 
134b. u ç e'd 7'6 L.J4 

to this section, p.' i3. See introductory remarks 

134c. dt E-T S Ty) tc-r J.'S 0t6O \1 r 0 1 S c, s 

The ruler wit"i knowledge will be able accordins4 to the Meno 
and the ..Repabli6, to create.:,S., D s 

s e e 118d, note. 
among the citizens 

TT . Of Symp. 212a, Phil. 39e. 

accepted works.) 
(The adverb, however, does not:seem to occur In Plato-l's 

\ 

0 WVT&S o The word )'41). 04.1 

.,.:-:..would he difficult ) und rstand if the passage / 4 
/ . 

at 1.33e were rejected; see Introd. p.410,,74, a 

VN 
These words,. taken in conjunction with TO 0/ Ve0V Qo 10 

er V(01-Wa\V at 134e, might perhaps suggest the influence of the 
ZoroaStrian teaching: about the i)rinciples of Light and Lm,kness 



(cf. 122a) note), but the Iranian religion posited a Devil, 
and 70 t)--6-c,v is very vague. The metaphor appears in the 
Republic in the allegory of the Cave (cf. 518c-d). 

134e. EsS 
note. 

TO O'koT6tvov See previous 

N 

4 
4 ' 

Note the Change of subject, inside 
the relative clause. 

N 

1 ..,> 35a. di- =¡ ',\v,ii 70 GrO 
. 

. The 'infinitive is / / 

used as a noun, though without tle article (sc. To 
N 

f ' 
Cf. R.q.2. 329d, -72,VII, 33 b. i 

74 0-,31,- may be taKen either as accusative of res-oect, Jr as 
subject of the infinitive. 

_ f 
6v Nt-.N1 

cre fa. i188a. sq. 

Cf, the a - of the mutinous 

5/ 

eo-Ddo .tp,,c,-\vo,; 135® . cf. Reja. 590d. 

The identity of 
i 

,.-LNfrooN) 

and ,c.4.ho\I was agreed u-oon at 116e. 

) o ".') v4-4, A f 0 \ I ri rb 61.1 W t) fv-Ti.: po v Cf. Hipp. Ma. 
293b sq. i 

N N 
, 

135. iò ,J1- .0 ',N,--.1 e-I'L ,2i,,,1 r_f_112 use of 76/u is 
especially frequent in Pito 's later works. 

a %/ 
ptcrE.,i. at 121d is also, perhaps, Deriphr9stic. 

Cf. Laws, r;V(e, 692d, ER:, VII, 325c, 540a b, wad also 
h inomis, 9 J B0d, Y82b. or other instances see note on 
24 , 325a, in my edition. Often the person in the 

,cusafive is in some way unfcrtunr.te® , 

135-de clO c.dV u6-0 5 

C o criVE () I 0 

600e. 

. Cf. Theaet. 150d 

For the metaphorical use, cf. 

Y ,ç 
\ 135e. K6' oN) f.v Aged storks 

were supposed to be cared for by their young. Cf. Soph. El. 
1.447, 



, 
.1 SyTE tir It would seem from this 

that ac6ording to our writer justice may be practised as a 
preparation for or aid to the acquisition of self-knowledge. 
In the Eudemian Ethics, whereas friendship fosters justice. 
1234'0 77E5 so also virtue is useful for the creation of 

iriendship (1234b 23-4, 1237a 33-4). We have seen that our 
writer aypeans to regard self-knowledgel ana with it -wider- 
standing of the true sanction of morality, as derived from 
contemplation of a friend!s soul; and it seems that here 
too the doctrine is the same. 

o jgJ3 hee -32a, note. 



tical Evidence. 

*er points to the occurrence of certain a ne2s er-fßrmul 

hua t the Alcibiades ly work of Plato. 

Tieing the figures that he gives for their occur re:. 

centage fi 
of occurrences of all anses 

ob- 

sarison based on-the total ntirnber 

ls,e in the 21 eibiâdes and in 

Plato's accepted workst(See Table I), Ritter also notes certain 

expressions that are not answer -formulae, but again are chiefly found 

l?: to'e later worm: in their case we may consider the averti 

number of occurrences pe:r hundred pages in Hex xm's edition (see 

Table 2). Finally Ritter refers to. a few expresss-ions that are 

comparatively ia;zfrequ 

admitted 

Plato's l 
.. 

incidence c f ; th 

3 

ks. But it has to be 

pressions is not incompatible 

with the theory that the ,),lci "biades was written after Plate's early 

4 
which Friedlander has at temp mirky' and before his later ones, a vie 

to suppor t 13.3 a f thorough-going st8tietical analysis of language. 

The Platonic nature of our dialogue! lánguagr ti rther 

supported by evidence of a, somewhat negative kir 

tuciy of the distribution of nouns and adjectives i 
.._.....,....._.._.__._ ... , _ .,.._.,.......,,.. 

97. .1ppm. 56-7. 
J 

; /I1®i F c.s 

0 v áTCJ cr°XEcrciv Tc Cr 41-2(GGáv 

cs v<z°c, for which the respective % figures lima** for t -rc? 

are 3W6, Iß°/2 , 3°6, 3°6; but cf. Symp.. I39, 97, 4.8, 61; phaedQ 

D.G.A. Ii pp. 56:sg. 

.. 
-r 

tlJ -1.3 x 

^_á' 
ff 

,=(.°,.wG...., 

,G 

'" '4,.7^6, 7,6, 2I,5. Ate,'as44; 
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TABLE I (see 134 

Crï to 22 0 

b 64 0 f) i o : 0 w 5Q ú' 0 0 

utïr,d I07 9 . 9 0 

® 336 (3 ú G 

36 

Phaed. 6 .6 '6 

25. i' 2.3 e8 28 
Crat 20 3 I 0 

P .e+ti.r & 43 4 I74 
he 285 46 I^4 I.4 .7 3 2 p.7 46 

ea ;I°3 I9 2.2 0 5 3.8 

Plt " I+3 6r8 4 C r I6 IC4 
2'ß. : i3 .7 7 r v cî 0 

- , : 

83 2 5 I I Z 7 7 
, 6=7 8;á 



TABLE 2 (see 

Luches 

Apolo 33 

ß 0 

O 6I 

rm. 29 0 3.4 

,rito I'ï 0 5.9 

Eu.th, 23 C 0 

I'.re?tag. 63 0 

F'athtyd. 45 

Gorr. 1I6 C; 2.6 

Meno 46 

áytrP a 62 ß sä 

0 25 
hsed. 79 

Repo 318 28 . 22 

Orat. 79 1-3 

haedr. ; 68 8.8 5.9 

I.0 O 

5-6 31, 7 

3'3 I5.7 

9,2 10,3 

ß.°2I?i 

1i2.0 .ry 29:.-3 

9.6 

5 
0 

, 5,3 

7.0 I5° I 



Using Yule's methbd, I made a table showing the frequency distribution 

of nouns in the Alcibiades, and' a comparable table using the spread- 

sampling swat for the anDosium. I then made similar tabie for the 

distribution of verbs, this time comparing the 'blades with the 

'ides the reno and the Hippias ra'o . Though these works differ 

2. 

somewhat in size, it is perhaps worth recording the following resultsi: 

VERBS 

Total of occurrences 

4 
r. 

Vocsb..:, per '100(cce. 

Vbs. ':.used.::pilbs onlyi:.% 

Als . 

1914 

171.11 

177-6 

44.4 

Charm. 

1553 

238-19 

201,6 

51-1 

Ch. (cm.) 

1364 

180-75 

22_8.8 

51.3 

3 

Hippo 

1403 

281.13 

224,7 

50-5 

H. (om. 

1325 

242.92 

437.5 

50-5 

Yeno 

1663 

282.50 

164-2 

49.0 

OUNS:.::: - Alc. p., Alc. Symp6 

- Total ...,of ooeurrerie es 372 887 Vocab. per ICuO: 3417 4OE.9 

IUD 6 113.5 one e 5 59.06 63.06 

The figures for verbs in the Alcibiades and in the Charmides (with 

emissions) ykilaszsiKsaggazir. in partisular show that there' is at least 

nothing obviously un-Platonio in the distribution of verbs in our 

dialogue; We can say no more because there is no sufficiently long 
,s 

clisk;Ogue that is certEinly spurious with which to comp re it But if the 

Hippies Major is spurious, it is. significant that its figurgifgre very 

simila2 to t4se of a genuine worlt, the Men. 

Next I considered sentence-length, disregarding such introductory 

remarks as ;C4 ;'; an , and taking figures only for such 

'speeches as contained in all more than fifty words. But here again, 

G. trdny Tale; The Utatistical study of Literary Vocabul!,..I7, 04U+P., 1944. 

4 VOCyZ4Ilary per I0Ou Occurrences : and percentrge of once- 
noun 3 seo, with inerease in size of work. Jince the Charm. and. 

tla. contain reported dialogue, I 4.40,4- ct ve4 7 
s. ef, 



although the average of 20,59 wards per sentence for the 151 

sentences of the Alcibiades differs but little from the T9.83 

per sentence in the first 150 sentences of the Goria, the 

spurious Second Alcibiades averages 21.37 for its 116 sentences, 

so that nothing -positive can be deduced. Finally, if one lists 

all the verbs in the ibiades with ten or more occurrences, and 

oampares proportionately adjusted figures for the Cha f.de 

and. Tiippias_lláar, and then does the same making each of these other 

dialogues the standard of comparison, one finds a closer similarity 

between the alcibiades and the Charmides than between the Charmides 

a 
and the Lello. But thoudh it may be true that in general words 

commonly used by an author are more characteristic of his diction 

than these(Lae uses rarely, the words which we are concerned are 
Vaat 

very ordinary and probably non-evidential. It would seem that while 

statistics do not exclude the possibility Platonic authorship of 

aaa 
the Alcibiades, their evidence is purely negative; S* Our dialogue is 

in many respects similar., to what Plato was writing about the time 

of the orias and. Symposium, SQ also are several of the Platonic 

i.e. multi lied or divided according to the relative size of the work 

(size gtotal number of occurrences of verbs). Greater accuracy would 

COurse be obtained by taking samples, but here (as for sentence-length 

and:noun,. and. Verb-distributions) a rough indication of tendency will 

sufficovssi Platonic authenticity could not in any case be proved by. 

these methodsa e.g. from the figures for the 28 most 

frequent verbs 120he 2).ezpidss (with omissions - see p.137, n.:51 

only 6 of the corresponding jUc 
3 

alore.:.than 50%. Cf. Yule p. 
uf. ide btryckor .8 ides p0.53 

figures (i4 for the Mew)) differ by 

2. 0,g, riya), o 0 et- e,$ -zre IF( 7174 'Tr 6, 
f A A 

4e-r-the-verbea-of---4a.. 



2. Rare Words. 

Before considering such worde as appear to be un-Platonic 

we may observe that the following, and only the following (so a as 

I have be(n able to discover ) are found, apart from the Alcibiades, 

L Lire 
only in acknowledged works of Plates 4 -i-gAecroucy114, / e r, 
i tr te L e 1 4 TT e, -eTe re iecf 3 rr t a Orlik e, 1,4 /6-1 I . g e:7° o 049, 0 5. 

) / ) / 
a E: v v 6.- o TT&L-1 L-.1 i 02 tru v v ze o-7,1 s 

i 

icyc--rt? is A k L 4.0 But the first six of these words are 

words that writers other than Plato would have little occasion to use, 

and may be described as non-evidential in view of their meaning; the 

3 
next three are not found earlier than Pe ,IX and the Phaedrs. only 

the last three may be called in any sense characteristic of the Plato 

of the Gor'ias-posium period, and then only with reservation: for 

0- u v J pt 1-15 is as much pctic as it is Platonic orce in Rep.I1I, 

onceonce in Polit c . twice in Euripides, once in Sophocles), only 

one of the four occurrences of (lie c 7-is is found in a work of 

the period (the Euthyde s; twice In 22.91ii, once in Law 

wt- (/), cfl (once in Isstales121, once Ea0IX), which is frequent 

in later . writers may have 
.t u-eu. in 
.04 . the spoken language of 

the fourth century, and colloquial expressions are not uncommon in the 

EvaEia0 When, in addition, allowance has.teenalade for possible 

In compiling thisectionl have uted;he following indices or lexical 
Ast for Plato and:41.6tonic spuria, -Ilan Essen. for Thucydides,Zanpps for 
Xenophpn, Preuss for 'Demosthenes, Mitehell Abr. Isocrates, Farman for 
Andocides, Lycurgas and Dinarchus4.2eiske for other orators; and th.e.- 
Index in_Traislgos Graecos of Beataon and. Beck. 3 .4fr°64"1-107fiV is a 
doubtful reeding at 114d (but see note ad loe.); TrA y yø. 
once (e7.) means to 'follow' as in. Alo. 4 of. DoTarrant, quoted . 

on ptioh. 4.74 
u..}0-*/44, 



imitation even of Plato's use of some of these rare words b' a 

weli-reaci member of the Academy, we must admit that there is ro 

real evidence here to support the authenticity of the Alcibiades. 

Our dialogue contains a number of words which, though found 

in writers other than Plato, are found but rarely- These words, however, 

are rare in Plato also, and there are few, if any that can safely be 

called epoc1ally Platonic. That could be done only where a word. is 

used (and rarely used) by one or possibly two other writers, and 

yet occurs several times n Plato himself; a single occurrence in 

Plato means little in any case, it in means nothing at all if other 

writers also use the word, however rarely they use it. Indeed if such 

aword is found veral times in other authors, it might be claimed 

that the word is un-Platonic. But special caution is needed in 

discussing words that Plato uses rarely, because we possess so few 

works of the literary to which his belong that we can be certain 

were written by someone else. If a word that Plato uses is absent in 

the historians and orate are in Plato himself, we cannot 

afeliy.saywhether the word was PlatoniC or un-Platonic. I here list 

only such words as seem to have some semblance of .a claim to be Platouic : 

In what fellows Aristotle, 1)Dilmosthenes Th.Thuoyaides, X2,2enophon 
Aesoh.t.leschihes, t. uitipho, Din, Dinarchus, isoc. lacerates, 

Ficares before a woru indicate the number of its ocourrenc 
in Plato. :naeder ad itter have made use of rrre words in 
discussillc the question of the authenticity of the Platonic 2pistles. 
hacioforth (The _,uthentioit- of the Platonic E:)ist...es, Larcheeter 
criticises soma of to...sir methodo, but himself treats specially 
Platonic such words Ls (I Th, :), whose SOLO claim to be 
Platonic must rest 04 a single occurrence in the 1,enexr,.Ls, and 

_ 
41-4.1-o le Los (o Th, 5 X, 2 MI, I Din., .0, which in ,olato (apart 
from the Epistles under discdesion) occurs orly once, in thcooliticus. 
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A E ( (. CY 6 fV' G bc-0 V, 

Éoe d1. x 

ri ( t cg- p. p{. 

6ÚxccEcd 

X ) r>t ü i !1 ï 04. ( .S , ! 

/ 3 1. a 

A)/ g ¿ t cclE Clyas I .1 

t 

itt9 iCe 
a/ 

5- a, r dt c+os `ty.(a I?/ 'el. Ì 4J C 

1, OE'," . 

The first three zorrls occur, together with at least four 

very rare worth - r' y E Jé QA nL el o o Q i rC x)t t E0a fg CIK! 

t ce (5- 05 (7 Isoc. ) passage of our dialogue (ï2ld sq.' 

dese:rib3.xp 6iaa.rta and r t may be that our writer drew 

them all the ;:ame w.ritten or orsi source, that these were 

words spe ly used la canx3,exion with those that case 

ttl fact that Plata use sonne of them slightly more oft+ than other 
EV r S©4J 

writers ie uon-evidenti 04-4 e-trrp-cc 
Á 

poetic, 

occur only after ;i 5ymposiznrieriod. 

Yp5 Inv be cä;_iscourx.teGï 'because of 

ßrt5 and t, 1 á . occur on 

V' s. v 't°' /v( 

u A T75 

the meaning 

once each. in comparatively early works oî Plea 

hough accurr 

ri totie:. 

The following gords, ïl ch occur in the Alcibiades, a 

such works, 

found no only in Plato's universally accepted works, but 

h are of doubtful autheiitièitr; r i cr-x© 14-01( 

d>s A)r ,f r, oc5' ci w 1LL4 11VÌçr.--{ 
d M !: 

E A n. r k, 

is word does not appear in Sauppe$ lexicon, but Liddell and scott 
Mem. III, xii,. i. 

1. 

I. Qmit .such wor( c-K tr -r t fch 
{ 6 Plata,. 3 LI and Kw p,, wj`o ro t cis (4 Plato, obviously non= 
evidential because of their meaning. 
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ro...m P.. ...,_._ 

i4 ctvs 

'á, 
$ ert ,.'f these 
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v O mt GL ( leckt-t 

3 A 

A 
¡ 

1,-v4 "4"n-©j 

ea, w. 

tö bs x) , t4`"-r,c 4a ( 

IL..6-yoLA u 

first three can hare 

evidence frn. view of their r:ieání.r.ng 

concerned ate spurious, t Nor 

ny case claim to be chara 

ff.::thA 'doubtful. 

risaie, of Plato, 
} c&. 

least has some claim, despite its frequency in Aristotle , but it 
th e sort cf wu b. hough .comparatively .rare, 

.tant to c,4py, and the same may be said of ;, 

µ..A. 

a! . . 

V and e ,c n `i f.. et 

but the res are by no means, 

imitator 

! c., i s admitted as Platonic by Aa ekîarth, 

esave s, 

only once in a, certainly genuine Nvark. 

words .common: _tQ our dialogue .l 
worlcs, only the 'following ee have alw reel, 

Y ç.r 

o certainly 3.0us, 

Platonic: 

ITO o lCi 

<<e o crä et w (plus :I Theases, 

t..G i i c Kas (plta., de :.:'Iu,BFtt1: I $?i 

(Plus 1.. The+eges : ..-._,..,.... 

ild" 
:c- re I -r c tc05 

Plat 

: 4 o U Q'" 

J c aC v á. e 
the writers e ..311. who use(j. 

° This Gtpp l 

dial ectica 
r, xrv 

trae of -r 

ütai, 

to be called. 

DeM3C@.u; ro 2., . 

re p,rabeb 

wri. 

also to Ée icr°c5 , .i.o:n became a °v3cabul.ui t 
(Btanits ). . 1.1 k, but two of the occurrence; 

rt fie i are f.ound. in comparative "1y 1 te wQrk,e+; and the S Ean 

e © Cr a . t w s4.4.4 1 C-"T- C 
` 

°r c 144s 3 

ax 

0p. 

Gf 



probably did: the same; and the other two wordt, though less frequent 

and yet, in all probability; characteristic of Plato, may still have 

been copied in the same way. What one or two can copy, more can; or 

again, if it is mere chance that some of these words occur in snuria 

it may equally well be due to chance that th e' appear in our dialogue. 

The vocabulary of our dialogue, then, presents no clear evidence 

in favour cf Platonic autbenticity, We find, on the other hand, 

number of words that do not occur in any of Plat's generally accepted 

works, and yet do appear in other writers; of these the following 

2 
would appear to be the most important: &-T,( 

/ 
t a- 21 

riTc 0 YC. t, ( X), k, 6 ( 1 E VrTT,V (i g A) 

e.Y7r.L.10...tv401.4.4i (!)A, ZTk, J I 3 A,Lotac.J.Q.-4 cro v 0-1-15 

4 isae E v x. tfv.cri/...j)/ 
Ai Ae4.6k7 

. qsac 3 x.) 

-K-e-ihce(ov Aesel, ) ire wricro 
I 

6 d ot. C. 4 Se4, , 7 A , 

The first two nri've'been noticed by several writers on the Alcibi d 

but it seems worth while to call attention to the others also; for in 

view of the bulk of Plato's output, it JCR ViaLlia be astonishing if 
Plato used all these 'words in. the Alcibiades, and never again eisewher 

"Finally, we may note the following, whieh BO far as I have been able 

to ascertain from the appropviat e .1exica do not occur in any pr se 
/ writer of the period: ire 4y °S co tx ve,c cit x 

3 \ .5- 
6 6,4 61"."4 ° -rs-e 6- 71-15 and m. S' A a 41-e. d" e"' AIDart 9 

4.-C I `t "5 ',,11.(1 ,--/C X '4' "4:1 4(-- which have been noticed by 

Other probablv of loEls significance, are: A. Ze TO/ irE 

from 

(3110 ,r.1), TrZe .eeyas (6 A2 err( got. fr. 04- "ro (t 
iceoKezteiso,),,,, Ai), vo.i.triye.0 6 7 ( 4 

See p ta"7 But Plato uses N6-.tv tk-c'S" in 
the positive and comparative nine times. r Plato uses gsarl 

but even that onl.y twice; Aristotle and .4ndocides also use it twice e b, 
1)&)43 2v. "4 \'` cr-ri 5 ("- v 7""t-, -1.44 Ike" 47, 

" . 



eve a 
.2/ 

commentators, Aevi-cq' (toe) is the most significant 

word here. It occurs in Euripides (Iph.à. 1574), but otherwise 

only in later writers. 

3. Evidence of Lateness. 

The style of the alcibiades has a good deal in common wit 

the style of Plato's latest dialogues. It is of course, by no 

means identical with it; but the number cf points of resemblance 

make it very difficult to consider the ibiades a work written 

by Plato during the earlier period when s. style was at its best. 

I note the following points of resemblance between our dialogue 

and the Laws,: 

AnapoIdthoni e s etqrs-,of sentences .. t'he latter 

.1144.-1111449;#47.....01/1Pe4riv-t9g4T,t:-.the.:1)tiginnilag'0f' :101),Sm 

1Ce4u9, ..1240b(of., II4b, IISb)* 

'Changes of person and number.' 

Tautology. 

4. Periphrastic Tree.' 

5, 4yrierbata. 

6. Rare adverbs. 

7. Periphrasis; 

119b St. 

3 substantival. 

8. Reaundancy: temporal adverbs. 

9. Redundancy: miscellaneous. 

IO. Oompleted antithesis. * 

106b. 

. 104d. li). 

II5a, 
153d 

Sgicy4Kt3 
I05d ó 77,1 vfk 

04_ 
rx, 

1V6e, eijcret 1-3 S 4"1 X iS 

t 
0 ( 

1-0 -re .01-& (or 011 (-7-rE )9 
107e, 10% (twice). 

. , 4 ... 114s, g.,,t ... ic.errit he, vptS , 
. 

.1' C. 1u5c, I06a, Ii0b, I.4.1b, - '''.....'. 
. 

. .. II:60, 122as 7' i 

'Other such words, of little significance, are:. KA.Au,vre'Af 
i/ xoe o (.3-t fti- and - If 9 S. 41 ¡ACT deT0(1 Nd v v4. , 

4Points 1..5 are among those noted as characteristic of the 'Laws by 
Jowett (trans. of Plato, 2nd. ed. vole V, pp0I2sq.), the rest tfc, 

(0/),c...it% pit, ITO dv). H°.-01.1444. 
`/ Pd./ T e.c trAj fi,t c-4 8e"te`m. a-Pn LL D13.Ç Xcx. 



Ti. Parenthesis. 

12. Plurals of abstract nouns. 

13. Abstract forms of 

6' lAget1 

Finally, the following 

dspo 105b, 108c. 

expression*. 01,41, 

is a list (probably by 

exhaustive) of twenty words not found in Plato's 

, c 

A 0 

crteli t, y 

4,i 6'10'74 

than Rep*VI-Vil 

. 7 4,11 0-71 

6 -V a!el 

v41, y S.4 y t4,3: 

I and the Phae,rus 

kePerigt41.1 ;(11 t"..e, 1 
"Tre-'r16:40 

Further .Peculi ities of style. 

122b-c. 

122c, 

i4r0e1 

no means 

works earlier 

he 1. v o 4 

--r-ro, 6 e) 3%`) erp-C-A &rib 
el 1 4 (-1 va. rt A 'IV- to 1-41js: 

- 

Trz,e r ow ai 

The aicibiade in some resPects resembles the ElppLp Yalpr, 

which is almost certainly spurioue* I quote from Liss Doeothy Ta' 

inserting references to our dialogue: tThe style is 

merit; there are some awkwardly-expressed passage 
4 

121s4 . The vocabulaIT *. shows a :marked. tendency .. to bhe use 
k t 

very uneven in 

Poetic worae ana phrases (chiefly from HOMer-ama trsesei7), ei ee be 

as a rule with a burlesque application L124a7. Plays on words rpa3a 

note, IO) .. are on the whole Worthy of r1 ;,,to. Some words 'shish sas 

otherwise Only in later literature may have tslecesd to the sPoken 
' . . .. 

ggainguatò -bf - . , . . . 

, ., - 
" . 

Cempbell'..'40Und 35 words in the liattenidee that did not::ettUrbeforethe::-.":: _-. ....- -....... - .-.. -, . 

.:,:,,.... 

,,.;::.:-::11..tpublict.-'.'"..but he counted woeds occurring' in ,sry book of the and..40,.'''' 4........... 

...::a''''''m 4' is in 4:1:.7. lt:a::41a;::::: -,S!114':;;;;el::TrChu:It1(')l.:I'I'):::::'ikl'e,";:l;:;;;7'":.:"-::;;:;;;::' 

,.. ..-,... .,"- ,. ..:,,-.,.,...:',,...::,:l.:........ 

Xii..Xiii. l' Note ' -Sig,tccumulation of partiCiples: , 
.. 

. 



La predominantl eetic I note the following I2be, r,,,) 

122e, vi, -,,,ri2 Ja r) , 120b,.- ,,,:teL) c-L 0( 113e i ,---K L.:::, izic, 

, ,Ar 
f-T 4.-' 4-) , 1,24b ,:,:,, V- Z-:- 77--,:i. AC , 'Jab -i- 7- i,..) , I13e ,,,,!. v e -. V 
,"1 ,.- 

t 
te ..)/ ,,-..., ,,,,, 

_, 

113b & ' 16') 5 , 106e 6 V L.- e 1)&1/ , 122c 0 E.- e ,; 17 tj V 111e 

e y s 

17- 

, I u 7a r7,4, erk ii9d LIHt- 03e orIceoff(ov, 

One or two expressions lock likc 118b, 

c, A e AA t 125e 1" 0/4- P Cti.) ;C,i) 9 II 04);..0.1 

t e ad loc. ) mii perhaps the absolute use of 

cd7 3 4. (see note). Also probably colloquial is the omission pf 

o ti e.,e (ri at 116e, of the participle 

A cV at II3aa 

at 112c, and of 

Storey notes that the alternative 'discover or learn" is tbrico 
. , 

repeated (I06d, 112d, 113e) and the idea 'would not learn if you 

thought you knew' twice (1061, 109e), and that 1,he vc-b A,Lv4,01,,v; 

(II2d) is repeated seven times within a page. Me may further observe 

the freque2lt repetition of Jo h . 

rJ- 

1-reffros 

at 104e, and, of ami at 105b a q (see 

notes). 

1'. 'fly mote tha't our author- Se ens to be particularly 

. 

, 
. 

addicted to (i) c out! ntiati on of an oblique construction inside a 

relative clause (123b, 131e ),; (2) ohiasmic 'order of words (I04a, 

, i LIC ,,t Ac,3 
- . 

. , - 

This is never so omitted, in Plato earlier works 

...................... 

) 



I I 1 1 A 

113e ' 

tN 
ir 0 116 

; (3) mixes. conditions articula 

with trie present indicative in the 'if clause followea by the 

opt with. 

y 

(I090 114e, I164, 1220: cf. also note on 1050). 

5. Borrowirs from Plato. 

The following resemblances are discussed by Vink (pp-. 30-42) 

who argues that they do not prove that an imitator has borrowed from 

Plato. :but if we are satisfied on other grounds that our dialogue 

is spurious and comparatively late, may believe that our writer 

pasaaga5 of Plato in his mind. 

12Ia EUtht IIb 

134b -0,d .Gorg. 504d, 5274 

IPb 0.. Gorg. 527c 

°- 212a 

phaedx.. 

_ , . . . _ . . . . . . . . .:. , . . . 
. . 

1-a6(1904*.:104.- 504e.: 

To these ve xrej add, With Shorey (p.-.652)2. 

had some, at least, of these 

I19a 503b 

I07b-c .4 Prot* 519be 

IO6de".** Euthyd. 276a 

109a ... Memo 60d 
127o *.. 112112. 44Id 

I04b..., 29...m. 466o 

I04e 5I6a 

ID6b *.. Ifeno,74a9, b6-?, 
gisEE,.. 50446 

1000, Pro,. 9b 

I04d (rreaii,,kt 

109b9.., Lichee 

109a5 ( ve4'rf 
190d, Prot. 

1884, 

)4 

I64de 

f47- 

e 
t, ) /Aches 

345d Ort * 4I9b 
M,* 454ab, 464d. 

TIDa J!2 Z46a, * 495a IIIbie Laobep 184d, 186d 
.1111011.01.11.111111001100 

c. . 
f, 

es 179d 1.094..irKw11' 

-....1. :Mono 

114e ... Coi. 471e, 475e 1Io &Tr, ) 

Re 547o. G2r7. 514c, ,L12E1,.. 

2I 6a5-6 

VeAkett.amsim;OatiaVAL*0:,. 
............ , 



12205 e:;". 

C I( ) o e 

125 b9 G riz;* 486. , 

121 ib 

134 e !ry 

123e ( it-61:kv z",s 

125e e"='' 

l" 4 

I 
çJ ) Pziaeua 1:15d 
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